MINUTES
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
REGULAR MEETING
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 4, 2007
7:00 P.M.
YARMOUTH TOWN HALL HEARING ROOM
Present: Selectmen – Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Jim Hoben, Bud Groskopf, Dr. William
Marasco; Town Administrator – Robert C. Lawton Jr.
Public
A.
St. Patrick’s Parade Committee – Update
The St. Patrick’s Parade Committee would like to hold the annual St. Patrick’s Day on March 8, 2008 this
year’s parade will start in Dennis and end in Yarmouth. The Committee is requesting to use the grounds
and the Lawrence C. MacArthur School for the ending point of the parade. The parade will start at
11:00am in West Dennis and end at approx. 12:30pm in Yarmouth.
Ms. McAuliffe – Informs the BOS that all the safety issues have already been discussed and organized for
the parade. She is very pleased with the two Town approach and sharing the location of the parade.
Mr. Sullivan – Indicated that the only item left to wrap up is contact the school to get permission.
Dr. Marasco – Would like to know who the grand marshal will be? The St. Patrick’s Committee member
indicates that the grand marshal will be announced in approx. two weeks, they already have someone who
has agreed.
The Selectmen unanimously support the parade.
B.
Dennis-Yarmouth Women’s Club, Barbara Howard – Update
Barbara Howard – President of the Dennis-Yarmouth Women’s Club, the Club is part of the State and
National Federation of Women’s Clubs. Twice a year they have a fundraiser for community giving, they
donate to several local organizations for women and children in need. She discusses the upcoming
activities of the Club.
Ms. McAuliffe – She attended a luncheon with a female member of the BOS in Dennis. Ms. McAuliffe
was very impressed with the breadth of activities the Women’s Club had to offer.
C.
Brian Braginton-Smith –
Mr. Braginton-Smith – Explains that with regards to Lewis Bay, studies have found that Egg Island was
impacted by dredging and the island is about to disappear as a result of the hydrological changes. He
wants to alert the Selectmen to think of Lewis Bay as a resource but the Bay also needs careful
consideration in order for environmental protection in the future.
Dr. Marasco – Explains that Cape Wind will be laying the cable across the Lewis Bay area. Is the laying
of that high energy cable of a concern to that area?
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Mr. Braginton-Smith – He explains that the Bay is under stress due to its popularity. He also states that it
is now time to look at the Bay in terms of preservation in order to ensure that conditions do not deteriorate
further.
Ms. McAuliffe – She indicates that when she sat in on Cape Cod Commission Meetings, that most of the
problems with Lewis Bay were due to the eel grass and the dredging, she did not hear comments about the
Cape Wind power cable.
Mr. Braginton-Smith – Would like to request information from the Army Corp of Engineers with regards
to their findings on the ecological system. He’s not sure that the power cable has been considered.
Ms. McAuliffe – She hopes that the Town will have local control over the permitting when the cable
project goes though in order to ensure that environmental concerns are considered.
Hearing:
Renewal Hearing – 2008 Annual General-on-Premises Alcoholic Beverages License, Mill Hill Club,
Inc., d/b/a Mill Hill Club, 164 Route 28, West Yarmouth, James Liadis, Manager
Mr. Sullivan – Reads advertisement in the Register on Nov. 22nd, 2007 Liquor Renewal Hearing to
determine if the annual liquor license from the Mill Hill Club should be renewed for 2008. He explains
that this hearing was called as a result of observations that the Mill Hill Club was open several weeks for
only one day a week and only for several hours.
Mr. Lawton – Says that Mr. Vera has agree that the Town renew the liquor license but hold the license and
not issue it, and then Mr. Vera would be closing the Mill Hill Club for liquor sales. When Mr. Vera has his
plans in place he would make a presentation to the Selectmen and then the Board could issue the license.
Mr. Lawton believes that this is a good resolution and it would allow Mr. Vera to keep the license but it
also would not allow him to open only once a week until he finalizes his plans for the Mill Hill Club.
Mr. Sullivan – Asks if there is anyone in the public that would like to speak about the issue. Asks Mr.
Lawton if the Board should take a vote. Mr. Lawton agrees that the BOS should vote to put their decision
on record even though they will hold the license.
Mr. Sullivan – He makes a motion to renew the license, but hold it until Mr. Vera makes a presentation to
the BOS. Ms. McAuliffe seconds the motion. Mr. Sullivan asks for discussion.
Dr. Marasco – He agrees that holding the license for now is a good resolution but he would like to see the
plan from Mr. Vera with regards to the future of the property.
Mr. Lawton – Indicates that Mr. Vera has a zoning issue with his parking lot and he’s trying to resolve
that problem. Mr. Lawton has explained to Mr. Vera that the Town would like to see the Mill Hill Club
stay open in West Yarmouth as the Club is a beneficial for the surrounding area and other businesses.
Dr. Marasco – He does say that although he agrees with the current holding of the license he does not
want owners of vacant buildings to be encouraged to keep the buildings vacant.
Mr. Sullivan – He says that if the BOS approves the license then it will be for a full year.
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Mr. Lawton – In July the BOS can call a show cause hearing and ask for Mr. Vera to come before the
BOS for an update.
Mr. Sullivan – Calls for a vote. VOTE 4-0-1
Presentation – Massachusetts Estuary Program – Lewis Bay Section – Brain Howes Technical
Director School of Marine Science & Technology at UMass Dartmouth and Ed Eichner from the
Cape Cod Commission
George Allaire – The MEP is a joint effort from the Town, DEP, Town Planners, US Geological Service,
and Cape Cod Commission. The MEP is a comprehensive effort from a large group of agencies.
Brain Howes – He explains that there is a large group of people working on this project. He discusses the
DEP/SMAST MA Estuaries Project and that the purpose of the project is to develop nitrogen thresholds
and target loads for the embayments of southeastern MA. The MA Estuary Program’s goal is to reduce the
cost of this effort by using several funding sources. The Estuary Program’s main issues which are being
evaluated include, increased nutrient loading to the estuary, resulting in wholesale decline in estuarine
health from shifting land-use; and bacterial contamination resulting in shellfish bed closures. They are
doing a full assessment on how the estuary fully functions then they project forward how the bays should
perform. Mr. Howes states that they are about 65-70% complete in investigating the estuaries. He then
discusses the way to control the nitrogen loading. The four systems that they are working on that effect
Yarmouth are Lewis Bay, Barnstable Harbor, Parkers River, and Bass River. Mr. Howes discusses the
results of the study.
Dr. Marasco – Discusses how great it is that the money was approved for this project at Town Meeting.
He also thinks that this study also shows the value of the scientific method and how it can give
quantitative results. He also thinks that Yarmouth will benefit if the Town of Yarmouth can work with the
Town of Barnstable to correct the estuary problems together.
Ms. McAuliffe – Explains that there may be an article on the warrant at the Annual Town Meeting that
deals with the financial aspects to try and solve some of the problems.
Special Town Meeting Preparation
A.
Assignment of Articles
Ms. McAuliffe – She discusses the potential layout as well as who will be responsible for the articles for
the warrant. She asks Mr. Sullivan to write the article which indefinitely postpones whether to withdraw
from the Cape Cod Commission.
Dr. Marasco – Says he wants to make sure that a discussion occurs when the article to withdraw from the
Cape Cod Commission is brought up, and if the Selectmen decide to indefinitely postpone the article there
will be no discussion.
Mr. Sullivan - Says that he believes that the Cape Cod Commission is not ready to discuss the issues the
Selectmen have presented the Commission. He believes that there should be a discussion about
withdrawing from the Cape Cod Commission at a public meeting but not at the Special Town Meeting.
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Ms. McAuliffe – Asks if the Board would like to take a revote on Cape Cod Commission article. The
previous vote was 4-0 to indefinitely postpone; the Selectmen agree to not revote that decision to
indefinitely postpone.
•
The Discussion continues on whether or not to include the Cape Cod Commission article. The
BOS decide to indefinitely postpone the article.
Town Administrator:
A.
Consent Agenda
Mr. Lawton discusses the consent agenda; he speaks about the Library Director Jacqueline Adams
reporting the continuation of holding Sunday hours. In addition he informs the Selectmen about the
Request by Agricultural Commission, represented by Martin Rivero, to use a portion of Senior Center
property for a community garden.
•

Discussion continues on the Library being open on Sundays.

Mr. Lawton – Agrees to look into salaries for library worker’s hours. He asks that the Selectmen vote the
consent agenda. Mr. Hoben – Motions to pass the consent agenda. Mr. Sullivan - Seconds. VOTE 5-0
Selectmen
Ms. McAuliffe – Discusses the regionalization of the Harwich High School and the D-Y District. She also
discusses the Open Space and Recreation Plan Update, the Selectmen agree to submit a letter in support
for the Update. She also gives updates for upcoming meetings (MMA Legislative Breakfast, Cape
Selectmen’s Assoc. Meeting). The Selectmen also ask Mr. Lawton to get into contact with John Klimm
Town Manager in Barnstable to look into the airport being declared a District of Critical Planning. The
Selectmen also discuss whether or not Ms. McAuliffe should go to Washington with other delegates from
the Cape to oppose Cape Wind. She will not go because the Selectmen as a whole do not have a decision
on support for the Wind Farm.
Dr. Marasco – Discusses a letter in the Selectmen’s packet from Jim Lefter with regards to private
contractors for snow removal.
Mr. Groskopf – Discusses the South Yarmouth Association water testing on Run Pond. He also let’s
everyone know that the 1st Thursday of the month it’s “Tell it to Bud Time” at 11:30 at the Senior Center.
Mr. Hoben – Committee Appointment:
To accept the resignation of Rebecca Nystrom as the Town of Yarmouth’s Representative to the
Barnstable Home Consortium, at the November 5th meeting of the Affordable Housing Committee they
voted unanimously to appoint David Kellogg for a one year term or until a successor has chosen.
Motioned. Seconded. VOTE 5-0
Adjourn
Ms. McAuliffe- Motions to adjourn the meeting. Seconded. VOTE 5-0 Meeting adjourned at 9:16p.m.
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Page 2 – AGENDA
BOARD OF SELECTMEN REGULAR MEETING – DECEMBER 4, 2007
(Consent Agenda)

Approval: Report on Sunday Hours made by Director of Libraries
Jacqueline Adams

Approval: Request by Agricultural Commission, represented by
Martin Rivero, to use a portion of Senior Center property
for a community garden

Donation made to Division of Senior Services:
The Garden Club of Yarmouth (Appropriation of
wages to Steve Gabrick for set-up of room)

Donations made to Police Department (25):
To be used for Training Expenses

$26.88

$4,775.00

Voted: 5-0
Date: February 8, 2008
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MINUTES
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
REGULAR MEETING
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 2007
7:00 P.M.
YARMOUTH TOWN HALL HEARING ROOM
Present: Selectmen – Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Jim Hoben, Bud Groskopf; Town
Administrator – Robert C. Lawton Jr. Members Absent – Dr. William Marasco
Public
A.
Garden Club: Acknowledgment – Yarmouth Area Chamber of Commerce Community
Service Award
Ms. McAuliffe – The BOS honors the Garden Club for their volunteer work on gardens around Town and
for receiving the Chamber of Commerce Outstanding Service Award.
Margaret Huszar – Discussion on the awards received from the Chamber of Commerce and the House of
Representatives – Resolutions. Ms. Huszar thanks all the members of the Garden Club who have
volunteered over the years.
B.
Whitten Landscaping: Acknowledgment - Yarmouth Area Chamber of Commerce Business
of the Year Award
Ms. McAuliffe – The BOS honors Craig and Nicole Whitten from Whitten Landscaping for their award
from the Chapter of Commerce Business of the Year for being an outstanding business as well as their
volunteer work around the community.
C.
Presentations:
a.) New Fire Fighter Graduate Award & Citizens Awards
Chief Sherman – Introduces State Rep. Cleon Turner and Deputy Chief Robert Kelleher to join him in the
presentation.
Citizen Life Safety Awards – Given to John DesRoches and Mike Bonasia. On November 4, 2008 Mr.
DesRoches and Mr. Bonasia responded to a house on fire and attempted entry to see if there were people
inside the house, discovered and recued the occupants. Mr. Sherman presents both Mr. DesRoches and
Mr. Bonasia for discovering and reporting the fire and also saving the occupant. The State Legislature all
issues a citation for recognition of both men’s heroic action on November 4, 2008.
Acknowledgement of the Richard M. Bang Award Recipient - Christopher McMan came to Yarmouth to
do his internship as a paramedic. Hired as a Fire Paramedic in Feb. 2007. He recently graduated from the
MA Firefighting Academy, he received the Richard M. Bang award, it is given by the MA Fire Training
Counsel to the outstanding recruit of the class. Christopher McMan was the number one recruit in his
class. State Rep. Cleon Turner also recognizes Christopher McMan with a citation for graduating from the
MA Firefighting Academy.
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D.
Phil Morris – School Committee
Updates – Capital Planning Committee is meeting on Nov. 29th, 2008 @ 6:30 in Admin. Office.
E.
Don Costa – Resident from West Yarmouth
Mr. Costa - He is a slip owner at Packet Landing and he comes before the BOS to allow slip owners to go
on a two payment system for their slip fees such as property taxes. Last year they had a 33% increase in
slip fees that were due in July. He would like to have a two payment system with the first bills due in
March and the second bill due on July 15th. Mr. Costa says that his slip fees are more than his taxes to the
Town.
Ms. McAuliffe – The BOS will take his request to Waterways. Ms. McAuliffe says that she would support
his request, and hopefully they can expedite the process for the slip owner’s bills this coming year.
Albert Keller Waterways Committee – Says that the subject of splitting up the fee has been discussed but
been shelved, he would also like to have a split fee.
Annual Meeting: Community Preservation Committee:
Present from CPC: Curtis Sears (CPC), Tom Roche (Planning Board Rep.), Jack Mulkeen (Open Space),
Gary Elis (Conservation), John Biega
Ms. McAuliffe- Explains that this is an annual meeting with the CPC.
Curtis Sears – Just getting into the process of reviewing applications, worried about funding for this
upcoming year. One of CPC’s goals is to set aside approx. 10% of this year’s money as a cushion for next
years drop.
Ms. McAuliffe – Are the funds drying up because there are so many town’s that have adopted CPC, or are
the funds drying up because the State is dipping into the funds to cover other areas?
Mr. Sears – It’s a combination of several items, there is a drop in excise fees because of the real estate
market and also more town’s are joining in. CPC’s specific goals for this year are affordable housing, and
municipal needs, housing assistance. They also have instituted a buy-down program and approved money
for Housing Trust.
Ms. McAuliffe – Reviews the report from the CPC. Acknowledges the CPC for their programs
specifically their rental assistance program which covers first, last and security for individuals.
Mr. Groskopf – How to people apply for the rental assistance program?
Mr. Sears – The money must be approved at the CPC level as well as at Town Meeting, people can apply
for the program sometime in the summer. He believes that they will use a consultant to establish the
program to approve people.
Mr. Hoben – When does the CPC anticipate finding out what the State will match for funding? Mr. Sears
indicates that they will receive information by next fall and the money will be certified around October.
Mr. Sears also says that other funding sources for the Trust Fund need to be explored.
Mr. Sullivan – Wants to thank all the members from the CPC for working well together.
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Mr. Groskopf – Citizens should go to the Cultural Center to see what the CPC has accomplished.
Mr. Sears – There is a lot that the CPC can accomplish. Once the projects have been approved he would
like to see the projects moved along faster.
Mr. McAuliffe – She thinks that the committee as a whole has a broad outlook of the community and is
grateful for their work. She also likes the affordable payback fund for rental support because it will really
stretch the dollars in order to help more individuals. Commends the CPC on prioritizing their money and
they represent the community very well.
Hearings:
A.
Revocation of Current Annual All-Alcoholic Common Victualer
License held by Roo, Inc., d/b/a The Flying Pig, 633 Route 28,
West Yarmouth, Scott G. Sousa, Manager (Out of Business)
Mr. Sullivan – The first hearing is for The Flying Pig, published in the Register on November 15, 2007 to
revoke the Common Victualer License from Roo, Inc. d/a/b The Flying Pig. The reason for the revocation
is that the business has closed.
Ms. McAuliffe – Motions to revoke the license issued to The Flying Pig.
Mr. Hoben – Seconds the motion.
Mr. Sullivan – Calls for vote – VOTE 4-0 unanimous
B.
New Junk Collector License, Peter J. Whitney, 15 Melissa Drive,
West Yarmouth, d/b/a PKRD Metal Recycling (No Storage on Premises)
Mr. Sullivan – Notice of a hearing published in the Register on November 15, 2008 for a Junk Collector’s
License for Peter J. Whitney d/b/a PKRD Metal Recycling. Present - Mr. and Ms. Whitney.
Mr. Whitney – He states that he wants to pick up scrap metals in Yarmouth and also around the Cape. He
will not be storing items at his residence; he will be using his commercial building in Dennis for storage
and his truck to transport. He wants to help keep people from dumping their metal appliances (washers
and dryers) by giving citizens a place to bring their items.
Mr. Sullivan – The BOS has received complaint letters stating that Mr. Whitney is not living up to the
agreed upon parameters. There are photos of a truck in his yard with a Jeep in it. Mr. Whitney states that
he was sick and was unable to dispose of the Jeep in his usual timely manner. But, once he was out of the
hospital then he did dispose of the Jeep. Mr. Sullivan asks the public if they have any comments.
Mr. Bob Barcow – He feels that there is a need for Mr. Whitney’s business, and he’s done a good job. He
hopes that the BOS vote in favor of Mr. Whitney.
Ms. McAuliffe – Agrees that here is a need for Mr. Whitney’s business but is concerned that citizens have
complained about piles of cars and other junk in Mr. Whitney’s yard. Ms. McAuliffe asks Mr. Whitney to
guarantee that he would not stockpile anything again. She does not want him to conduct his business at his
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residence but elsewhere. Mr. Whitney says that he would do business at his bay on Old Chatham Road in
Dennis.
Ms. Whitney – She explains that the camper and the trailer at their residential property are for personal
use.
Bud Groskopf – Asks how many times has Mr. Brandolini had calls regarding Mr. Whitney’s property?
Mr. Whitney says there have been calls twice over the last six years, and then the one time he was in the
hospital. Mr. Groskopf tells Mr. Whitney that apparently the neighbors think that he has a junk yard at his
house. Mrs. Whitney says that they own many cars personally so that may confuse the neighbors. Mr.
Groskopf would like to get in touch with the citizens that have complained.
Mr. Hoben – Asks why aren’t the Whitney’s are getting the license in Dennis since that’s where their
storage bay is. Mr. Whitney says he wants to keep his mail going to his main residence. He also thinks that
he will have more business in Yarmouth if he has a commercially licensed business. Mr. Hoben says that
there are concerns since it’s a very residential location. Mr. Hoben recommends that Mr. Whitney should
get his license in Dennis.
Mr. Sullivan – Feels that there are benefits to the neighbors of Mr. Whitney having his business in the
area. He would like to grant the license to Mr. Whitney with certain conditions (no vehicles or any other
materials to be stored on the property), and by granting him the license would allow the BOS the authority
to fine the Whitney’s and also pull the business license if necessary. He motions to approve the junk
collectors license to Mr. Whitney.
Ms. McAuliffe – She moves the recommendation.
Mr. Groskopf – Seconds the motion to allow for discussion.
Ms. McAuliffe – Says that she does not approve of the anonymous letters from the neighbors because you
don’t know if it’s one person or twenty people and who the citizens are.
Mr. Sullivan – Indicates that if Mr. Whitney obtains his license from the Town of Dennis the Town of
Yarmouth would have very little authority if Mr. Whitney violates the license and stores stuff at his house
in Yarmouth. If the Yarmouth BOS approves the license here will be very specific language on the license
indicating that Mr. Whitney cannot bring items back to his residence.
Mr. Sullivan – He feels that there is already an intensive use on the property so therefore approving the
junk collector’s license would potentially allow for more vehicles on the property.
Ms. McAuliffe – She believes that this license would guarantee that the use would be less intensive
because Mr. Whitney would be restricted.
Mr. Sullivan – Explains that under Town zoning by-laws anyone can have one unregistered vehicle on
their property, so Mr. Sullivan suggests that the BOS put a stipulation on the license that does not allow
for any unregistered vehicles at all.
Mr. Groskopf – He says that he would like to see a draft of the license before he votes on it.
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Mr. Lawton – Discusses what he believes the BOS are looking for with regards to restrictions.
Ms. McAuliffe – Explains that this license would allow citizens to feel comfortable doing business with
Mr. Whitney because he would be a licensed junk collector.
Mr. Sullivan – Thinks that is Mr. Whitney has a business license (junk collector) in Dennis in a
commercial area that people would be more comfortable then using a business that is run from a
residential address.
Ms McAuliffe – She sees so much junk in the Town and she wants it to be easier for people to dispose of
their junk.
Mr. Sullivan – Wants to call for a vote. He recommends that they approve.
Mr. Groskopf – Wants to review the license in six months. Everyone agrees.
Mr. Lawton – Reviews restrictions.
Mr. Sullivan – Calls for a vote. VOTE 4-0
Update: John Simpkins School Review Committee:
David Reid (Chairman John Simpkins School Review Committee) – He introduces the members present
from the committee; Curt Sears, Tom Roche, Brian Carey, Tracy Post. Mr. Reid prepared a draft report
which was submitted to the Selectmen. Mr. Reid wanted to meet with the BOS to discuss the positive
steps made thus far by the committee. He indicates that the entire board has visited the school several
times and the committee’s initial feelings are that the building does not need to be gutted and rebuilt in
order to be functional. He does however state that for whatever use there will need to be a new heating,
ventilation and air-conditioning system as well as handicap accessibility, also the Fire Department has
located asbestos in the old projection room in the auditorium and a sprinkler system must be upgraded. He
says that it is the committee’s hope that repairs can be made and the building can be used as is.
Financially, if the Recreation dept. moves into the Simpkins School then the Town can sell the old police
station where the Rec. dept. is located now.
Mr. Lawton – Indicates that as long as there is no debt on the land of the police station then the Town can
move the Rec. dept. from the old police station to John Simpkins and subsequently sell the old police
station and use the money from the sale for renovations of the John Simpkins.
Mr. Sullivan – He feels that there are also other Town department’s that may want to move to John
Simpkins.
Ms. McAuliffe – She is still skeptical of renovating the John Simpkins School because of her experience
with the building while she was on the School Committee. She said that they had trouble keeping paint on
the walls and other upkeep issues. She feels that without the exact details with what needs to be done she
was cautious to be excited without hard numbers because it could be a multi-million dollar project.
Mr. Reid – He explains that Simpkins Review Committee’s first goal was to investigate if there was a
need and use for the building before they investigate the hard numbers. He says that the Town will have to
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spend money in the future for additional Town office space so why not redirect that idea and use the John
Simpkins School.
Ms. McAuliffe – She believes that building an addition on to the current Town Hall would be cheaper than
rehabbing the Simpkins School. Station Ave. School was built because the cost of rehabbing the older
school buildings was going to be really expensive. She doesn’t want to get the excitement going until
there are actual numbers to see if it is really doable.
Mr. Reid – The Committee has asked the Building Commissioner to review what is necessary under the
code for renovations.
Mr. Sullivan – If the estimates look reasonable then the BOS can go ahead with an RFP.
Ms. McAuliffe – She would love to have renovation plans to work out but would like to know the hard
numbers first.
Mr. Sullivan – He was very negative with some of the earlier plans but looks that these new plans he is
somewhat encouraged now. He wants the Committee to be aware that there may be financial problems but
does not want to discourage the Committee from performing their tasks. He wants to look at everything
that comes forward including interest for uses.
Mr. Groskopf – He wants the Committee to continue with what they are doing because they are making
progress. The community wants to keep the building as is because it’s a 1930’s historic land mark. If at
the end of the road the project cannot be done then the Town can cross the bridge when it comes to it.
Mr. Hoben – He says that the John Simpkins Review Committee is only half done. He is interested in
seeing what the Committee can come up with.
Mr. Roche – Discusses the cost aspects, with a multi-year CPC application for John Simpkins possibility
$500,000 a year for three years and including the sale of the old police station. It’s worth preserving the
building if it is possible.
Mr. Sullivan – Says he cautions putting any values on the assessment of the old police station building,
because directly across from it there are commercial properties that have not sold and other buildings in
the area that have opened and sold several times over. He recommends that the Committee should keep
going on the same path that they have been going and then look at a long term plan for the use if it
includes Town Hall offices. Don’t get bogged down on the money part yet.
Mr. Hoben – He says that although the process may be painful, the process is necessary and he is happy
with what the Committee has done thus far.
Mr. Reid – A meeting with the public has been set up for January 15, 2008 @ 5:30pm for a public forum
in the Selectmen’s Hearing room. Anyone can come and speak about their ideas. The Committee has also
established an e-mail address for anyone who has ideas for the building.
Mr. Lawton – Explains that there are four people interested in the building thus far.
Ms. Post – Knowing that the Boys and Girls Club is interested is a great idea for the community.
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Ms. McAuliffe – The biggest money right now is in affordable housing other than private developers. She
suggests that the Committee review all the proposals. The Selectmen is not prepared to start looking at
“real” numbers yet. She wants general big pictures things first.
Appointment/Reappointments/Resignation:
Mid-Cape Regional Cultural Council (Appointment – 1)
Mr. Hoben- Recommends appointing Mrs. Rivero to the Mid-Cape Regional Cultural Council for a two
year term to run though July 2009 or until a successor has been chosen. Moved. Seconded. VOTE 4-0
Disability Commission (Reappointments – 2)
Mr. Hoben – Recommends reappointing, Ms.Voelker and Mr. Walters to the Disability Commission for
three year terms to run though Sept. 2010 or until a successor has been chosen. Moved. Seconded. VOTE
4-0
T.O.Y. Alternate Rep. to Steamship Authority (Reappointment – 1)
Mr. Hoben – Recommends appointing Mr. James Hall as the Alternate Rep. to the Steamship Authority
for a one year term to run though November 2008 or until a successor has been chosen. Moved. Seconded.
VOTE 4-0
Old Kings Highway Reg. Historic District Commission (Resignation – 1)
Mr. Hoben – Regretfully received a resignation from Scott Fisher resigning from the OKH Reg. Historic
District Commission effect November 9, 2007. Moved. Seconded. VOTE 4-0
Ms. McAuliffe – Says that they now have an opening on the OKH Historic District Commission and the
BOS would like to have someone who has engineering, building, or construction experience.
Selectmen:
Special Town Meeting Recommendations
Ms. McAuliffe – The BOS must make recommendations on the 12 Special Town Meeting articles.
Mr. Lawton – Reviews the articles for recommendations from the BOS:
Article 1 – Recommend 4-0.
Article 2 – Recommend 4-0.
Article 3 – Recommend 4-0.
Article 4 – Recommend 4-0.
Article 5-11: Mr. Sullivan would like to refer article 5 to the petitioners of the article. Selectmen agree to
defer articles 5-11 to the Planning Board because the articles are of zoning nature.
Article 12 – Ms. McAuliffe would like to withdraw this article. Mr. Hoben would like to withdraw the
article if there will not be an accurate vote because there will be so few people in attendance. Ms.
McAuliffe motions to indefinitely postpone article 12. Seconded. VOTE 4-0.
Approval of Minutes: Workshop Meeting – September 18, 2007; Regular Meeting - September 25,
2007 and October 2, 2007; Executive Session – October 30, 2007; Special Meeting – November 19,
2007
Ms. McAuliffe – Motioned to approve minutes with the exception of October 30, 2007 Executive Session.
Seconded. VOTE 4-0.
Other Selectmen Items:
Mr. Groskopf – Says he would like to remind everyone that December 6, 2007 is the first Thursday of the
month and he will be at the Senior Center for “Tell it to Bud Time.”
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Mr. Sullivan – Discusses Cape Cod Commission and he is waiting to see where the Commission is headed
until March and then the BOS can look into withdrawing from the Commission based on their progress
with regards to the BOS’s issues. Mr. Groskopf is encouraged that the Commission has considered the
issues. Discussion continues with regards to staying on the Commission to address the BOS’s issues.
Ms. McAuliffe – There was a joint meeting the Monday before Thanksgiving with the BOS and the
School Committee to discuss preliminary numbers for the budget. Friday, November 30, 2007 there will
be a meeting there will be an Ethics Workshop at Carleton Hall in Dennis. Every three years elected
officials need to attend. To reserve a space she says to call Pam Barnes at the Town Administrator’s
Office. The draft information on the airport needs to be reviewed to address noise issues.
Town Administrator:
Consent Agenda
Mr. Sullivan moves to accept the Consent Agenda. Seconded. VOTE 4-0.
Mr. Lawton – He says that next week the Agricultural Commission will be on the Consent Agenda with
regards to the creation of a community garden for the Senior Center. Mr. Lawton wants to remind
everyone of the County Selectmen’s Association Holiday Dinner on Friday December 7th. Also the Cape
Cod Chamber of Commerce has invited Board’s of Selectmen from the Cape to attend a meeting on
Wednesday Dec. 12th from 5:00pm to 8:00pm to discuss the Economic Summit; Yarmouth is assigned 10
seats if the BOS wishes to go otherwise the Economic Development Committee can take the seats. Also,
Mr. Lawton states that the Cultural Council would like a one day liquor license for two separate days for
two events. Mr. Sullivan has a problem reissuing one day licenses. Mr. Lawton does say that the Cultural
Council will hire a bartender who is tips trained. Mr. Lawton will tell the Cultural Council that the
Selectmen will approve the license but not to make this a regular thing. The American Legion is having a
remembrance day at 11:00am on December 7th at Town Hall. Also on December 4th at the Senior Center
from 8:00am to 9:00am there will be a volunteer appreciation ceremony.
Adjourn
Ms. McAuliffe – Motions to adjourn the meeting. Seconded. VOTE 4-0 Meeting adjourned at 9:30p.m.
NOTE: ALL TIMES ARE APPROXIMATE AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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Page 2 – AGENDA
BOARD OF SELECTMEN REGULAR MEETING – NOVEMBER 27, 2007
(Consent Agenda)

Gifts made to DPW:
Park bench (to be installed at Parker’s River Beach) donated by
Edward Carey in memory of his wife, Barbara Carey
(approx. value) $650.00
Park bench (to be installed at Parker’s River Beach) donated by
Linda Cohen in memory of Alan Epstein
(approx. value) $650.00

Donation made to Natural Resources Division (Animal Control):
International Fund for Animal Welfare

$40.00

Donations made to Division of Senior Services:
The Salt Box Association, Inc. (Memory of John Regas)
AA Meetings
AL-ANON Meetings

$50.00
$25.00
$20.00

Donations made to Fire Department:
OE-ANON (for use of Station 2 Meeting Room)
OE-ANON (for use of Station 2 Meeting Room)
TOPS (for use of Station 2 Meeting Room)
From the Will of Miriam Kunkel

$40.00
$50.00
$100.00
$2,500.00

Host Community Agreement Payment to the Gift Account, Town of
Yarmouth/Board of Selectmen, from Cape Wind Associates
$25,000.00

Voted: 4-0
Date: November 27, 2007
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MINUTES
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
REGULAR MEETING
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 2007
7:00 P.M.
YARMOUTH TOWN HALL HEARING ROOM
Present: Selectmen – Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Dr. William Marasco, Bud Groskopf,
Jim Hoben. Town Administrator – Robert C. Lawton Jr.

Public
A.
Presentation of Certificate of Appreciation to Charles Lockhart for excellent
representation of the Town of Yarmouth on the Cape Cod Commission.
B.
Jack Mulkeen – Open Space Committee
Purchased land in Yarmouth Port for a walking trail, will add trail to the Conservation Office’s maps of
walking trails in the Town. Gives credit to AmeriCorps for helping with the trail. The trail will be called
Homer’s Dock Trail.
C.
Phil Morris – School Committee
News Items: High School Marching Band came in second in competition in Allentown, Penn. D-Y
football team reaches 9-0. Student Council has been very active. School is collecting items to send to
Walter-Reid Hospital for the troops. School Play – Black Coffee by Agatha Christy will be on stage
from 11/30 & 12/1.
Bud Groskopf – States that while the band came in second the color guard came in first in the
competition.
D.
Charlie Kelliher – Board of Health
Mr. Kelliher was concerned with last week’s BOS meeting when Dr. Marasco said that there was a
quorum of necessity and that two people could have a meeting on the BOH. Mr. Kelliher spoke with the
Attorney General’s Office and they reported that you have to have at least three members present on a
five member board to hold a meeting. Also upset about the comment in the newspaper by Dr. Marasco
that the Board was dysfunctional.
Dr. Marasco – He believes that there is an issue of hotels receiving licenses that shouldn’t have been
given a license for example, one hotel ended up being condemned. There are real issues that need to be
addressed in Town.
E.
Selectmen McAuliffe – Public Service Announcements
Ms. McAuliffe informs the public that there will be rabies bating occurring in the Town, along side
roads there will be small pellets of bait with live vaccine. Please keep your dogs on leashes and don’t let
them eat the packets. The baiting has been successful in the past to reduce the rabies incidents.
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There will also be a Flu Shot Clinic for residents 65 years old and older, proof of residency required as
well as payment under Medicare Part B, and anyone between 19-64 years age can get a shot with a
doctor’s note. The clinic will be Sat. November 17, Mattachesse Middle School, 10:00am to 1:00pm.
In addition there was an ad in the Cape Cod Times for the screening of bone marrow for a transplant for
an infant who’s father is a member of the Dennis Fire Department, screening will be November 10 @
the Dennis Fire Department from 12:00pm to 4:00pm.
Golf Fee Hearing (Second Hearing)
Present - Golf Director Jim Armentrout, William Howes, and Betsy Palmer (Golf Enterprise Committee)
Ms. McAuliffe – This is the second hearing with regards to golf fees previously discussed during the
BOS meeting on 10/30/07.
Mr. Armentrout – Has not received any comments since the last meeting on the new fees for 2008.
Bud Groskopf – A citizen came to Tell it to Bud Time to express his view on early tee-off times being
reinstated. Mr. Armentrout said that issue has not come before the Golf Enterprise Committee and the
reason it was discontinued was because the maintenance people needed to be on the course early in the
morning.
Ms. McAuliffe – Asks if anyone has comments on the Golf Fees for 2008, hearing no one, she closes the
hearing.
Mr. Groskopf – Moves that the BOS accept the Golf Fees as submitted. Mr. Hoben seconds. VOTE – 50 unanimous
GIZ Implementation:
Americana Redevelopment, FED Motel Properties, LLC Fred & David Darling
Ms. McAuliffe – Discusses history and passing of a motel by-law at Town Meeting approx. 3 years ago.
The motel by-law allows individuals to redevelop properties. Today there is a motel by-law that the
Cape Cod Commission has granted a growth incentive zone, which is a lessening of some of their
regulatory powers to encourage some redevelopment of our motels. Tonight is the first motel
redevelopment project. A letter is presented to Mr.’s Darling for choosing the Town of Yarmouth for the
redevelopment of the Americana Motel and for being the first to use the motel by-law and growth
incentive zone.
Darling’s – Planning on demolishing what is currently at the site and replacing it with a 136 unit, 3 star,
mid-scale property. It will hopefully be one of the nicer hotels on the Cape. 3 story hotel with indoor and
outdoor pool, with indoor corridors, continental breakfast, small function space, conference room, as
well as several suites with more space.
Karen Greene – Wanted to say how excited that Community Development is with the Darling’s plan to
redevelop the area.
Dr. Marasco – Told the Darling’s to look at the BOS as their liaisons for anything they need help with.
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Mr. Groskopf – When do you think you might break ground? Darlings – In the spring hopefully as soon
as we get the permit.
Appointments/Reappointments:
A.
Board of Health (Reappointments – 2)
Jim Hoben – It was his feeling that the BOS postpone the BOH appointments last meeting so that the
entire Board could be present this week. Recommends appointing Ms. Greenbaum and Ms. Shah to
serve a three-year terms until Oct. 31, 2010 or until a successor is chosen. Mr. Sullivan moves the
recommendation. Mr. Groskopf seconds. Open for discussion.
Mr. Hoben - Feels that this appointment should not be based on fluoride but if one person has an opinion
that is not based on science, should that opinion outweigh several years of service? He feels that board
member’s voicing their personal opinions on topics should not automatically mean they can not be
appointed. He suggests that the BOH members abstain from voting if they have a personal issue with a
topic.
Dr. Marasco – There is another applicant and another opening on the Board. Feels that there it is time
for a change, and that BOH members should not make misleading statements. Asks Mr. Hoben to break
out the appointments into individual people and not put them together.
Mr. Hoben – Says he will not break up the appointees.
Mr. Groskopf- For too many people this is an issue of fluoride. The issue becomes how do you treat
people who have opinions different than yours? Helen Shah called him immediately after this became an
issue. He believes that fluoride is no longer an issue because it will be voted upon by the citizens during
the election.
Mr. Sullivan – Supports the motion to appoint Ms. Shah and Ms. Greenbaum.
Ms. McAuliffe – Looks at entire body of work from candidates, and both individuals deserve
reappointment. Supports motion.
Mr. Hoben – Moves the motion. VOTE 4-1. There is still one position open and applications are still
being taken.

B.
Cape Cod Commission TOY Representative
Mr. Hoben – Recommends appointing Renie Hamman to an unexpired representative term to run though
April 30, 2008 to the Cape Cod Commission. Ms. McAuliffe moves the recommendation.
Ms. McAuliffe – said that the two candidates were outstanding, but it comes down to someone who has
fewer conflicts and will be able to vote on some very important issues coming up soon.
Dr. Marasco – Feels that Alan Larson has a lot of commitment to the Town and so he supports the other
candidate Alan for the appointment.
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Mr. Hoben – Calls for a vote. VOTE 4-1
C.
Agricultural Commission
Mr. Hoben - Recommends appointing Craig Williams to serve a three-year term until October 31, 2010
and Brenda Fellows as an alternate member to run though October 31, 2008. Ms. McAuliffe – moves the
recommendation. Mr. Sullivan – seconds. VOTE 5-0 unanimous
Dr. Marasco – Brings up BOH and wants the members to recuse themselves from voting on issues that
they have personal opinions on. Ms. McAuliffe, would like to do a search with regards to committees
and rules and regulations that would codify the appointments policy.
Mr. Sullivan – The State made fluoride a political issue by leaving the decision up to the individual
towns. He commends the BOH for how they acted; they listened to the public as they are required to by
State law. Regardless of the individual opinions the process that the BOH had to go though was doomed,
they spend many hours in order to allow everyone to speak to them, and it is commendable. Let’s not
hang the people who work hard for the Town of Yarmouth.
Dr. Marasco – Science is not political, the science is proof. This is not about individuals.
Selectmen:
1) Call Special Town Meeting December 11; Finalize Articles
Mr. Lawton – Petition of over 200 signatures which means we need to call a Special Town Meeting, you
have a 45 days to call a Special Meeting, proposes December 11, 2008 be the date for the meeting.
McAuliffe – Motions to have the Special Town Meeting on December 11, 2008 and to open the warrant.
Seconded. Vote 5-0
Mr. Lawton – Article 1: To change Town Meeting to second Tuesday in April. The only danger of
having Town Meeting at the end of April that if you go more than three nights you would be going into
the election. The wording must be decided tonight.
Mr. Lawton- Article 2: To enter into a new agreement with Barnstable Water District in Cummiquid
Heights.
Mr. Lawton - Article 3: Found in looking over Yarmouth Code that the Recreation Committee is the
only Committee to have alternates with three-year terms instead of only one-year terms.
Mr. Lawton - Article 4: Dr. Marasco suggested to Mr. Lawton that there be a discussion on if the BOS
want to delay the ballot question. (Whether the Town of Yarmouth wants to be in or out of the Cape Cod
Commission) Mr. Sullivan asks to have Dr. Marasco remove this article until the Annual Town Meeting.
Dr. Marasco feels that the BOS should have it at the Special Town Meeting. Ms. McAuliffe thinks that
this issue is too early to decide. Mr. Sullivan thinks that this issue deserves to have a larger body to
discuss it at the Annual Town Meeting. Dr. Marasco thinks that for all those reasons they should put the
article on the Special. Mr. Sullivan – Moves to withdraw this article from the list of articles for the
Special Town Meeting in December, Mr. Hoben seconds. VOTE 4-1
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Ms. McAuliffe – Why would you want a sense of the meeting if we do not have the information from
the Cape Cod Commission?
Dr. Marasco – Made a motion for a “sense of the meeting” question for what we should do with regards
to the Cape Cod Commission. Mr. Sullivan seconds.
Mr. Sullivan - Indicates that if they want to discuss the Cape Cod Commission they can hold a separate
meeting from the Special. Dr. Marasco- Disagrees. Ms. McAuliffe does not want to jeopardize
Yarmouth redevelopment and potential development with a lack of information from the Cape Cod
Commission, and she doesn’t want to show bad faith to the residents by putting a question on the
warrant and then pulling it at the Special Town Meeting. Ms. McAuliffe motions to have an article for a
“sense of the meeting”. VOTE 3-2
Mr. Lawton – Asked a series of questions to clarify what the “sense of the meeting” means.
Mr. Lawton - Article 5: The Board had talked about changing the Fire Reserve for Appropriation
Account to make it a Public Safety Reserve. Do you want to have this article on the Special or would
you like to hold it for the Annual Town Meeting? Dr. Marasco - Believes that the assets that are
generated by the Ambulance fees are strictly going to Fire Capital. He feels that money coming into the
Town from various departments should be shared. Mr. Sullivan – Suggests that the Board hold this
article for the Annual Town Meeting in order to discuss it in more detail. Ms. McAuliffe – Agrees with
holding the article until the Annual Meeting. Mr. Groskopf – Moves that the Selectmen withdraw
Article 5. Dr. Marasco – Seconded. VOTE 5-0 Mr. Lawton- The Finance Committee and Capital
Budget Committee will explore this article further to bring if forward to the ATM.
Mr. Lawton - Article 6: The Town collects code violation money under Chapter 148A, the Town is
required to appropriate the funds each year for training and enforcement of the fire code. Ms. McAuliffe
– Asks for a consensus – VOTE 5-0
Mr. Lawton – Discusses the remaining articles to be on the Special Town Meeting.
Mr. Groskopf – There is a flaw in Article 11.
Mr. Lawton – Will ask Jim Brandolini for clarification on Article 11.
Dr. Marasco – Wants clarification on Article 8 with regards to the type of medical usage. Mr. Lawton
will ask for clarification.
Mr. Groskopf – He moves to close the warrant with 12 articles with the exception of article 5. Seconded
by Mr. Sullivan. VOTE 5-0
Mr. Lawton – Do you want the modified article 4 to go to the end of the warrant? All members agree
with the arrangement of the articles with article 4 being at the end.
2) Discussion: Cultural Center’s Request for Use of Town Property
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Mr. Lawton – Says he gave the Selectmen a copy of a discussion concerning the Cultural Center’s
Request to use a vacant parcel of property in back of the parking lot across from the library. It is open
space. Allowing the Cultural Center to use the property would mean that you would open up to other
entities wanting to utilize the property for commercial use.
Mr. Groskopf – Asks Mr. Lawton if the Selectmen can pick and choose where they want commercial
activity on Town land? Mr. Lawton says that the BOS can change their policy to allow private sales on
certain public land. Mr. Lawton continues to say that since the land is designated as Open Space once
the BOS opens it up for private use then the BOS may have to allow other private entities to use the
property, because you will have a hard time denying other entities once you’ve allowed the Cultural
Center to use the land..
Mr. Groskopf – Makes a motion to allow the Cultural Center to use the parcel of land. Mr. Sullivan
Seconds. VOTE – 1-4, Does not pass.
3) Discussion: Request for Reduction of Building Fee Permit by Cape Cod & Islands Council,
Inc. #224, Boy Scouts of America
Mr. Lawton – In checking with the Building Department the Selectmen in the past have not granted a
request to reduce the building fee for the Boy Scouts. The Boy Scouts wish to have a fee of $600
reduced to $100. The Board has reduced fees before for other entities.
Ms. McAuliffe – What types of reductions has the BOS given in the past? Mr. Lawton indicates that
they have given reductions for the Affordable Housing Units, in other cases when Children Services
were revising their facility on Rt. 28.
Mr. Hoben – Makes a motion to support the reduction of fees for the Boy Scouts. Mr. Groskopf seconds
the motion. VOTE – 5-0
Town Administrator
Mr. Lawton – Information: Still finalizing the Motel License guidelines. Keyspan had asked to work on
Veterans Day before winter sets in. The American Vets post 333 Annual Veterans Day services are
November 11, 2007, 11:00am @ Merrill Park in West Dennis. Town received a $250,000 grant to from
the State to complete the acquisition of property along Dennis Pond. The Town has been working to
change electrical system to install energy efficient fixtures, with new windows and new insulation in the
ceiling the Town Hall will be designated as an energy efficient building.
Selectmen’s Items
Dr. Marasco – Discusses letter from Robert Salemme with regards to development on Rt. 28. Dr.
Marasco points out that this letter should be passed on to the Planning Board.
Ms. McAuliffe – Airport has resurfaced at the Cape Cod Commission they presented a terminal that has
been downsized and different access roads than previously proposed, the Airport will be making formal
application to the Commission. The Attucks Lane will not be a main entrance as previously proposed.
The master plan for Barnstable Airport was discussed.
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Adjourn
Mr. Groskopf – Motions to adjourn the meeting. Seconded. VOTE – 5-0
•

Meeting was adjourned at: 8:48pm, November 06,2007
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MINUTES
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
REGULAR MEETING
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30, 2007
7:00 P.M.
YARMOUTH TOWN HALL HEARING ROOM
Present: Selectmen Suzanne McAuliffe, Bud Groskopf, Jim Hoben, & Town
Administrator Robert C. Lawton Jr.; Absent – Jerry Sullivan
Public
A.
National Domestic Violence Awareness Month – Susan White:
Ms. White is a Yarmouth Resident as well as practicing attorney & member of group of
Cape and Islands Regional Domestic Violence Council. The Council would like the
Town to endorse and post a proclamation against domestic violence as the month of
October is Domestic Violence Awareness month.
Ms. McAuliffe- The proclamation will be posted in Town Hall, as well as the domestic
violence pamphlet.
B.
Peter Nagle – KeySpan Update
Pipeline reinforcement project – Community Outreach meeting held on Oct. 9th . Mr.
Nagle thanked the Yarmouth Police Dept. for the support for the project. Also thanked
the Board of Selectmen for allowing work on one Saturday. Expected to finish digging on
the 15th of December.
C.
Harris Contos, West Yarmouth Selectmen’s Appointment Process – With regards to the BOH reviewing the fluoridation
matter. How and when do the Selectmen review the individuals who serve on the Boards
who they appoint? Feels that the BOS are not holding Town Boards accountable. Claims
we need a far more adequate policy to review boards, such as the policy for reviewing
employees.
Ms. McAuliffe – Agrees to look into the policy on appointing and reviewing individuals
who sit on boards and committees.
Hearing: Golf Fees
Annual Meeting: Golf Enterprise Committee
Present: Several members of the Golf Enterprise Committee are present as well as Golf
Director Jim Armentrout.
Ms. McAuliffe – States how well the Committee has made things run smoothly.

Discussion – The Golf Enterprise Committee is comprised of Yarmouth residents,
appointed by and report to BOS, with the charge of overseeing the golf activities
especially financial, and fiscal responsibilities. Recently, involved in the planning of the
new club house. Attempting to stabilize the rates for customers as well as maintenance
for the courses, both Bayberry and Bass River have won awards for maintenance in the
past two years.
Mr. Armentrout – Describes the improvements made with both courses over the year,
including, club houses, greens, offering golf clinics, hosted several golf events, and
partnering with hotels to bring customers to the area. Fees – Total Revenues have
increased by $35,000.00 this year. Several factors have entered into the decision-making
process for structuring fees, including: ensuring to cover all costs, maintaining
operational cost and marketing the courses, and finally avoiding unnecessary costs. Daily
fees recommendations:
Golf Car Fees - $19.00/18 holes
$12.00/9 holes
Golf Car Fees - $11.00/18 holes
Residents
$7.00/9 holes
Green Fees* - $75.00/18holes
*Maximum to be determined or adjusted by Director of Golf Operations,
anticipation to work within 5% of previous years’ fees.
Fees for 2008
Resident Golf Fees - $725
Junior Golf Pass - $125
Senior Ten Play - $63
Resident Ten Play - $165
Non-Resident Pass - $1,000
Junior Non-Resident-$160
Jim Hoben – Is there a printed policy with regards to restrictions on the membership? Mr.
Armentrout says they have policy and procedures manual, and they give the manual to all
individuals purchasing a pass. What is the target amount for the Enterprise Fund? Mr.
Armentrout is looking for between 5-7% of revenue. Increasing service amenities?
Service amenities are labor intensive but they are reviewing the amenities often within
the constraints of being a public course.
Bud Groskopf – What can you do now that revenues have increased? Mr. Armentrout
speaks to upgrading the parking lots as well as ensuring to upkeep of the club houses and
restaurants both courses.
Bill Marasco – Agrees with the fee changes for 2008. Impressed with the performance of
Jim Armentrout as well as the Golf Committee to work within their budget. Looking
forward to the upgrades in the future.

Joint Meeting – D-Y School Committee and Finance Committee
Introductions – Finance Committee present, Carol Woodbury/ Superintendent, Phil
Morris School Committee; other School Committee member’s absent.
Bob Lawton – Financial description of the Town. Issues for FY09’, five year trend shows
reduction in financial flexibility.
Bill Bastian – Talking about department reductions in line items in the future.
Carol Woodbury – Topics facing the school department: drop in enrollment means that
there may be larger classes as positions are cut, but the kids are staying in the same
locations. Transportation, going out to bid for bus contract as well as, evaluating the
current ride times for students. Staff benefits are increasing. Mandated programs being
brought in house to reduce costs. Hiring more ESL teachers for increase in ESL students.
Internally restructuring the Mattacheese Middle School. Working on decreasing the dropout rate.
Jim Hoben – State mandated placements – Does the district pay in full? Ms. Woodbury
says that there is some money in Circuit Breaker account but it’s not enough to subsidize
the entire cost. School Choice – Where does the money go? Ms. Woodbury indicates that
the cost if taken right out of the Chap. 70 monies. State has a flat rate for school choice,
but there is a different cost for students going to Charter Schools.
Bud Groskopf – The support for schools to get overrides will decline in the future
because the population of students is declining.
Conversation continues about how to reduce spending and increasing revenue, for
example by consolidating public services or possibility reducing services. The common
good is to ensure that Yarmouth has a high-quality school system in order to keep
younger families from moving off Cape. Recommendations are made by both School and
Finance Committee to create a budget ad hoc committee with members from both entities
to work together on future budgets and create more transparency between the School and
the Town.
Appointments:
Board of Health Re-Appointments (2)
Bud Groskopf – Suggests postponing the appointments to consider what the policy and
procedures are with regards to appointments. Would like to table the appointments until
next week. Concerned that with reappointment of BOH members it will cause further
debate with regards to the fluoride issue.
Suzanne McAuliffe - Indicates that the BOH appointments are time sensitive as their
terms expire on Oct. 31st. She is uncomfortable with halting the progress of the BOH
while the Selectmen consider committee policies. The BOH makes hundreds of decisions

and feels and the members up for re-appointment have performed extremely well.
Making a political issue out of fluoride is unfortunate.
Bill Marasco – There have been issues coming up with the way the BOH has been
handling their policies and practices. He feels that the BOH is not functioning properly at
this current time.
Jim Hoben – Recommends as Appointment Chair that they table this discussion.
Ms. McAuliffe – Motions that they make the appointments to the BOH. Mr. Marasco
seconds if they limit it to Ann Greenbaum.
Ms. McAuliffe - Does not approve limiting the appointment to Ann Greenbaum.
Mr. Groskopf – Moves to table the discussion until next week. Mr. Marasco seconds.
Vote 3-1
Affordable Housing Committee Representative to the
Community Preservation Committee
Mr. Hoben – Recommends appointing Ed Blackman as the Affordable Housing
Committee Representative to the Community Preservation Committee. Moved by Mr.
Marasco, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote 4-0
Agricultural Committee
Mr. Hoben – Interview all applicants for the Agricultural Committee. Recommends
appoint Tanya Johansen, Martin Rivero, William Snowden and John Holbrook.
Mr. Holbrook and Ms. Johansen to serve two year terms from 10/30/2007 to 10/31/2009.
Mr. Rivero and Mr. Snowden to serve three year terms from 10/30/2007 to 10/31/2010.
Moved by Mr. Marasco, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote 4-0
Resignation – Alternate Energy Committee
Mr. Hoben – Recommends accepting the resignation of Mr. John Smith as an alternate to
the Energy Committee. Moved by Mr. Marasco, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote 4-0
Selectmen:
Approval of Minutes – August 7, 28, September 11, 2007
Ms. McAuliffe – Moves the approval of the minutes from Aug. 7, 28 and Sept. 11, 2007.
Seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote 4-0
Town Administrator:
Consent Agenda Approval - (Vote Unanimous 4-0)

Discussed – D-Y Boys Cross Country is looking to have a fundraiser at the disposal area.
Safety is becoming a problem with the area because of the traffic. Mr. Hoben suggests
that school clubs clean golf clubs at the courses instead of fundraisers at the disposal area.
Denied.
Mr. Lawton – Discussed motel license, the renewals are up now; a package of
information will go to motels with guidelines for licensing. Also a census will be
distributed to find out what the applicant’s plans are for the upcoming year. A petition
has been submitted to call a Special Town Meeting to change zoning to Cozy Home
Terrace to have one lot be zoned commercial. There are several Departments that have
articles which could be discussed. Mr. Lawton asked if the Selectmen would consider
possibly changing the date for the Annual Town Meeting.
Adjourn
Ms. McAuliffe – Move to adjourn, Mr. Groskopf second. Vote 4-0
Ms. McAuliffe – Move to go into executive session and not return to regular session, Mr.
Groskopf second. Vote 4-0
Role Call Vote:
Suzanne McAuliffe – YES
Dr. William Marasco – YES
Bud Groskopf – YES
Jim Hoben – YES
•

Meeting was adjourned at 9:30P.M. October 30, 2007

Board of Selectmen Meeting, Workshop Meeting, October 23, 2007
Present were: Selectmen Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, and Jim
Hoben, William Marasco and Town Administrator Robert Lawton.
Suzanne McAuliffe, Chairman, opened the meeting at 7:00 p.m. with the Pledge of
Allegiance.
No Public Comment since it is a workshop meeting.
Presentation of new fire department employees and recruit graduates.
Chief Sherman introduced promotions in his department, Lt. Inspector Jonathan Sawyer,
Lt. Paramedic David Morley, and his new hires Firefighter Paramedic Michael,
Mrs. McAuliffe congratulated those present and welcomed them to the Town of
Yarmouth. She noted we are very fortunate to have such a skilled and experienced group
and congratulated everyone.
The Chief announced that their annual joint fire prevention open house with Papa Gino’s
of South Yarmouth will be held Saturday from 10 to 2 and it will be held at the new
station at 5:20 Buck Island Road. This year’s theme is Get Out Alive emphasizing
escape drills and escape planning in the home. There will be many other things of
interest to children, families, and adults and welcomed the public to join us.
Annual Meeting with the Recreation Commission
Mr. Jim Carroll, Chairman introduced the members of his committee. Mark Lohan, Mike
Karras, Michael Stone, Debbie Clark, John Serijan, Kim Cooney, Dorcas McCurrin,
Steve Post and Joe Tierney and Recreation Director Pat Armstrong.
Jim Carroll reviewed with the Board the Recreation Charge, Past Years
Accomplishments and new projects under consideration as outlined in their packet
information given to the Selectmen in their packets. (see attached).
There was a discussion on a community center and Community Visions which is a
separate non profit. Dorcas said they are in the process of organizing. Suzanne asked
that the message from this meeting should be is that the Board of Selectmen is anxious to
try and see if there can be something put before the taxpayers and the voters to see if
there is an interest or if there is something we need to be doing to promote a community
center.
Suzanne spoke about the changeover on this committee and wanted to let the senior
people know that they were much appreciated and valued by the town and that is the
reason why the board wanted to make sure they were still on the commission as alternates
to provide their history and wisdom and time and expertise. The Board of Selectmen
likes to involve other people in town on committees. Sometimes new ideas, new blood

energizes groups and it was not an intent to dismiss anyone or to make for bad feelings.
She was happy to see the list of projects that they are working on and that they are going
forward and were hoping the focus of the committees will not be on the bad feelings or
the internal issues but more on recreation projects. She suggested guiding the meetings
to keep personal things out of the meetings and be business focused as they go forward.
Suzanne said the board appreciates their work and their long hours and looks forward to
their work for the year.
Discussion - Work Force Housing Issues
Present were members from: Planning, Board of Health, CEDC, Director of Health,
Affordable Housing, Yarmouth Housing, CPC
Mrs. McAuliffe said the reason we are having this discussion with all interested parties is
because we have a motel bylaw that was just recently implemented and as the Board of
Selectmen we also requested that the Board of Health takes seriously its legal issues in
terms of motel licenses. We now have a motel bylaw that will make our motels more
easily changed or built without Cape Cod Commission review. We are hoping that some
of the motels that have had problems functioning as motels are now taking advantage of
the motel bylaw. As the Board of Health has been meeting with motel owners, we have
been hearing stories of examples of how things don’t quite fit into either the bylaw or
motels or some of the existing zoning. This is to have a discussion to hammer out any
issues or problems to have this Board of Selectmen hear their concerns and issues. There
may be things that have slipped thru the cracks with unattended consequences. We may
go forward with our original decision which is to enforce the motel bylaw and that backs
up the Board of Health in an additional way.
All present discussed the issues.
Appointments –
Mid-Cape Regional Cultural Council: Kenneth Krieser, Term 2 years until 7/31/2009
Historical Commission: Gina Lombardi & Joseph Sullivan as Associate Members, Term
1 year until 7/31/2008
Jim Hoben Recommends, Suzanne McAuliffe Seconds.

Being no further business, Ms. McAuliffe moved to adjourn, seconded by Mr. Hoben.
Vote unanimous.

Board of Selectmen Meeting, Regular Meeting, October 16, 2007
Present were: Selectmen Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, and Jim
Hoben, William Marasco and Town Administrator Robert Lawton.
Suzanne McAuliffe, Chairman, opened the meeting at 7:00 p.m. with the Pledge of
Alliance.
Public
The Board reviewed the memo from Alan Aarons, Chairman, Affordable Housing
Committee dated October 11, 2007. The memo referred to the affordable project which
consists of five affordable units and is being developed by Mary and Thomas Ardan of
the Marmaris Corporation on the current site of the Windrift Motel. The Affordable
Housing Committee voted unanimously to recommend that the Board of Selectmen vote
affirmatively to sign the Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD)
model Regulatory Agreement and Local Action Units application. If the Selectmen
approve the application this will qualify the units for the affordable housing inventory.
Following a brief discussion, Mr. Hoben moved to approve the Regulatory Agreement
and Declaration of Restrictive Conveyance of the Windrift Village Affordable Housing
Project consisting of five affordable, two bedroom units to be held affordable in
perpetuity, and to further authorize the Chairman of the Board of Selectmen to sign the
regulatory agreement and the DHCD Local Action Units Application on behalf of the
Town. Seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote was unanimous.
Joan Shostak, Education Foundation of Yarmouth and Dennis, Joan explained this is
their 15th year. There will be a dinner dance on November 15 at 6:00 which is a
fundraiser and there will be a silent auction and a raffle. They also have two other
fundraisers, a spaghetti supper at Jack’s Outback on October 28 and the Yarmouth Art
Gallery is giving them a benefit at the Cultural Center on November 7 thru the 25th. Joan
said this year they have had a total of 109 grants given out with a total of $42,000. Her
husband Jerry helped to form this foundation. The grants go mainly to teachers in DY
Schools and have given one to Cape Cod Tech and they also give grants to many non
profits in the two towns and they are pleased to do this and it is very rewarding to
continue this work that her husband and others started.
Mr. Phil Morris, School Committee, gave his update. He said the football team are 6 and
0. The boys soccer is 8-4-1 and qualified for post season play. The boys cross country is
5 and 3, boys golf 13-3 and qualified for post season play. The volleyball team is 10-4
and they qualify for postseason play. The girls soccer team is 6-3-4 and they are in
contention and the girls cross country is 7-1 and the field hockey is 5-5-1 and they are in
contention for post season play. Last Friday at the 5th annual Cape and Islands High
School Invitational Golf Tournament, two golfers finished two shots behind the winner.
Jim Hoben, Chair of Appointments, said he has interviewed a lot of people for some
openings and announced there are two seats open on the Board of Health and the Town

Yarmouth’s Representative to the Cape Cod Commission. Anyone interested please fill
out a talent bank application.
He noted there will be a couple of seats changing on the Affordable Housing Committee
and he recommended to appoint Gloria Smith as an alternate member to the Affordable
Housing Committee to run for one year thru October 08 and to appoint Mr. Blackman to
fill the regular unexpired seta to run thru October Mr. Sullivan so moved, seconded by
Mr. Groskopf. Vote unanimous.
Approval of Minutes
Mr. Groskopf moved to approve the minutes of as submitted for Selectmen’s Workshop
of July 24, 2007 and regular meeting July 31, 2007. Seconded by Mr. Hoben. Vote
unanimous.
Consent Agenda
Mr. Lawton reviewed the donations on the consent agenda. Donation were made to the
police department and animal control. Mr. Groskopf moved to accept the consent
agenda, seconded by Mr. Hoben. Vote unanimous.
Suzanne McAuliffe gave an update on the Cape Cod Commission. The full Commission
will be voting on Thursday at 3 p.m. on the Cape Wind procedural denial.
Suzanne said Bob Lawton is trying to collect the Part 150 studies, noise studies. He has
four inches of documents we have purchased from the company that did them so we can
pull information out to get to our lawyer to find out exactly what the findings were on the
Part 150 and where we need to go from here.
Mr. Lawton gave an update on the wind farm. The Energy Facilities Siting Board is
having hearings and we had entered ourselves into that mix. We did a series of questions
asking as a result of their submission of a new way that they were going to be installing
the cable, etc. we did receive a response of 136 pages worth of material received late
Thursday. We analyzed that and the department heads did a great job Monday morning
analyzing what he had given them, gave Mr. Lawton feedback and submitted a series of
secondary questions. Mr. Lawton said he talked with the attorney about the time
schedule. They had a very short time period. The next critical date will be Monday
when there is a determination on what the next step is. Will there be testimony and will
these answers be sufficient with the additional material that will have to be submitted
back to us. The second part is we are working still with our attorneys on the host
agreement.
Mr. Lawton referred to a note in the packet about the two upcoming meetings on the 23rd
and 30th. Recreation commission is coming in but also there will be a workshop
discussion on workforce housing.

Revocation of License – Gasoline Storage Tank License – Donavan’s Crane Service,
Robert Donovan, 15 Roughriders Path, South Yarmouth. Mrs. McAuliffe read the legal
ad which appeared in the Yarmouth Register Newspaper.
Mr. Lawton explained that the Town Clerk requested the hearing because Donovan Crane
no longer owns the property and the tank has been removed. The hearing is basically to
clean up the books to remove this license from the town clerk’s records. Mr. Groskopf
moved to revoke the gasoline storage tank license, seconded by Mr. Hoben. Vote
unanimous.
Update from the Town’s Representative to the Tony Kent Arena
Tony Kent was present. He is the Town of Yarmouth’s representative to the Tony Kent
Arena as well as being the vice president on the Board of Directors. He announced the
retirement of Dotty Larkin. She served for 15 years as the manager and she has been
with the rink from the beginning along with her husband Bob Larkin. The new rink
manager is Tom Walsh. He asks that the town recognize Dottie for her years of service.
Tony referred to the resignation of Bob Race as the Dennis representative who also has
done a tremendous job. Mr. Kent gave an outline of the events, schedules, budgets,
meetings over the past year. They are looking for options for energy savings and trying
to get competitive rates for gas and electricity. They had to modify was their health care
benefits for full time employees. Tony said with the reduced number of skaters on the ice
during the day they need to think beyond the normal user group of figure skaters and
hockey players in order to sell the ice time. They need to develop a marketing strategy.
Groups that could be tied in include senior citizens, students, and nursery schools. They
are trying to market their ice time, not just hockey. They are also trying to market young
pros to use their facility and try to find someone who would train young skaters.
The rink is in need capital improvements. It was built in 1986 and there hasn’t been a lot
of capital improvements. Some of the improvements needed is the existing bleachers, an
addition of a women’s locker room. They are doing basic maintenance and repairs and
higher cost items have been put on hold until their finances are in a more favorable
position. He was asking the town for assistance in both allocation of funds for capital
improvements and developing marketing of their programs. He said he talked to Mr.
Lawton about the rink having an annual budget. He was asking for $10,000 each from
Yarmouth and Dennis. Jim Hoben commented that recreational activities are very
important and expressed his support in favor of the rink. Mrs. McAuliffe also
commented that people will come to communities that are welcoming to families. She
applauded all of their money saving efforts. She said the selectmen will look into their
budgets and keep them in mind when we do our capital budgets. Mr. Groskopf suggested
they get in touch with Shawn MacInnes who runs channel 18 and provide him with what
the hours are that are open to the public. The Board thanked Tony for his work. Tony
said he wants to keep the two towns involved.

Mr. Lawton reviewed the memo that noted the potential for the October 30 meeting. It
was also suggested that the School Committee and Finance Committee come in and start
to discuss the FY ’09 budget process.
Mr. Lawton informed the board that on October 24 from 6:30 to 7:30 there will be
another meeting on the South Street sidewalk hoping to find a resolution. They will be
meeting at the South Yarmouth Library to talk about the granite curbing and how it is
going to be placed and maybe some other options for the west side of the road.
Mr. Lawton reminded the board of the annual meeting and awards dinner for the
Chamber of Commerce.
Also, Mr. Lawton noted as a result of an RFI on the John Simpkins School, we received
information from the Boys and Girls Club, the Yarmouth Housing Authority and
Yarmouth Assistance Corporation. Several people have come to a walkthrough of the
building. They were public developers who are interested but did not submit anything
formally but said they would be willing to do something if there was ever a bid. The
John Simpkins Re-Use Committee will get copies for their review.
Mrs. McAuliffe said there is also a Community Preservation Hearing Tuesday, October
30 at 5:30 in town hall. The Community Preservation Committee is seeking public input
on goals, needs, possibilities, and resources to enhance Yarmouth’s character in
community housing, historic resources, open space and recreation and there is a draft
Community Preservation Plan online at www.yarmouth.ma.us. The CPC is looking for
participation from members of the public, town departments, board of selectmen, anyone
who has an opinion or wants to find out what is going on with the committee.
Bill Marasco wanted to follow up with some of the zoning articles for the ATM
concerning zoning of Route 28. He said Jim Brandolini suggested a few minor items
about changing the raise and replace from 30 days to a year. He suggested maybe if we
can’t do big items we could do little items. He also noted with changes in insurance and
flood zones, septic systems need to be mounded suggested the mounding bylaw. Bud
suggested asking Jim Brandolini to come forward with a proposed bylaw on mounding.
Bill spoke about the level of crime in motels and how the community needs to work
together. Part of the responsibility is every citizen and this is what Chief Carnes does in
his police department, he has community policing. We all have to work together. He
also spoke about the Drop a Dime Tip Line that is located on the Yarmouth DPW
Website.
Bill gave Mr.Lawton some articles he received on Fluoridation by the State.
Jim Hoben put out another call for the Agricultural Commission Members.
Being no further business, Mr. Hoben moved to adjourn, seconded by Mr. Groskopf.
Vote unanimous.

Board of Selectmen Meeting, Regular Meeting, October 2, 2007
Present were: Selectmen Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, and Jim
Hoben, William Marasco and Town Administrator Robert Lawton.
Following an executive session, Suzanne McAuliffe, Chairman, opened the meeting at
7:00 p.m. with the Pledge of Alliance.
Public
Update was given from KeySpan on their project gas main installations.
Phil Morris, DY School Committee gave an update on the first all school meeting. It was
a positive outlook. High School is preparing for community service to clean beaches.
The high school football team is 4-0. The schools will be participating in the parade.
There was a discussion on the proposed ad hoc committee that would have included the
DY School District, the Finance Committees from both towns and the Boards of
Selectmen. Mrs. McAuliffe noted the idea will have to be withdrawn since the Town of
Dennis wasn’t as enthusiastic as Yarmouth about forming the ad hoc committee.
Jack McCormack spoke about the Cape Tech School. He is a representative from
Yarmouth to the school. They are in the process of installing an energy system. They
have solar panels, wind measuring tower. The students will be designing a landscape
plan for the new fire station. The school also services the community, they do oil
changes, manicures, hairdressers, flower arrangements. Jack invited anyone that is
interested to go and visit the school.
Hearings
Jerry Sullivan read the legal ad for the application for a new Sunday Entertainment
License – Cultural Center of Cape Cod, 307 Old Main St., South Yarmouth, Ma., Robert
Nash, President.
Marion Broidrick was present along with Robert Nash. Marion said they are seeking the
Sunday license which requires a hearing. They recently obtained their weekday
entertainment license. Marion reiterated the reasons they were seeking an entertainment
license. They didn’t want to be limited to weekdays only to allow the members of the
community to participate in events on the weekend. She said they are always open to
listen to their neighbors and that their membership is based on the community and if they
are not happy they are not doing their job. Mr. Sullivan said all of the entertainment
licenses carry specific criteria such as no noise is to come from the building.
Public - None.

Mr. Sullivan noted the Sunday license would be from noon until closing and he
recommended that the Board grant the Sunday entertainment license as requested. Mr.
Groskopf moved the recommendation, seconded from Mr. Hoben. Vote unanimous.
Marion Broidrick announced that auditions were opening for the Christmas Pageant.
Ages from 6 to any age.
Disposal Area Fees
Suzanne noted that this was the second hearing for the disposal fees. The Selectmen
were proposing to raise the regular fee from $85 to $95 and second sticker from $2.50 to
$47.50 unless you do it by mail. If you do it by mail there is a discounted fee. Instead of
$95 it would be $90 and instead of $47.50 it would be $45. these fees were discussed one
week ago. There has been no correspondence or comments. There were no comments
from the public.
The proposal is mail only or by drop-off in the mail box at the front door or drop off at
the counter and the stickers will be mailed back to the customer.
Mr. Sullivan moved to approve the recommended fees as presented, seconded by Mr.
Hoben. Vote unanimous.
Appointments
Jim Hoben recommended appointing two alternate one year members to the Affordable
Housing Committee, Sharon Ladley and Ed Blackman. The appointment to run thru
October 31 2008. Mr. Sullivan moved the recommendation, seconded by Mr. Sullivan,
vote was unanimous.
Mr. Hoben interviewed candidates for the Board of Health. He recommended appointing
Charlie Kelliher to the Board of Health to fill an unexpired term to run thru October 31,
2009. Mrs. McAuliffe moved the recommendation, seconded by Mr. Sullivan. Dr.
Marasco said the appointed individuals carry out the policies of the Selectmen. He
referred to some info that was put on the table regarding the current members of the
Board of Health and he suggested the board should review this information before we go
ahead with the appointment tonight. If the intention is to go ahead with the appointment
tonight, he would need to have some further discussion on the matter but he hoped the
board would review the information and bring this back. Mrs. McAuliffe stated she
didn’t see any controversy in the Board of Health appointment. She said this is about
existing members and she felt this was a separate issue and a separate item. She said it
involves fluoride and the fluoride vote is on the table and once she has a chance to read
the information she may decide because it is on the ballot this is something we are not
really dealing with now. She was prepared to go ahead and vote because she believes
that the Board of Health does need a person who has experience, who hasn’t been on the
board for at least five years, and she would be prepared to support making the
appointment tonight. The other issue is a side issue, a distraction, and really an off topic,

off subject issue. She was prepared to support Mr. Kelliher. Mr. Sullivan said there is a
packet from Mr. Contos and it isn’t mentioning the open seat. He has no bearing on what
we are doing tonight. Dr. Marasco agreed. He said when you appoint people to the
Board of Health you need to have some idea where they get their information from. Most
of the questions at the interview he focused on was where they get the information from.
Health is very complex and you have to go to some objective resource. The Board of
Health should be getting their information from the State and Federal regulations. There
were some individuals who did not believe that the State recommendations had
necessarily been followed. That does not make a good appointment to the Board of
Health. It is important that our Board of Health not be a political board. We got into a
situation with fluoride where they brought down a separate expert who was not a
bonafide expert. It is not suppose to create scientific data. It suppose to look out for the
welfare of our citizens based upon scientific fact and they need to look to the State and
the Federal government for that fact. That is not what occurred. Jim Hoben said they
interviewed three candidates. There were three Board of Health members there, Dr.
Marasco and Jim and they asked a lot of questions. We want to make sure they follow
the State regulations beyond any kind of political pressure. We want them to be
independent. We asked questions on the upcoming issues with motels and we looked at
this is going to be potentially controversial. He was concerned about the Board of Health
having a quorum. There is a bit of pressure to make a decision now. Jim was concerned
that they didn’t have a greater response but felt the board need to make a decision
tonight. Mrs. McAuliffe felt the board should not be talking about the fluoride issue
because it went to another level. A group of citizens petitioned the fluoride question to
be on the ballot. She said Mr. Kelliher has a good reputation for being on the Board of
Health. She asked for a vote. There was a brief discussion. 4-1 with Dr. Marasco voting
in the negative.
Selectmen Items
Jim Hoben said he went to the Bray Farm Fall Festival and it was excellent. There was a
record crowd. It was a lot of fun. There were seniors to small children attending. He
also said on Sunday he took part in the 19th Yarmouth Rotary Foundation Golf
Tournament at Bayberry. They raised $30,000 for the children in Yarmouth in one day.
he said it was amazing to see the good work that was done.
Bud Groskopf agreed with Jim about the Bray Farm event. It was a marvelous family
outing in which you don’t have to spend money. It is tell it to Bud time this Thursday at
11:00 at the Senior Center.
Dr. Marasco asked about the possibility of having some dedicated effort for a program by
the police department to deal with the constant drug problems that we are seeing in the
papers at the hotels. He asked that the Chief provide the Selectmen with a report. Mr.
Lawton noted there was a report in the packet. He said the Chief does have an ongoing
program. He wants to be careful on how formal he publicly states it. They do look at
motels and actions are taken to make sure that those who are visiting are appropriately
there. There was a short note in the packet describing in general terms the process.

Mrs. McAuliffe noted this week has been noisier than usual at the airport. There were
some early flights and noisy flights. There is something about an hour of noisy flights
that last couple of mornings so she will be contacting the airport management and
commission. Mr. Hoben suggested contacting the airport and find out what airlines are
early and noisy.
Mr. Groskopf referred to an article in the newspaper regarding the wind turbine project in
Orleans. He stated the article was full of misinformation but was set straight by a letter to
the editor.
Mr. Lawton referred to the reminder concerning the MPR and they wanted to know if the
Board had any objections to supporting Dr. Lawrence Cole from Harwich who was
nominated. It is a rotating position. The board agreed to support Mr. Cole.
Mr. Lawton updated the board of the progress of the FY’ 09 process.
He said we are going to prepare budgets on the 6th year of level funding of expenses and
salaries will rise to the limits of the contract settlement.
Mr. Lawton felt we should come in at a 2 to 2 ½% as far as an increase. Last year the
board adopted that as a policy and that anything over that would require an override. He
said the local receipts have not been finalized as of yet. The hotel motel tax are
stabilizing. Following a lengthy discussion, Mrs. McAuliffe said we can still have a
joint meeting with the School Committee and give them the revenue picture, talk about
the change in our bond rating, and some of the town services issues.
Assembly of Delegates is meeting tomorrow to do the Growth Incentive Zone. The
Assembly has read the material and the subcommittee is going to make a strong statement
in support.
Mr. Lawton reminded the Board the Parade is on the 7th on Sunday at noon. The Seaside
Festival Committee would like to know if any of the selectmen will be attending.
Mr. Lawton said the Department of Revenue sent out a notice announcing that on Friday,
October 5 at the Barnstable Town Hall between 1 and 3 the Lt. Governor and several
others will be talking with Cape Officials.
Being no further business, Mr. Sullivan moved to adjourn, seconded by Mr. Hoben. Vote
unanimous.

Board of Selectmen Meeting, Workshop Meeting, September 25, 2007
Present were: Selectmen Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, and Jim
Hoben, William Marasco and Town Administrator Robert Lawton.
Following an executive session, Chairman McAuliffe opened the meeting with the Pledge
of Allegiance..
Public –
Mr. Morris, School Committee, said last night the School Committee voted in support of
the placement of a tower and the DY Site and thanked George Allaire, DPW, and the
Energy Committee for bringing this to their attention. They also approved up to $20,000
for the installation of a fence if needed around the test tower and $155 fee to cover the
cost of the two million dollar liability insurance.
The Chatham Chorale has made a request to the School Committee which was approved.
They have asked to build a small nearby facility to hold equipment of theirs and in part
they would maintain the insurance.
Two of the school’s resource officers did come up with a grant proposal a couple of
months ago. It was a $125,000 matching grant for security and safety. Phil said of the
$125,000 matching grant we do have upwards of $80,000 allocated in our maintenance
budget that goes for that and doesn’t have to be spent in one year.
Appointments
Jim Hoben said he had the opportunity to interview Maureen Clark for a position at the
Council on Aging. It is really good to meet her and it was his recommendation to appoint
Ms. Clark to the Council on Aging. This appointment is for a three year term to run thru
June 2010. Mr. Sullivan so moved, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote unanimous.

Approval of Minutes
Mr. Sullivan moved to accept the minutes from the executive session September 11,
September 18, 2007 and Workshop Meeting March 13, 2007 and August 21, 2007 and
hold the executive sessions, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote unanimous.
Town Administrator

Mr. Lawton reviewed the consent agenda - there were two sets of gifts to the police
department for training in the amount of $3,280. Mr. Sullivan moved to accept, seconded
by Mr. Groskopf. Vote unanimous.

Selectmen Items
Suzanne updated the Board on the Cape Wind Hearings that have been before the Cape
Cod Commission. The Cape Cod Commission subcommittee is planning to recommend
to the full commission that there is a procedural denial based on a lack of time and lack of
information to deal with the information that they need to deal with. Her impression is
Cape Wind has shown arrogance and ignorance in terms of the Cape Cod Commission.
Arrogance in that there we submitted information to them, information to the State which
should have been enough and there was not an understanding of what the Cape Cod
Commission does or how it operates on a local level. Cape Wind was respectful but they
did not get information in in a timely fashion, they did not agree to extension. It was
almost as if there was a posture they were looking for a procedural denial and they were
looking to not have to abide by Cape Cod Commission’s infinite conditions. The status
now is it will go before the full Commission on October 18 and we will see what happens
from there. Mr. Lawton said that our attorneys will be appearing tomorrow to give a list
to the siting board.
Suzanne noted that Barnstable Town Council has an ordinance on their next meeting for
the new design for the terminal at the airport that is less size and less money than the ones
approved by the Board of Selectmen.
7:15 p.m.
Annual Meeting – Historical Commission
Mr. Cook, introduced Hugh Hilliard, Carol Smith, Nancy Stewart, Ruth Weissberger and
Priscilla Gregory.
Mr. Cook reviewed their charge.
He noted the Historic Commission’s presentation outline and reviewed each point with
the Board. (see attached).
They spoke about Taylor Bray Farm Process and events, the Judah Baker Windmill and
Baxter Mill
The Committee then reviewed their list of goals relevant to the Historic Commission.
The Board thanked them for their hard work and accomplishments and preserving the
town’s heritage.
Hearing
Mrs. McAuliffe read the legal ad concerning the disposal area sticker fees -2008

Mr. Lawton said last year the Board decided to allow a $5.00 discount fee for those who
purchased their stickers early in the year. the current fee is $85 discounted to $80 if you
purchase it through the mail. Mr. Angell’s request is to go up $10 to $90. The fee the
board will be voting on is $95 with a $90 discounted fee if purchased by mail. The
recommendation for the discount is only if the sticker is purchased by mail.
Rob Angell said the rationale for the increase comes from inflation itself. He explained
the tires for the front end loaders are now $1,965 and fuel is up $1.25. labor costs have
gone up. Everything they do or need has gone up. There has been no increase in six
years. He said they are open all but four days a year and they recycle. Mr. Angell felt
this would be enough because with a $10 increase because they sell between $8500 to
8700 stickers per year. Mr. Angell explained Sandwich is $100 per year and Barnstable
is $130, Dennis is at $99. The purpose is not to make money but to break even. No
comment from the public. Hearing continued to next meeting.
Suzanne reiterated the proposed fee - $95 and the discounted fee will be $90. and the
second sticker the regular fee will be $47.50 and the discounted fee would be $45.
anyone who has any comments send them to town administrator’s office to the Board of
Selectmen or come to the next meeting when the Board would take the official vote on
the fee increase.
Appointments
Mr. Hoben referred to the note in the selectmen’s packet regarding agricultural
commissions and some sample bylaws. He discussed the importance of the commission
and said it is necessary that we protect our agriculture in our town. Yarmouth has a long
history of having an agricultural history. Farms bring people together, our restaurants
being able to serve locally grown goods is a great thing and it is important for us to
protect. Mr. Hoben proposed we establish an agricultural commission made up of
interested citizens that will promote farms, encourage farming, promote existing
agricultural activities, promote community farms, advise town boards and committees on
agricultural issues, work with planning board to adopt a right to farm bylaw, contribute to
the economic and tourist base of our community and to have a farmers markets in town.
Following a discussion, it was decided to establish a 5 member commission. Bill
Snowden spoke on the importance of the committee. He spoke about farms, cranberry
farming, oyster grants, shellfish grants, fish weirs. This is all part of farming. There is a
lot of existing land and we would like to see people donate land and have the commission
create farms.
Mr. Groskopf moved that the Board of Selectmen establish a 5 member agricultural
commission, seconded by Mr. Sullivan. Vote unanimous. Mr. Hoben put out a call for
volunteers to be on the agricultural commission.

Selectmen Items
Mr. Groskopf asked about the time and date of the Seaside Festival Parade. Mr. Lawton
said the parade will be on the 7th and will find out what time.
Mrs. McAuliffe noted the Assembly of Delegates Planning Subcommittee held a hearing
last Thursday night and they will recommend to the full Assembly for the GIZ
application.
Dr. Marasco spoke about the vote that was put on the referendum to get out of the Cape
Cod Commission. He said over a period of time we saw the tremendous benefits that are
derived from the Cape Cod Commission and have seen a great working relation with the
Cape Cod Commission and said times have changed and people are realizing the benefits
of the Commission. He said over a period of time that may be something we want to
bring up at the next town meeting to see if we can rescind putting it on the warrant. He
said we created unnecessary trial for the Cape Cod Commission and it could potentially
create a situation where interests out of Yarmouth would desire to have the vote go
against the Commission. The interest of Yarmouth lie here. It is something at least talk
about at some point. Mr. Sullivan said he had the opportunity to sit with representatives
and staff of the commission along with Karen Greene and bring some of our concerns
forward and at the same time mention while we may not be able to get complete relief
prior to a vote it would be our hope that the Commission staff and town work together to
look at some alternatives as they redigest things. They promised to get back to us with
some initial thoughts on what we talked about. Jerry said he and Karen felt it was a very
positive meeting. They were very cooperative. In the hopes that when town meeting
roles around we might be able to take some positive action on that matter.
Town Administrator
Mr. Lawton referred to a letter we received this afternoon from a person who wanted to
ask the Board to allow their daughter to fund raise for the cheerleading team at the
disposal area on the 29th. The policy in the past is to allow a group. Unfortunately, she
wants to do it this Saturday. If it is the Cheerleading Team that is one set of
circumstances and it has to follow within certain guidelines that Rob Angell has set up.
The Board agreed to allow the request if they follow the guidelines set up by Rob Angell
and that it must be a group not an individual.

Being no further business, Mr. Sullivan moved to adjourn, seconded by Mr. Hoben, vote
unanimous.

Board of Selectmen Meeting, Workshop Meeting, September 18, 2007
Present were: Selectmen Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, and Jim
Hoben, William Marasco and Town Administrator Robert Lawton.
Following an executive session, Chairman McAuliffe opened the meeting with the Pledge
of Allegiance and a moment of silence in recognition of September 11.
Honor YD Red Sox on Cape League Championship
Suzanne read a Proclamation to Honor the YD Red Sox and presented it to Jim Martin
and Mr. Maio. The Board congratulated the Team. Mr. Martin said they were very
grateful and acknowledged the Board of Selectmen for recognizing them and gave them
each a Championship Tee Shirt. Bud Groskopf said the people he thinks deserves extra
special attention are their supporters. Those that take the players into their homes and
have for years and provide jobs to them. Those are the people we should specially want
to recognize because they are the support that give the winning team.
Tax Classification Hearing for FY ‘08
Present were Matt Zurowick, Assessor and Bill Lionetta, Joe Sullivan and Jim Carroll,
Board of Assessors were present.
Mr. Zurowick said we are now using current values, current appropriations for ’07 and
revenues. We never had the revenues available to do this report but we do now since we
have the MUNIS System. At the same time we have a better understanding of the cost of
golf, water, transfer station, and things of that nature. The way the enterprise funds are
run it allows us to have a clearer picture of how it is a residential and commercial split.
This year we had a drop in residential value but a rise in commercial values over last. All
of those changes are in this report but the Board of Assessors still feels that we should not
split our rate that the residential and commercial are paying their fair share and to go with
one tax rate which is the recommendation of the Board of Assessors. Part of the duties of
the Board of Assessors for next year is to have a more comprehensive report, more
detailed because we can now work with current figures and current appropriations.
Following a brief discussion, Bill Marasco moved to adopt the residential factor of 1 for
fiscal year 2008 and not to adopt a residential exemption and not to adopt a small
commercial exemption, seconded by Mr. Hoben. Vote unanimous.
Discussion with Planning Board : Articles for Annual Town Meeting 2008
Suzanne thanked the members of the Planning Board and the Town Planner for coming
in.
Present were: Colleen Kramer, Chair, Terry Sylvia, Brad Goodwin, Tracy Post and Tom
Roche, Bob Palmer and Steve DeYoung.

In the Selectmen’s packet the Planning Board had provided their list of zoning priorities.
In terms of preparation for the Annual Town Meeting the top five were all set to go. Sign
Code, Use Code, Wind Energy, ROAD and a petitioned article to rezone.
Terry referred to the TOP Priorities which were the South Yarmouth Village Center (will
not be ready for April), South Shore Drive Motels, Inclusionary Zoning, Fees-in-Lieu of
Affordable Housing.
Tom Roche explained they have made a tremendous effort to bring the South Yarmouth
Village Center bylaw forward but several weeks ago the Planning Board met with
Community Development Commission at that meeting it was brought to their attention
that the layout is 80 feet. They decided they would have to plan relative to the State’s
layout. It became obvious that more parking would need to be created in back of the
buildings. Their original plan was to create a village center on both sides, north and
south of Route 28 from the intersection down to Commercial or Pond Street to create the
corridor that we are all looking to achieve. He said they have made tremendous strides
but they want to get it done right. They are so close and are working hard and he was
optimistic if they are not there they certainly will be if there is a special in the fall.
Mr. Ernst from Affordable Housing was present and he said on the amnesty provision on
the affordable housing says the bylaw expires in July of 2006 and the Affordable
Housing Committee will be meeting with the Planning Board to discuss the amnesty
provision. Last year the Building Commissioner identified an illegal basement apartment
and they were able to work with the owner to convert the unit to an affordable unit using
the amnesty provision. They hope to bring these changes to the April town meeting. Jim
Hoben suggested seeing if the State would consider giving up a portion of that layout as
part of a master design for that area. Jim also agreed that the affordable housing article
was important and asked for Terry to describe inclusionary zoning.
Terry said inclusionary zoning is in the motel bylaw now by requiring affordable housing
as a component of motel rehabilitation. There we requiring 25% affordable housing.
Fees in lieu of is a chance for the developer to buy out and put affordable housing
elsewhere or give us cash so we can provide the affordable housing.
Bill Marasco noted some of the items on the list have been on the list for a long time, ie.
Sign code, wind energy, road proposal. He felt the difficulties with the road proposal
were not with the bylaw but how the Board of Appeals interprets it. He said the zoning
and redevelopment on 28 has focused on something that doesn’t help business along 28,
it helps conversions. His view of 28 is that we revitalize commercial interests. He need
to try to improve our commercial interests on Route 28. there has to be some changes
and relief in zoning to allow that to occur. He said we need to focus on a few areas for
this coming April to give some change in zoning to allow for improvements in
businesses. The first would be the marina overlay. He spoke about a bylaw that
Barnstable used. The other is Cape Cod Hospital is always looking for space. If we try
and pick some businesses that we think would be good in Yarmouth, that would produce

good jobs that would help conversion of some of the run down properties on Route 28
wouldn’t it be great to convert some of them into medical research and development. If
we allow development in that area without having to go to the Board of Appeals would
go a long way. The third area would be some type of amusement overlay district. If we
incentivize some of the vacant properties to turn them into some type of amusement
properties that may bring further business to that area. He said the purpose of this
meeting is to discuss what the priorities are and then try to help to get there. He would
like to see some zoning articles for the improvement of commercial development and
preservation of commercial development on 28 for this town meeting and look forward to
further discussions on how the board can assist the planning board to get there.
Suzanne noted the language needs to be done in December for the annual town meeting.
Tonight there were a lot of ideas with a lot of merit. She said she would support a marina
overlay district and she is not sure what the planning board feels is realistic. The board
has to appreciate what they can realistically get done for next year.
Following more discussion, Suzanne McAuliffe thanked them for having the discussion
with the Board and to keep moving forward.
Discussion Chamber of Commerce
Kevin Morris, President of the Yarmouth Area of Chamber was present. He said they
share a vision to achieve and foster a healthy economic climate for their members and
citizens. He introduced Lou Nickenello, Peter Q. Smith, Richard Neitz, Executive
Director Bob Dubois, Bill Richmond.
Suzanne said the board wanted to have an opportunity to hear what their goals are and
also to try and find out how the town and the Board of Selectmen can work with the
Chamber and help them in achieving their goals.
Bob Dubois said the Chamber has 450 member businesses in the Yarmouth Community.
They have a series of values they base their mission on and that is the character of the
community will be maintained. They believe the educational opportunities, cultural
enrichment are best achieved with a free enterprise system. The unique character of our
community must be preserved and this is best achieved when government, businesses,
and the general citizenry work together.
Bob Dubois said they divide their work into two categories which are very similar to
what they think the town is doing. Their product is Yarmouth. They promote better
marketing. He said the town has done a good job for laying out for long term
improvements to the community. The town and the Chamber identified years ago the
concerns of the lodging industry. What is in important is to establish what we want for
our community and to make sure the regulatory boards are put out of the way so we can
achieve what we want to achieve as a community. He said he knows there are a couple
of properties in the works that are motel to motel upgrades that are simply waiting for the
Growth Incentive Zone to past. He said the board’s work with the Parkers River Marine

Park is something they think is a town priority. This will dramatically change the face of
Route 28. we need to look at ways to speed that process up. There is special legislation
pending in the legislature and if there is anything they can do to help pass that legislation
they would be happy to do so. The bike trail is a better opportunity to better serve our
residents and visitors to our community. The town’s work on wastewater planning has
been productive and they encourage the town to keep moving forward as quickly as
possible. One of their concerns is to make sure that the planning on the wastewater does
not inhibit any of our redevelopment efforts in the short run. They would like to see
something that would provide developer with insurances that if they go forward with the
development project whether that project requires a treatment plant or a sophisticated
Title V, perhaps they would have an opportunity to pay that back before hookup. In
addition to the Growth Incentive Zone, the town’s work with the Cape Cod Commission
in trying to make it work better, is appreciated. He felt they had similar beliefs to the
types of improvement that need to be made in order revitalize and they stand with the
town and wish the board luck with those efforts.
Bob Dubois listed other improving efforts: Gateway initiative, Cooperative adventures
with DPW to expand the adopt a landscape program.
Bob said there are other things for product improvement that need to happen. These are a
variety of things, entertainment related, conference facility related or special event
related. Things that bring people to our community during offbeat times. We need to do
more to attract these type of demand generators. He said as a mature destination we need
to work harder and harder in selling our destination not only to new visitors but to the
repeat customers. We need to attract interest from investors. We need to fully fund our
tourism revenue preservation f und in order to have the funds available to build that buzz
about our community.
Bob noted that the Chamber is hosting its second Celebrate Yarmouth Event at the
Cultural Center of Cape Cod on November 28.
Suzanne thanked the Chamber for coming in for this discussion.
Town Administrator
Mr. Lawton reviewed the consent agenda.
Mr. Sullivan moved to accept the donations as listed on the consent agenda, seconded by
Mr. Hoben. Vote unanimous
Mr. Lawton noted the town received a letter from the Superintendent of Schools today
which said they are interested in the two town and school committee and they had a
question we will be able to answer fairly quickly.
Mr. Lawton reminded the board that tomorrow night at 7:00 p.m. at the County Complex
will be a meeting on the establishment of the Growth Incentive Zone.

Mrs. McAuliffe said that tomorrow night is the Selectmen’s Association Dinner at the
Hyannis Golf Club from 5:30 to 8:00.
Mr. Lawton noted we received an invitation for Brush Hill which is the 20th from 1 to 4
on Brush Hill Road.
Selectmen Items
Dr. Marasco spoke about the activity of crime – most of it is due to drug use. He referred
to commendations to firefighters who acted as enforces. He said one of the priorities is
the level of crime and activity at hotels. He suggested asking the Chief to look at some
initiatives to try to adopt a hotel. We need to focus and try to make it better and safer for
everyone in town and safer for our public servants.

Mr. Sullivan moved to adjourn, seconded by Mr. Hoben. Vote unanimous.

Board of Selectmen Meeting, Workshop Meeting, August 28, 2007
Present were: Selectmen Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, William
Marasco and Jim Hoben, and Town Administrator Robert Lawton.
Chairman McAuliffe opened the meeting at 7:00 p.m. with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Public
Carol Woodbury, Superintendent of Schools, wanted to let the listening audience know
we are about to start school on September 5 for students and September 4 for teachers.
This is the first year there is full day kindergarten across the district. She also informed
the Board that Randy Warren retired at the end of the last school year and has hired a new
principal for Station Avenue and her name is Lisa Lalin. Carol also noted the Dean of
Students has been hired. She said last week they had an athletic academy for the athletes
and the titled of the academy was “Building Participants with Character”. The focus was
on our athletes in their various roles as citizens, students and also ambassadors and how
they would demonstrate, respect, responsibility, trustworthiness, and caring. She said the
wind turbine issue will be on the September 10th agenda.
Appointments
Mr. Hoben recommended the reappointments of the precinct workers as per the list that
was in the Selectmen’s packet. Mrs. McAuliffe moved to reappoint the precinct workers
for another 1 year term as recommended by the Town Clerk. These terms will run
through July 2008, seconded by Mr. Sullivan. Vote unanimous.
Approval of Minutes
Mr. Sullivan moved to approve the Selectmen minutes of April, 24, May 8, May 22 and
June 5, 2007, seconded by Mr. Hoben. Vote 5-0
Cape Cod Commission Update
Suzanne McAuliffe referred to the Cape Cod Commission hearing last Wednesday on the
Regional Policy Plan, presented by acting Director. She was discouraged. There are
some changes mostly in line with the 21st Century Task Force Report. She said she spoke
on behalf of the Town of Yarmouth saying we are looking for more streamlining, more
discretionary referrals and something that is a better fit for Yarmouth. She said about a
dozen people had suggestions or comments about things that needed to be changed or
things that needed to be addressed in the policy plan. Jerry Sullivan said he has been
working with Attorney Pat Butler, Karen Greene, Chairman of the Planning Board and
Chairman of the Community Economic and Development Committee. They are now
waiting for an appointment to see where we go from here. He will get back to the board
on how things are coming together.

Hearings
Mr. Sullivan read the legal ad which appeared in the Register on August 16, 2007, Town
of Yarmouth Liquor Hearing, Revocation of Annual Wine & Malt License currently held
by SMD’s Pizza Inc. dba Pizza I, Sub II, 46 Station Avenue, South Yarmouth, Scott
Doncaster, Manager.
Mr. Sullivan said Pizza I, Sub II has changed ownership and it is now Sweet Tomatoes.
The owner of Sweet Tomatoes was given the opportunity to transfer the license and he
hasn’t taken advantage yet so to keep the licenses clear Mr. Sullivan recommended the
Board revoke the license. No one present representing the license holder. No comments
from the public. Mr. Groskopf moved that the liquor license issued to SMD’s Pizza Inc.
be revoked, seconded by Mrs. McAuliffe vote unanimous.
Mr. Sullivan read the legal ad which appeared in the Register on April 16. Applications
for change of premise to include cart shed and for change of hours on Sundays by
Wright or Wrong, Inc. dba Stephanie’s Restaurant, 635 West Yarmouth Road, West
Yarmouth, Stephanie E. Wright, Manager.
Mr. Sullivan noted last year was the first time the board had a request to use the cart shed
for a one specific event. Mr. Lawton after reviewing it suggested for this particular
license holder from time to time will have golf items that are fairly large and will have
the opportunity to cater the meal and no place to do it other than the cart shed. Last year
the request was approved. This particular event is a fundraiser for a local charity.
Public – none – the other request was to change service from noon on Sundays to 11:00
a.m. to allow brunch type of activities at Stephanie’s. Mr. Sullivan recommended
granting the request with the stipulations noted. Mrs. McAuliffe moved the
recommendation, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote unanimous.
Presentation: Liquor License Liaison Team Program
Mr. Sullivan sat at the table with Chief Peter Carnes.
Mr. Sullivan read the mission statement for the Liaison Team. “To maintain the
community’s high standards for safe alcohol service and compliance to improve
communication, training and cooperation with license holders.” This mission statement
is very brief but basically designed by ten people, they all had a hand in it to make sure it
met the goals we are looking for. Mr. Sullivan gave some history regarding the liquor
licensing in Yarmouth. We now have approximately 73 licenses in town. We visit them
as a group. Jerry said he went out with a Sergeant as a volunteer. First night they went to
West Yarmouth and the second night he went out with Sergeant Lanata. They went in
said hello, what can we do to help you, do you have any questions? Do you have all your
material for compliance checks. The visit is very low key. The objective of the new
group is to meet at a minimum of 4 times a year with a license holder. One of those
visits would be the required compliance check which is done by two officers that go in at
a non busy time, check for all the licenses, posters, make sure all the rules and regulations
are in the right place, etc. At the same time to ask questions and just to be available. All

of the officers that will be presented to you have volunteered. They are all senior officers
or sergeants. Sergeant Lanata will be the coordinator for the officers and patrolman,
supervised by Lt. Rooney to the Chief. The benefit of the license holder is to get
questions answered and resolve problems. We will have at least one member of the
Team available at all times. So if any problem arises all they need to do is call the Police
Station and ask for a liaison officer. All shifts are covered. During the introduction,
they will meet Linda Hill our license clerk and will be available at our upcoming training
session. Linda also does the paperwork. If there is a law enforcement question they can
call and ask a liaison team member. The team will have extra training. Mr. Sullivan
said we are applying for a grant.
Chief Carnes said the police department is excited about this plan to work with the
business community. It is a work in progress. It is not a punitive type program. Chief
Carnes noted on Friday, September 7 there will be a training session for the license
holders with Investigator Caroline Carey. She gears the presentation towards the
restaurant owners and managers. Chief Carnes noted through the Restaurant Association
in July there was TIPS training held for licensing establishments and attended by
approximate 240 employees. We will be doing some training in town and will be
working the Phil Magnuson who will be doing training for all of our police officers on
Chapter 138. We are going to re-emphasize the importance of safe and sensible alcohol
service in Yarmouth. This is a community policing effort. The message to the
community is that this is a work in progress. The message to the license holders is this is
happening because we want to be preventive, proactive, and we have an opportunity to
get some funding through some community policing grants to do the right thing in
Yarmouth. The Chief gave Jerry a great deal of credit for working on this. The officers
are enthusiastic about it, they want to participate in it and I think it is a unique
opportunity for the Town of Yarmouth to be on the forefront of an innovative
government process.
Bud congratulated them for the good work of putting this Team together. Bill Marasco
said it sounds as this is a work in progress. He said these businesses are functioning
businesses and you do not want to give the idea of Big Brother. Mr. Sullivan said there is
only a requirement for one compliance check. It is designed so the other three visits are
to work in the door, talk to the manager on duty and see how things are going. It is more
of community policing with a little bit of a feel of a guy who sticks his head in the door
and yells how is everything going. The other benefit is it is designed other than the grant
money we will get from training is a “0” budget item. Bill Marasco said he would like to
get this flushed out with the Restaurant Association. Jerry said he has spoken to package
store owners, innkeepers very positive, restaurant owners, positive. He said remember
we are talking about each participating officer except those who are on the mid night
shift. Chief Carnes noted this is not a priority. If there are domestic disputes, traffic
crashes, medical calls whatever obviously the attention will be directed in that area.
Chief Carnes said Mr. Murphy understands this is a work in progress and his first concern
was police officers walking into a restaurant when people are eating. We had a very
good conversation. William Marasco said it would be difficult for him to approve this at
this time especially where he hasn’t been directly involved. We need more dialogue with

the Chamber and Restaurant Association. Jerry felt it was very proactive. Suzanne said
at this point it is up to the board to have a discussion and decide whether they wish to go
forward with a motion tonight. Following a discussion, Jerry said there will be regular
reports coming back. Everything we are talking about is being done. We have a mission
statement, we have dedicated officers and better training for those officers that will
spread to the rest of the police department. He asked the board to take a vote of
confidence in this is because of the people who designed it and put it together. There
goal is to announce it formally next Friday as an accepted program. Bill Marasco said he
has not discussed this with his constituents and we don’t have a formal reply from the
Restaurant Association. He has no problem with going forward with the confidence that
we are going to get in dialog with the business community and make sure everybody is
happy with it and report it back to us. He wanted to be sure that process occurs. Jerry
said he would let the board know what is happening. Mr. Hoben moved to endorse the
concept, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote unanimous.
Appointments
Mr. Hoben recommended the list of appointments for the Agents of the Licensing
Authority. Mr. Sullivan so moved, seconded by Mrs. McAuliffe. Vote unanimous.
Mr. Sullivan explained that everybody that is on that list except for the new sergeants and
the patrolman listed, those individuals would also be members of the Liaison Team.
Mr. Hoben recommended the list of people to be appointed to the Liquor License Liaison
Team. Mr. Hoben read the list. Mr. Sullivan moved the recommendation,, seconded by
Mr. Groskopf. Vote unanimous.
Town Administrator
Mr. Lawton reviewed the consent agenda. Mr. Groskopf moved to accept the consent
agenda, seconded by Mr. Hoben. Vote was unanimous.
Mr. Lawton gave an update on the ’07, ’08. 09 Budget.
’07 was on solid ground and we were within budget.
Department heads did very well in staying within their budgets this year.
Police and Fire did exceptionally well. They needed no transfers to stay within their
budget on their overtime.
There is some concern with the end of the year with our revenues. Motor vehicle
revenues were down $135,000, hotel/motel taxes were down $128,000. Fortunately, the
treasurers were very aggressive in managing our funds and they exceeded our interest
estimates by $240,000.
In FY ’08, income is on target to the best of our knowledge. Expenditures are all on
target. We will be setting the tax rate sometime in September and a hearing with the
Board of Assessors on the 18th.
FY ’09, there is concern with reduction in certain areas. In the next couple of weeks we
will be looking at those numbers plus any other opportunities for potential increases in

income which will balance that part of the spreadsheet. In preparing all of those
recommendations we did receive some correspondence from Standard and Poors
expressing the view that Yarmouth has reduced its General fund balance to 4% of
expenditures in FY ’06. That is from 19% of expenditures in 2001. They are saying be
careful you are reducing your reserves and we knew that. The board took a strong stand
on expenditures. An early policy was set by the Board of Selectmen to allow a 2 ½%
increase for schools, 0 increase for town expenditures with salaries. The policy was any
variance on that policy goes to an override. That early policy resulted in a positive cash
flow and on budget in FY ’07 and the same will happen in ’08. With the preliminary
numbers we probably will be able to do the contractual raises without lose of staff.
Expenses will be static again. The school may be held to a 2% increase. We need to be
disciplined again this year. All the recommendation for the board’s review will come in
the latter part of September.

Being no further business, Mr. Sullivan moved to adjourn, seconded by Mr. Hoben. Vote
unanimous.

Board of Selectmen Meeting, Workshop Meeting, August 21, 2007
Present were: Selectmen Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, and Jim
Hoben and Town Administrator Robert Lawton.
Selectman Marasco absent
Chairman McAuliffe opened the meeting with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Board of Health Annual Meeting
Present: Bruce Murphy, Health Director, Dr. Benjamin Gordon, Helen Shah, Anne
Greenbaum.
Dr. Gordon reviewed their accomplishments and goals for the year.as outlined in their
handout given to the Selectmen in their packets. (attached to original copy).
Motel Licenses Present was the Board of Health, the Planning Board, Police Chief,
Building Inspector, Community and Economic Development, Executive Director of
Chamber, Motel Owners. Suzanne noted this is a community wide issue that we have
been trying to get our arms around for at least as long as she has been on the board. The
Board of Health has taken this on because of the issue of licensing for motels. The Board
wanted to have a discussion about what the Board of Health is currently doing to get the
businesses in line with the regulations. There was much discussion.
The Board of Selectmen generally agreed that the Board of Health will be supported by
the Board of Selectmen in limiting the licensing of motels to only those establishments
which conform to the town bylaw and regulation standard of renting to transients, those
who would rent for 30 days or fewer. Those motels which have living units which are
pre-existing non-conforming or have a Board of Appeals approval to rent as a long term
living quarters would receive a rental unit license as opposed to a motel license. A motel
license and a rental unit license could be issued for the same property as a result of
grandfathering or prior Board of Appeals approval. Those businesses that are not
operating as motels and do not have Board of Appeals or grandfathering protection would
not be issued licenses. The Board also discussed the exception to the non-issuance of a
motel license if the business had firm drawn plans and applications to be submitted to the
Board of Health as proof that hearing dates had been set and specific concrete plans
submitted for change in operation under the new motel bylaw and/or the Growth
Incentive Zone permissions. It was also agreed during the meeting that the Board of
Health and the Building Division would use a template completed by the Community
Development Department which would list each of the motel properties, the number of
units and their uses so that there will be created a complete database of all rental units in
and around motel properties.
The Board of Selectmen also reviewed some of the articles they have been working on
for the upcoming ATM. Allowing medical use, Amusement Zone, Marina Zone, Bass
River Village.

Approval of an Agreement for the Brush Hill Affordable Housing Project
Following a brief discussion, Jim Hoben moved that the Board of Selectmen approve the
Regulatory Agreement and Declaration of Restrictive Covenance for the Brush Hill Road
Affordable Housing project consisting of 6 single family, three bedroom homes, and
further authorize the Chairman of the Board of Selectmen to sign the agreements and
convenance on behalf of the Town. Jerry Sullivan seconded the motion. Mr. Lawton
noted the document outlines the regulatory requirements of (Pearl Wolfson in this case)
and requiring that certain units be affordable in perpetuity. Suzanne noted we need
assurances that affordable housing properties will stay affordable housing for ever so the
Board needs to sign the document. Vote unanimous.
Consent Agenda
Mr. Lawton reviewed the list of gifts plus the letter of approval to be sent to the
Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone Management to support Cape Cod Bay being a no
discharge area. The board has done this in the past but now they want a new letter. Mr.
Sullivan moved to accept the consent agenda, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote
unanimous.
Selectmen Items
Mrs. McAuliffe stated the town has received notification from Charlotte Striebel, Speaker
of the Assembly and they will be considering the GIZ application September 19 because
it has to go thru the County Commissioners, to their subcommittee, to the full Assembly.
Tomorrow from 4-6 at the First District Court is a meeting at the Cape Cod Commission.
It is an update on the 21st Century Task Force Regional Policy Plan. Suzanne is planning
to attend.
Mr. Sullivan said we have had a coordination problem between Pat Butler and himself.
They will have a telephone conference on Thursday morning regarding some proposals
that we are working on. Following the meetings, Jerry said we will have a plan hopefully
completed by the first week in September.
Bud Groskopf said the weather is streaming all the time on the bottom of Channel 18 in
addition to which we now have music. Commercial free and weather and music together.
Mrs. McAuliffe said she put together a committee charge for the town school adhoc
committee for the board to look at. They are sending it out to try and get the group going
in September.
Being no further business, Jerry Sullivan moved to adjourn, seconded by Mr. Groskopf.
Vote unanimous.

Board of Selectmen Meeting, Regular Meeting July 31, 2007
Present were: Selectmen, Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, William
Marasco and Jim Hoben and Town Administrator Robert Lawton
Chairman Suzanne McAuliffe opened the meeting with the Pledge of Allegiance.
At 7:00 p.m.
Public
Luke’s Liquors – Presentation of Gift
Mr. Arthur Luke presented to the Town of Yarmouth a check in the amount $10,000.
The check was given with hopes that it will help with diminishing the amount of
pollution in our waters that could inadvertently undermine the natural resources we have
all come to enjoy. The course of action they are intending this for is the purchase of and
care for oysters to help clean Bass River as a start and hopefully continue with our other
waterways. He presented the check to Karl vonHone, Director of Natural Resources.
Karl thanked Mr. Luke and stated he will be utilizing these funds responsibly. Suzanne
thanked Mr. Luke for his generous gift on the board’s behalf.
Mr. Sullivan noted that in his position as Licensing Chair he asked Arthur Luke if he
could poll the industry, the distributors and wholesalers to help fund the first of a kind
licensing liaison team that we are forming in Yarmouth and will be announcing in
another couple of weeks to the Board and to the public. Arthur went forward and we
needed some additional funding for some additional training for our officers who are
volunteering to participate and to be named as agents of the licensing authority under this
unique project. Arthur did poll the industry and he found out his first attempts he was
unable to secure funding but he is looking in other places. Mr. Sullivan thanked Mr.
Luke for his assistance in trying to secure funding for that additional training.

Consent Agenda
Mr. Lawton said in addition to Mr. Luke’s gift there was one other item on the agenda
which was a resolution supporting Mass recycling. The committee recommends this
resolution. Dr. Marasco moved to accept the consent agenda, seconded by Mr. Sullivan.
Vote unanimous.

Phil Morris DY School Committee
Phil noted a mark your calendar date, Wednesday November 7. The workforce
investment board is putting on a morning get together series of discussions. It is a
discussion led by the Director of Labor and Market Studies in Northeastern on the impact
of the graduation right on Cape Cod.

Dr. Marasco moved to approve the Selectmen’s minutes of February 27 and March 27,
2007 and release the executive sessions, seconded by Mr.Groskopf. vote unanimous.
License Hearing
Mr. Sullivan read the legal ad which appeared in the Register on July 19, 2007.
Application for new Annual All-Alcoholic Restaurant License by Roo, Inc., dba the
Flying Pig, 633 Route 28, West Yarmouth, Ma. Scott G. Sousa, Manager.
Return Receipts were given to the Selectmen. The CORI check was OK. There was a
meeting with Lt. Xiarhos. The notes from the various departments were basically
relating to the fact that when they first did their inspection the place was undergoing
renovations. The only condition that would apply if approved is that it is subject to a
certificate of occupancy and the required inspections by the town.
Present Attorney Tardif and Scott Sousa. Mr. Tardif said they were applying for an
annual all alcoholic common victualer license. The restaurant is the former Black Rock
Grille. The application is complete. The request was for the hours of 11 and 11. Mr.
Tardif gave Mr. Sousa’s background. He has his TIPS training. The restaurant will open
with the name of the Flying Pig with family clientele. The restaurant would provide the
town with another dining option. He requested the board to approve the application.
Mr. Sullivan expressed his concerns with continual training and to make sure the staff is
trained or arrange training for them. Another concern is to make sure the license is
viewable by the public. Mr. Sullivan said when Mr. Sousa leaves the premise during
business hours make sure that somebody on the premise knows who is in charge and
make sure that everyone else knows that that person is in charge.
The restaurant will open in two weeks if they can or when they receive the license from
the State.
The Selectmen welcomed Mr. Sousa to Yarmouth and wished him well.
Mr. Lawton noted the normal hours that a license is issued is from 11 to 1.
No Comments from the public
Mr. Sullivan stated his recommendation was to approve the application for the license
and to include pending the completion of all of the work and receipt of all of the
inspections and required permits from other departments in town. Mrs. McAuliffe so
moved, seconded by Mr. Hoben. Vote unanimous.
Recycling and Solid Waste Advisory Committee- Update on Curbside Collection
Joe Sarnorsky, Chairman, introduced his committee – Julie Vander, Mike Britz, Andrea
Adams, and Rob Angell. Joe reviewed the committee’s report on curbside collection.
Their recommendations were:

The implementation of a curbside collection program would resulting a more cost
effective long term program if MSQW disposal costs continue to rise in the future.
There will be costs involved in any such program and policy issues on how to handle
these costs must be resolved by the BOS.
If TOY provides the service the town would end up owning tangible assets such as trucks
and we would better be able to control long term costs. It would provide control of our
MSW that would be more attractive to our disposal sources.
At this time they recommended a commitment to a curbside solid waste and recycling
program, and that the Board of Selectmen should authorize the Town to proceed on
requesting formal quotes from private haulers and from sources of equipment to arrive at
the actual costs of the suggested options.
There was much discussion and the board requested that the committee do additional
work. They asked what would be the cost of upgrading the existing facilities to expand
residential drop off opportunities. In order to flatten the workload at the drop off area
could the committee consider having a different fee during the weekdays as opposed to
weekends? Are there other methods which the committee could review and take from
other communities to increase recycling without curbside pickup? Are there additional
ways to increase residents’ awareness of the need to recycle and the savings which can
result from lowering the amount of trash which goes into the waste stream?
The Board thanked the committee for their work and will look forward to them returning
with the information requested.

Energy Committee – Wind Energy Update/Approval
Mr. Ed Voelker, Mr. Brian Braginton-Smith, George Allaire and Ken Ford were present.
Mr. Voelker noted that one of the subcommittees of the Energy Committee was to work
with the Mass Technology Collaborative to hopefully site a major wind turbine on town
property. Over the past months, they considered 6 town-owned properties. They
approved a siting with the help of George Allaire and MTC at the DY High School on
Station Avenue. Following their presentation, the Selectmen unanimously voted to
support the Energy Committee’s request to proceed to meet with the Dennis Yarmouth
Regional School Committee to update them on the Committee’s proposal for a data
gathering tower and a wind tower on the grounds of the DY High School Property. The
Board of Selectmen also requested that the committee contact the Town of Dennis to
ensure that they are up to date on the plans. The Board also discussed the need to meet
with the school administrative staff to discuss the payback to the two towns when the
wind generator is installed as that installation will lower electric costs for the school
district.
The Board thanked the committee for their input and their work.

Ambulance Review Committee – Review Questions
Present were: Dan Horgan, Helen Shah and Dr. Benjamin Gordon, Chief Randall
Sherman.
The Board was provided with the Emergency Response services Review Committee
Report dated April 2007 in their packet.
The Board of Selectmen reviewed the report with the committee members and there was
a question and answer period.
The Board expressed their appreciation for everything the committee has done and the
amount of work the committee went thru and for the information they gathered. The
Board generally agreed with the Committee that the wisest course of action at this point
is to allow time for the arbitration process between the Town and the Fire Union
representatives to resolve so that any future recommendations and review reflect the
current realities of the Town’s EMS operations.
Appointment/Reappointments
Mr. Jim Hoben referred to the representative positions on the Community Preservation
Committee. He recommended reappointing Mr. Gary Ellis from the Conservation
Commission as their representative, term to run through July 31, 2010. He also
recommended appointing Mr. Hillard from the Historic Commission as its representative
to the CPC Commission, term to run thru 7-31-2010. Mr. Sullivan so moved, seconded
by Mr. Groskopf. Vote unanimous.
Mr. Hoben referred to a memo from Dr. Ruth Weisberger which indicated she didn’t
wish to be appointed again as a full commissioner but rather as an associate for a one
year term. Mr. Robert Cook an associate wishes to be appointed as a full commissioner.
Mr. Hoben recommended appointing Mr. Cook as a regular member to the Historic
Commissioner for a three year term to run thru 7-31-2010 and to appoint Dr. Weinberger,
Ms. Smith, Ms. Vandover as associate members for one year terms to run thru 7-31-2008.
Mr. Groskopf so moved and with a second from Mr. Sullivan vote was unanimous.
Recreation Commission Appointments
Mr. Hoben noted he spent a lot of time with the Recreation Commissioners and enjoyed
working with them. He interviewed many applicants and saw some of the best
volunteerism in the town in the applicants as well as the committee members. He
recommended appointing four new full members Ms. McGurrin, Mr. Post to a regular
three year term, terms to run 7-31-2010. appoint Mr. Joe Tierney to a regular two year
term to run thru 7-31-2009 and to appoint Mr. Mark Lohane to fill a regular unexpired
term on the Recreation Commission. Term to run 7-31-2008. all the members’ terms
came up so Mr. Hoben was trying to stagger them. Mrs. McAuliffe moved the
recommendation, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Mr. Hoben noted there were three

members who contributed a great deal of expertise and knowledge on that committee but
they served consecutive terms in excess of the 12 year policy, 19 and 20 years in both
cases. He said he had 8 applicants, 1 open seat and three members who had served nearly
20 years. In his next recommendation he would be recommending the three people who
exceeded the 12 year term limit to be appointed as alternates to that committee so we
could still have access to their expertise but also allow for new people to enjoy the
experience of volunteering. Following a discussion, the vote was unanimous. Vote 4-1
with Mr. Sullivan voting in the negative.
Mr. Hoben recommended to reappoint Mr. Stone, Ms. Clark and Dr. Serjian to three year
alternate positions, terms to run thru 7-31-2010, to appoint Mr. Carroll to a 2 year regular
term, term to run thru 7-31-2009, to reappoint Ms. Cooney to a one year regular terms,
term to run thru 7-31-08 and to reappoint Mr. Karras to a three year regular term, term to
run 7-31-2010. Mrs. McAuliffe moved the recommendation, seconded by Mr. Groskopf.
Vote 4-1 with Mr. Sullivan voting in the negative.
School/Town Information Committee
This was a proposal to develop a Committee that Bill Bastian, Chairman of the Finance
Committee had recommended to try to increase communication between the Board of
Selectmen, Finance Committees and School Committee. If the board is interested in
supporting this concept she could go ahead and put together a sample of a charge and a
sample of a committee makeup and bring it back for approval. The Board generally
agreed to proceed.
Approval of Minutes
Mr. Sullivan moved to approve the Selectmen Minutes of February 27, 2007 and March
27, 2007, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote unanimous.
Mr. Sullivan moved to Release the Executive Session minutes of June 27, 2006,
September 12, 2006, and October 24, 2006. Seconded by Mr. Groskopf Vote
unanimous.
Being no further business, Mr. Sullivan moved to adjourn, seconded by Mr. Groskopf.
Vote unanimous.

Board of Selectmen Meeting, Workshop Meeting July 24, 2007, 2007
Present were: Selectmen, Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, William
Marasco and Jim Hoben and Town Administrator Robert Lawton
Chairman Suzanne McAuliffe opened the meeting with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Public

Charter Review Committee
Present David Reid, Al Gray, Jim Quirk and Betty Burkhardt.
The Ad Hoc Charter Review Committee presented to the Board of Selectmen the revised
Charter . Following their presentation, the Board voted unanimously to accept the
revised Charter and formally submit it to the Town Moderator for review and a review by
a special committee appointed by the Town Moderator as required by Section 3-10 of the
current Yarmouth Charter. The Committee acknowledged the good work Judy
Daigneault did on this project in consolidating all of the changes into a working
document.

Growth Incentive Zone Discussion
Karen Greene and Terry Sylvia from the Community Development Department were
present. They explained they have submitted an application to the Cape Cod
Commission to designate the town’s Route 28 corridor as a Growth Incentive Zone
(GIZ). The proposed designation is intended to help focus and facilitate future planning
initiatives for the corridor, which is characterized by tourism-based businesses including
a significant number of lodging establishments. They reviewed the GIZ application.
Suzanne noted the motel income is down for many reasons. Too many rooms, some use
condos for traveling and some people are housed in some of our motels. The loss in motel
tax revenue is happening now and if we don’t do anything it is not going to get better and
it has potential to get worse. If we don’t do what we can to help our business owners
improve their properties, we will be faced with properties that perhaps could be bordered
up. She said she would like to give our motel owners the opportunity to help themselves
out of this vicious cycle of not being able to improve themselves.
Mr. Sullivan moved that the Board of Selectmen endorse the application for the Growth
Incentive Zone and authorize the Chairman or her designee to speak at the upcoming
meeting, Thursday at 3:00 at the Cape Cod Commission hearing, seconded by Mr.
Groskopf. Dr. Marasco said there was a component in the 404 bylaw which said that we
are going to have some housing and we are also going to regenerate our hotels. He said
he doesn’t see that and that is not what his recollection of the discussion was on town
meeting floor. Part of that was hotel revitalization. He said it is reasonable to have a

plan of what 28 looks like before you embark on a project. This would help the project
and that should be something that should be incorporated. We need to have some
comprehensive plan of Route 28 and to have that built in. Mr. Sullivan suggested the
Board of Selectmen sit down with the Planning Board, with all the committees that have
had their hands in this and look at the entire step by step process and do this within the
next month and look at the process. Vote 4-1 with Dr. Marasco voting in the negative.
Appointments
Mr. Hoben recommended to appoint Annmarie Gavin to the Library Board to a three year
term and for the one year alternate term to appoint Helen Greenhow. Mr. Sullivan moved
the recommendation and with a second from Mr. Groskopf, vote was unanimous.
Mr. Hoben recommended to appoint Mrs. Alice Bowen to the Cable Advisory Committee
to a three year term, Mr. Sullivan so moved, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote was
unanimous.
Mrs. McAuliffe noted it might be a good idea for the interviewing selectman to put on
their list of questions regarding conflict of interest. This way it is raised in a general way.
The selectmen generally agreed to this.
Selectmen Goals
Suzanne reviewed the list of the selectmen goals. She noted there will be more
suggestions from both Chief Carnes and Chief Sherman. Dr. Marasco moved to approve
the goals for 07-08 with the idea of the possibility of adding to the list, seconded by Mr.
Groskopf. Vote unanimous.
Mrs. McAuliffe noted she is working on Mr. Lawton’s evaluation and asked the board
members to get their comments to her.
Mr. Lawton reviewed the consent agenda. Mr. Sullivan moved to approve the consent
agenda and with a second from Mr. Hoben, vote was unanimous.
Hearing Road Opening Permit – KeySpan
Representatives from KeySpan and George Allaire and Jim Lefter were present.
Suzanne McAuliffe read the legal ad regard the road opening permit on Whites Path to
North Main Street to Great Western Road to install a 12” steel high pressure natural gas
pipe, approximately 12000 feet long.
Mr. Allaire noted DEP already approved the route. In addition to our normal permit
requirements we have some additional conditions that were discussed with the company
and they have agreed to the requirements. Some of the requirements were message
boards, stay away from drainage facilities, stay off of Whites Path parcel in the shoulder,
if the sidewalks are disturbed they will replace it, they will replace the thermal paving on

the roadway and pavement markings, they need to maintain the project clean and safe and
keep open to traffic at the end of each working day. Street sweeping may be required.
Fire and police should be notified on a daily basis of the status of the project Coordinate
traffic flow with police department on a daily basis. Mr. Allaire said they are generally
satisfied. Based on the negotiations, the DPW is satisfied on the road opening permit
conditions. There was over an hour discussion in which the selectmen expressed their
disappointment, frustration and resentment to the way the town was treated in this
application process and warned KeySpan that they will have to live with the results if and
when an accident takes place. By a vote of 3-2 the board of selectmen granted the road
opening permit to KeySpan with the road opening permit conditions attached. Key span
agreed to follow all of the permit conditions as outlined in the final attachment.
Conflict of Interest Decision, Chapter 268A, Section 19
Mr. Lawton reviewed his memo of July 6, 2007, regarding potential conflicts of interest
under Chapter 268A, Section 19 regarding the CEDC. Following a discussion Mr.
Sullivan moved to support the two applications submitted by Mr. Peter Q. Smith and Mr.
Paul Tardif in terms of their determination that potential conflicts are not substantial.
Seconded by Mr. Hoben. Vote 3-2.
Mr. Sullivan moved to adjourn, seconded by Mr. Hoben, vote was unanimous.

Board of Selectmen Meeting, Regular Meeting, July 10, 2007
Present were: Selectmen Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, William
Marasco and Jim Hoben and Assistant Town Administrator Peter Johnson-Staub.
Chairman McAuliffe opened the meeting with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Public
Chief Randall Sherman acknowledged the graduation of their recruit Firefighter Don
Klimm. He reviewed his background. On June 22, he became a graduate and his
certificates were presented to him by his father. Chief Sherman announced the pending
retirement of Lt. EMT Richard Klimm. He reviewed his background. This father and
son represent four and fifth generation service to this town and this department. His great
grandfather was a charter member of YFD 1931 Thadeus Baker and his grandfather also
served YFD at Station 1, Earl Baker. Other relatives that served were his uncle former
Chief Frances Richards and Carl White and Robert Emerson. He thanked Lt. Klimm for
his service. Mrs. McAuliffe expressed the appreciation of the town of his years of
service and years of contribution to keeping our community safe and to contributing your
son to the endeavors. It is nice to have the family traditions and the long standing ties to
the community and group. She is very happy that the younger generation is interested in
being an EMT and Paramedic is something that is worthy of staying in our community
and said the selectmen appreciate their contributing to the town and our safety.
Phil Morris, School Committee, said 160 students attended summer school and 20 to 25
students have signed up for the Academic Leadership Institute. The building committee
met and there will be a final report at the end of August and they will be estimating how
much money was saved by doing the commissioning work. There are a few odds and
ends that need to be done. Mrs. McAuliffe said she was planning in September once we
have a look at the final numbers to have the Chairman and Mr. Tucker and Mr. Morris in
to do a final report on the high school building project.
Phil Morris said today is the day of the Dennis Town Election for the override.
Mr. Tom Sullivan, West Yarmouth addressed a couple letters that were in the packets
regarding the airport. He noted if people want to send in complaints to please put their
names on it. Put addresses down. It helps the board to deal with the complaint.
Suzanne said she will be attending the Environmental Subcommittee meeting of the
Airport Commissioners and on their agenda is noise. We still have to work with the
Airport Commissioners and the Airline owners because talking to attorneys doesn’t
guarantee there is a solution. The message we are taking is there is a problem and we
want a solution to the problem.
Nothing further from the public

Update Lions Club Bike Race
Suzanne McAuliffe referred to the memo in the packet from Mr. Lawton that talks about
the difficulties in putting the bike race thru the proper channels because the loop was
changed and the staging area was changed. All the original work that was done and all
the meetings have to now be redone. She said if we can get paperwork before us to
schedule this at our workshop meeting just so they can get some sort of action on this.
The reason we put this on the agenda we had the original route and we thought we were
going to be done with everything and the route got changed and we are still waiting for
information. She referred to a letter from the police department. That is on the new
route.
Update on Chapter 268A, Section 19 and 20
Mrs. McAuliffe referred to the packet information from Bob Lawton which was in
reference to the conflict of interest issue in relation to committee members. The board
discussed the three options as outlined by Mr. Lawton in his memo of July 6. A majority
of the Board could determine that the conflict was not substantial and as there has been
public disclosure, the majority of the Board of Selectmen is confident that the person can
continue to serve as a full voting member of the committee. The Board could determine
that the conflict was substantial and the person should resign from the committee or the
Selectmen could appoint the person as a resource member with no voting authority on the
particular items. The third option was to take no action. In effect not granting the
waiver, making the conflict of interest stand and the person would then have to resign.
The Board of Selectmen will need to decide which action to take in this particular case.
Following a lengthy discussion, the board requested that all members of the CEDC and/or
the Planning Board who believe they have a conflict of interest to submit on the
appropriate form, Chapter 268A, Section 19, their request for a determination by the
Board of Selectmen as to whether or not their conflict was so substantial that they should
not serve. The discussion was tabled to their next meeting.
Update on John Simpkins School Building Re-Use Committee
Mrs. McAuliffe referred to the information Mr. Peter Johnson-Staub provided to them in
their packets. She said she didn’t expect a decision tonight but she would like to have as
a goal moving forward to come to some sort of decision or consensus in the next couple
of meetings.
There was a lengthy discussion: Bud Groskopf was in favor of keeping the John
Simpkins Building as a municipal building and stated he would like to see part of the
building used as a library, recreational, community center, resident artists.
Jerry Sullivan proposed to formally ask the library to respond at their interest level to see
if they are interest or not. In the past they have said no twice but we should ask them
again. He felt we need more time if in fact there are some magic funds out there.

Mrs. McAuliffe said there has been 16 years trying to maintain this building. It is
inefficient in terms of ventilation and heating it. They talked about mothballing it for
$50,000. It’s the humidity that is the problem. It can be a very costly process. It would
have to be gutted. She agreed with Jerry to see what money is out there.
Dr. Marasco said there have been a lot of good ideas put out there. He said the question
is what are we going to spend our money on. It should benefit the general taxpayer by
having it as a multiple use. Not just benefit a specific department but something every
citizen can use. He suggested the board needs to see if there is any interest. We need to
have 3 or 4 people flush these ideas out a little more.
Jim Hoben said we need to find out the cost. He said he was open minded to Bud’s
suggestions if we could come up with some rough numbers of how much it would cost
and how that would be funded.
Peter said there is no quick and easy way to have a good number for what it is going to
cost us for exactly what we want to do in that particular building.
Bill suggested the board come up with some ideas and come up with a discussion and see
if citizens are interested. Suzanne said she is open to any of these options but is
concerned with our list of capital needs and how this fits in with those. Jerry said if there
is money out there let’s find it. Either that we moth ball it or we put it out for historic
preservation for some other use. We owe that to our community. If there is money out
there to restore this building and make it a library that is fine. The possibility of an RFP
was discussed. The Board agreed to have the town administrator’s office develop an
RFP and return it to the Board of Selectmen for their review.
Affordable Housing Update
Peter Johnson-Staub referred to the note in the Selectmen’s packet from Jennifer
Coutinho, CPC Assistant in response to the board’s request for an update on the status of
the $500,000 for the buy down program. Mr. Johnson-Staub reviewed the memo and
noted we are not expecting an answer until the fall the earliest.
Discussion/Review Appointment Policy
Mr. Hoben noted he looked at the policy and wanted to come back to the board for some
clarification regarding term limits. In the past policy of 1999, was a term limit of 12
years. It went from 10 years to 12 years. He wanted some clarification from the board.
Peter prepared a list of committee members who have more than 12 consecutive years of
service on an individual committee. He wanted the board’s direction before he makes
some recommendations. Suzanne noted in certain committees such as Board of Appeals
and Board of Assessors there were very specific skill sets and training required. Jim
noted in the event that there are no other qualified candidates then you wouldn’t apply the
term limit policy but in the case where there are other qualified candidates what direction
do we take. He was looking to amend that term limits to include when no other qualified

candidates exist and that would solve that problem. He noted with the Recreation
Commission, they have unlimited number of alternates. He said it was important to
foster new talent. He said the Recreation Commission has a great group but there have
been many talented candidates come out for that. Following a discussion, Mr. Sullivan
said when he was first elected they developed a guideline for appointments and somehow
when it really gotten amended seriously was 1991 and he was not in favor of it becoming
a policy. The idea of a guideline was to counter the effect that the selectmen in effect
have some form of term limits as we have to appear in front of the voters every three
years. We are fortunate now that some of our committees appear on television. The
guideline came about in order to allow the chairman of appointments discretion.
Somehow it has been equated with the tablets that Moses brought down from the
mountain. It didn’t grow out of the original appointments policy. This happened shortly
after the Town of Yarmouth changed from every appointment done at a selectmen’s
meeting up until 1985 every appointment came in front of the Board of Selectmen. The
main thing is he would like this taken out of the realm of a policy and made it as a
guideline at the discretion of the sitting board and the Chairman that is doing the
appointments. Originally, in the first policy regulatory boards were excluded entirely,
Board of Health, Board of Appeals, Conservation, etc. It was the intent to keep the
institutional knowledge available. The policy states that a seating member could serve as
an alternate and come back later as a full member if it was appropriate. He suggested that
we not take any action tonight on the particular issue of the policy but asked the
Chairman to think about it and see if he would like to craft the language to take it out of
the policy realm and make it a guideline. Dr. Marasco felt it should be left in the policy
so candidates know and they can seek another committee. Finance Committee does not
fall under the policy since the members are appointed by the Chair of Selectmen and
Finance Committee. The same goes for the Personnel Board as the Finance Committee
appoints their rep to the Personnel Board.
Jim Hoben said his recommendation is to continue it as a policy and to amend it to say
when no qualified candidate exists. Dr. Marasco moved the recommendation, seconded
by Mr. Groskopf. Mr. Sullivan was not in agreement where the policy says must remain
off for 3 years that is currently there. Vote 4-1.
Selectmen
Mr. Groskopf moved to approve the Selectmen minutes for February 6, 2007 and
executive Session minutes June 26, 2007 and hold, seconded by Dr. Marasco. Vote
unanimous.
Dr. Marasco referred to a memo from Bruce Murphy who says that on July 5th the
Register put the announcement for fluoridation. Residents now have 90 days from the
date of the publication to collect signatures. He said prior to the announcement the town
gave out a petition and it is his reading that that petition is not valid and we have to make
sure that any petition that does go out is after the July 5th date. Mr. Peter Johnson-Staub
said he put that question to town counsel and asked him the question do the petitions have
to be signed after the advertisement in the newspaper? The answer was no. The

signatures have to filed after the advertisement but there are no time constraints on when
the signatures might be gathered. Dr. Marasco said we need to get a clarification.
Dr. Marasco asked for some more clarification on town vehicles and the spreadsheet.
Peter said the figures reported are not the cost of commuting home. That is the total cost
of the vehicle.
Dr. Marasco referred to a memo from Bruce Murphy July 3, 2007 regarding motels. He
said if people are in substandard living conditions it is substandard. He asked that we get
some clarification from Bruce or bring him in for a discussion.
Jerry Sullivan said he is continuing the visits with the licensed establishments. He is only
15 establishments shy of hitting them all. He has been working with Sergeants on the
evening shift and Lieutenants rather than the superior officers and it has been a wonderful
experience. He has a proposal coming forward that he is working on right now that is
going to involve Sergeants and Senior Patrolman. It was put forward by a Senior
Sergeant as a thought on our second round of visits and carried by me to Lieutenants and
the Superior Officers got the green light to go ahead with it and he will bringing it back to
the board with full details on the very near future. It is basically a licensing liaison. He
spoke to motel owners who had some concerns as a result of some of the visits last week
and the way we talked to the managers and clarified some issues. He found by going out
with the Sergeants and Senior Patrolman we are getting much more productive
conversation. Sergeant John Lanata has come up with a tremendous idea to increase that
both on community policing and licensing and basically zero cost to licensing or the
police department. The enthusiasm is very interesting and I think we are going to end up
with a program that the Town of Yarmouth can be very proud of and put out as a model
to the rest of the State especially communities with such a variety as we have.

Suzanne reminded the board members not to forget to review the goals and if there are
any additions please let her know.
Suzanne said Sunday Bud and she attended the Hyannis Park annual meal luncheon. It
was good to get into the community and hear some of the issues.

Town Administrator
Peter Johnson-Staub reviewed the consent agenda.
The first item is the consideration of reduction for fines for beach and disposal sticker
misuse. Peter recommended that the fine for first offense be reduced from $75 to $30
and that would apply to beach and disposal.

There was a request from Linda Homer to name the Little League Baseball Field at Old
Town House Park the Peter Homer Memorial Baseball Field. This is supported by
Recreation Commission.
The remainder of the items on the consent agenda are donations.
Mr. Sullivan moved to approve the consent agenda. Seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote
was unanimous.
Suzanne noted and thanked people in town for donating benches in memory of their
loved ones.
Next meeting is a workshop in two weeks.
Mr. Sullivan moved to adjourn, seconded by Mr. Hoben. Vote unanimous.

Board of Selectmen Meeting, Regular Meeting, June 26, 2007
Present were: Selectmen Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, William
Marasco and Jim Hoben and Town Administrator Robert Lawton.
Chairman McAuliffe opened the meeting with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Public
Mr. Tom Kelley spoke about fluoridation.
Dr. Marasco referred to an article in the Register Newspaper June 7 in which they talked
about the oral health 2010 report that was published by the Cape Cod Oral Health Task
Force for children. One of the main things they talked about was to improve dental
health was to recommend fluoridating the water. Tom Kelley expressed his
disappointment that none of the Selectmen appeared at any of the hearings of the Board
of Health. He said the Town of Yarmouth, Town of Dennis, the Barnstable Fire District
and the Hyannis Fire District are all tied in together.
Mr. Sullivan said the Board of Selectmen did not make a charge to the Board of Health,
they cannot. The Selectmen cannot appear at a Board of Health meeting because the
Board of Selectmen appoints them. The Selectmen cannot go to any board they appoint
because thru facial actions or other the Selectmen might have some influence.
Emergency Preparedness Update
Present Deputy Chief Almonte and Lt. Paul Rooney.
Paul Rooney spoke about FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency) which is
part of the Homeland Security. MEMA (Massachusetts Emergency Management
Agency) is our conduit to emergency assistance in anytime of disaster. We have a liaison
Don Forbes who is the local coordinator of MEMA in region 2 and their office is located
in Bridgewater. We have frequent communication with them. We are required to update
the emergency plan for the town annually and each time we do that MEMA has
suggestions they would like us to focus on. The Comprehensive Emergency
Management Plan is on file in Bridgewater and it is electronically filed in Boston. What
triggers assistance is a declaration of the head of the government of the town to declare a
local emergency. We notify MEMA that has happened and we tell them what our
situation is and the next question from MEMA is what do we need from them and that is
when we make our requests. Depending upon the circumstances their response could
vary. We will have to be prepared. One area is citizen preparedness. He had two
publications that are free which are guides for citizen preparedness “Cape Cod
Emergency Preparedness Handbook and Are You Ready. This is available to each
household. He gave a phone # 1-800-480-2521. Doug Forbes said this is the most
accurate emergency guidebook of its kind available today..

Mike Almonte explained all towns are trained under the National Incident Management
System which links the east coast with the west coast so we are all doing the same things.
They work under the Unified Incident Command. Mr. Lawton is the Emergency
Management Director and each of the department heads are deputy directors which each
have a function that is outlined in the plan. They have attended various tabletop exercises
with MEMA, Red Cross, and the town departments. They have annual inspections with
the Red Cross of all of their shelters to make sure they meet their standards. The
emergency operation center is located at the police department and annually all the
equipment is checked. Our health agent is the liaison with the Red Cross for the shelters.
The town has limited shelter supplies. It is a town wide effort for all of us to get thru it.
Emergency communications with the town’s channel 18 and local radio stations so we
can broadcast information to all of our people and it is so critical to have a portable radio
and spare batteries available to the public so they can get information. They have met
with all of the assisted living centers, Cape Cod Hospital and all the group homes to see
that they had evacuation plans or shelter replacement plans available to them. They
quickly recognized we are going to be competing for the same resources. The town also
looks at cataloguing all of its equipment, making sure it is in a ready mode. The next part
is “Are You Prepared?” With some planning we reduce our fear, panic and anxiety. The
idea is to relax, assess what is happening, contain the situation, establish
communications, bring in the necessary resources to minimize any threat of life or
property. He spoke about the evacuation plan in flood areas. One gallon of water per day
per person. Minimize the use of alcohol and do not bring it to the shelters. Make sure
you have cash on hand, enough food and water for 3 to 5 days and medical supplies.
Start planning today. Everything the public will need to know will be broadcast to you.
Mike said he does do a presentation on emergency preparedness and gets a little more in
depth of what we are doing tonight. He said he would be glad to do it for one person or
for a group of 100. Mike can be contacted at the police station at 775-0445, ext. 116.
Police Community Meeting Update
Deputy Chief Mike Almonte said this meeting took place on June 7, there were 27
participants, the district attorney, Chuck Peterson, drug unit, Russ Giammarco, Detective
Unit, himself, Chief Carnes, and Bob DuBois, Director of Yarmouth Chamber. This was
an opportunity to sit down and discuss what the department is doing so people can
understand and know what is happening in town. It allows the people to ask questions.
We hope to have these meetings 3 more times this year. The public can share needs,
concerns, or good things that are happening and meet several officers. They look forward
to holding their second one with slight changes and thanked those who attended. You
don’t have to wait for a meeting. People can reach Chief Carnes or Michael Almonte.
Leave a message and they will get back to them.

Appointments
Jim Hoben recommended the reappointment of Robert Churchill to the Waterways
Committee for a three year term. Mr. Sullivan so moved and with a second from Mr.
Groskopf, vote was unanimous.
Jim Hoben recommended two reappointments to the Conservation Commission, two
regular three year terms for Hugh March and Ed Hoopes. Mr. Groskopf so moved,
seconded by Mr. Sullivan, vote unanimous.
Disclosures Community Development Community. Mr. Lawton wanted to start the
discussion on how to proceed and determine whether the conflict if one exists is
manageable, should the person be able to stay on the committee, etc. etc. Mr. Lawton
said this came up with one person on a particular committee receiving advice from his
personal attorney that was forwarded to Mr. Lawton. Mr. Lawton asked town counsel to
look at it and counsel came back with a different twist under Chapter 268A, Section 19
where a person would disclose on a particular form what his or her conflict might or
might not be. The Board of Selectmen would have to determine whether or not you
believe that conflict was so significant that the person should either continue as a full
voting member should continue as and advisor. Mr. Lawton outlined this and gave some
of the samples that have been submitted so far. There may be some additional
submissions. The Board may want to take a vote at a future meeting. There was a
discussion. Mr. Lawton would work with Jim Hoben to develop some guidelines, work
with the State Ethics Commission and town counsel and bring something back. It is
important to some of these people, some wanted to get an idea whether they need to come
back to the board. They may need to go to the Ethics Commission themselves and find
out what they need to do and the board can build on that.
Update of Goals for FY ‘08
Suzanne McAuliffe said she took the goals from last year and took off goals that we met,
goals that we continue to work on and made them more current. There are a few items
she forgot. One is the idea of looking at combining fire and police dispatch, amusement
overlay, she also suggested the Board of Selectmen may want to consider an annual
meeting with the businesses in town. Bud suggested sending the draft to town
departments asking them if they have anything they want to add. This will be taken up
again later in July.
Approval of Minutes
Mr. Sullivan moved to approve the Selectmen Minutes of January 23, January 30, and
May 15, 2007, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. 4-0-1 with Mr. Hoben abstaining.

Mr. Sullivan updated the Board on the formal meeting with the license holders. He went
out two nights with Sgt. John Lanata. The goal was to cover 70% of the licenses in the
town. Tomorrow they will be doing package stores with Lt. Rooney and Monday night
they will wrap up the north side with the completion of the formal tours. One thing is last
night while traveling around town, I commented on the amount of traffic, and the amount
of business.
Jim Hoben spoke about motels and families living in motel rooms. It is not proper that
children are living in motels in 2007 in Yarmouth and we now need to draw a line in a
stand to change this. He suggested putting this in the goals and/or discussing it at a later
date.
Bud Groskopf said there are more bankruptcies going on now. We have constantly
talked about using CPA funds to rehab them and resell them. Why can’t the affordable
housing committee get two or three people pick them out and let us buy X number of
houses. Mr. Lawton said the Affordable Housing Trust is a great tool we will be able to
use. It was decided to add this to the goals. Jim Hoben noted that the Affordable
Housing Committee has been working on this because at the last annual town meeting we
approved $500,000 of CPA funds that is matched with about 3.5 million dollars. That is
9 houses this year we are looking to buy. Jim will get an update on this.
Bud said July 5th will be the first Thursday in July. He will be at the Senior Center at
11:00 but not at 7 p.m.
Dr. Marasco referred to the Recreation Division’s memo on the re-use of the John
Simpkins School. He also referred to some info on refurbishing old buildings. He
thanked Jim for this information.
Dr. Marasco referred to a memo from Karen Greene to Bob Lawton dated June 26
regarding the Growth Incentive Zone update. There has been some modifications
between the town and the Commission. There has been some negotiations occurring. He
would like to have an update with discussion on what the proposal is, what the changes
have been. Mrs. McAuliffe noted this was discussed before the Planning Commission.
Everything that was in negotiation has been resolved and is all set in terms of the Cape
Cod Commission staff being satisfied. One remaining thing is the waste watering
monitoring and they are going to be working out some agreeable language. The
Commission is at the point where they are drafting the acceptance of the GIZ application
to go before the full Commission in July. There will be another meeting before that so
the monitoring language can be looked at by the planning subcommittee. The
Commission Staff and the Town Planning Staff and the people at the hearing felt that the
town was really on the ball and in charge. The Planning subcommittee said at the end of
that hearing it was the best hearing they had been to. It was a very positive meeting.
Suzanne said we are at the point where we are before the Commission.

Dr. Marasco felt it important to have a discussion at this board to discuss where we are.
This is one of the largest impacts on housing on 28, on businesses on 28 and he wants to
have a discussion first hand and to see where they are and where there thought process is.
Following the board’s discussion, they agreed to request from the Community
Development Department a description the monitoring of projects as proposed in the GIZ
or subsequent amendments. What is the role of the Board of Selectmen in the monitoring
process and what is their authority regarding individual projects and at various meeting
business owners have raised questions concerning how monitoring will work, have these
questions been answered.
Suzanne McAuliffe spoke about Chez Lenoir and how they had a ceremonial taking the
sledge hammers to the building. The front end loader did not start. Chez Lenoir is going
to be coming down and will be redeveloped and revitalized and the back of it will go to
town wastewater use. Suzanne suggested that the Board write letters to certain owners of
property on Route 28 to ask them what their plans are for their property.
Consent Agenda
Approval of E&D Funds. Suzanne recommended to put a hold on this because there has
been no formal request as of yet and recommended to approve the balance of the consent
agenda for the donations. Moved by Mr. Sullivan, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote
unanimous.
Town Administrator
Mr. Lawton noted the memo from Pat Armstrong and the programs the recreation
division is providing to the citizens. He noted Pat and her staff is doing a great job.
Mrs. McAuliffe said next Tuesday is 4th of July and we will not be meeting next week.
Mr. Lawton said Yarmouth is not having fireworks but Barnstable is having their
fireworks on Friday night the 6th.
Being no further business, Mr. Groskopf moved to adjourn, seconded by Mr. Sullivan.
Vote unanimous.

Board of Selectmen Meeting, Workshop Meeting, June 12, 2007
Present were: Selectmen Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, William
Marasco and Jim Hoben and Town Administrator Robert Lawton.
Chairman McAuliffe opened the meeting with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Scholarship Committee Presentation of Scholarship Awards
Sandra Femino, Chairman of the Scholarship Committee was present. She said to date
they have dispersed $227,500 to 320 Yarmouth Students. This year the submitted
applications were up by one third and they have almost 25% more funds to award. She
noted the article in the Register article which brought the funds so much appreciated
publicity. This year the committee is awarding $12,300 in 21 scholarships in the amounts
of $300, $500 and $700 out of 33 applicants.
Sandra presented the scholarships to those present.
Phil Morris, School Committee, Carol Woodbury asked him to come tonight on her
behalf, she is a member of this committee. She regrets she could not be here this evening
to share this important event. This meeting conflicted with the promotion ceremony of
the Mattacheese 8th graders and she wishes to offer congratulations to the scholarship
recipients. She thanks Sandra Femino for all her efforts in organizing the work and also
thanks to the other members of the committee. The committee appreciates all of the
townspeople who contributed to this scholarship fund and thank you for supporting and
encouraging higher education.
Hearing – Second Reading
Approval of Fees for Sailing Center

The recommendation proposed is $0 for certain groups, $55 for a second category and a
maximum of $150 for private usage of the facility.
There were no comments received during the week and there were no comments from
the public.
Mr. Sullivan moved the recommendation with fees to be effective July 1, 2007, seconded
by Mr. Hoben, vote unanimous.

Wastewater Update
Present Mr. George Allaire, Director of DPW was present representing the Integrated
Water Resources Planning Committee which is made up of 11 members. He was present
to update the board on the work of the committee. They began televising their meetings.
They undertook a nitrogen loading study to look at nitrogen loading in our water supply
wells. Most of the wells are in good condition. They are recommending sewers in the
Captain’s Village area primarily because of the nitrogen concentrations. They have
initiated flushing study with School of Marine Science and Technologies at UMASS
Dartmouth. They initiated flushing studies for the railroad bridge over Bass River and
the Route 28 Bridge over Parkers River. Parkers River Bridge may have a significant
influence on some of the roadway treatments in the marina district. They have invited
representatives from Dennis Wastewater Planning Committee to attend our meetings and
we have two or three gentlemen who attend on a regular basis so they are up to date on
what we are doing. We have coordinated with the Town of Barnstable on the NEP model
runs for Lewis Bay. They have reviewed any potential conflicts with the cable route and
our wastewater installation. They initiated discussions with the Mass Highway
Department to make sure they don’t undertake any roadway rehabilitation projects until
after we put in the sewers. We are coordinating our wastewater projections with the
village center concepts and the growth incentive zones along Route 28. We have
developed with our consultants a master plan for restoring wastewater construction in all
priority areas. George said he is also the town’s representative on the Cape Cod Water
Collaborative. They are seeking money for all the communities on the Cape. They have
hired an Executive Director via contract. Mr. Garvey has been working on proposed
legislation with Senator O’Leary’s Office and their aim is to earmark a percentage of the
600 million dollars given out annually in loans for communities that are NEP process.
We are expecting the Mass Estuaries Projects Result for Lewis Bay, Mill Creek this
summer, Parkers River this fall and Bass River in August of 2008. George presented a
slide show.
Growth Incentive Zone Update
Karen Greene, Community Development was unable to attend so Terry Sylvia gave the
update on the GIZ application and there was a discussion among the Board of Selectmen.
Mrs. McAuliffe reiterated that the Board had previously voted to put the application
forward the way it was put together by the Planning Committee with support from people
in town. Dr. Marasco had some specific concerns about effects on tourism and how it
affects the room tax. He had concerns with the application concerning the infrastructure.
Town Administrator Consent Agenda
Mr. Lawton noted there were 7 items regarding gifts coming to the town and there was
one authorization to allow overtime for exempt salary employees to apply for golf
instruction permit and referred to the memo from Peter Johnson-Staub.

Mr. Groskopf moved to accept the consent agenda items, seconded by Mr. Sullivan.
Vote unanimous.
Mr. Lawton noted that on June 19 thru the 22 is the State Assessors Association
Conference and we were asked if one member of the board would be able to give a
welcome on Tuesday the 19th. Suzanne is available.
Mr. Lawton referred to the goals that were in the packet and the Chairman would like the
selectmen to think about those and submit them and Suzanne would like to get them to
the Selectmen for their next meeting.
Suzanne said she went to Boston for the Cape Wind meeting. She felt the administration
has a set course in mind. Suzanne felt there are still some significant issues that still need
to be addressed.
Dr. Marasco spoke on the fluoride and referred to an editorial in the Register endorsing
fluoride based upon the State’s report and recommended fluoridation and urged the Board
of Health not to get involved in hysteria. He noted the numbers for the 1 to 3 million
dollar range for fluoridation came from a non sanction. In his opinion and review with
the state a non viable way to fluorinate water by building a fluoridation bottling facility in
the Town of Yarmouth. We do not know where this request came from, we didn’t know
town funds were being expended to investigate this and it is unfortunate that number
came out. He felt it important that people know and the Board of Health to know you
can’t’ just up with these things off the top of your head. We are guided by State statute
for fluoridating water. The cost to fluoridate water, if we exclude a contingency of 30%
is around $700,000 for initial buildup costs and about $91,000 per year all of which can
be absorbed easily within the water budget, water rates and the water capital. None of
that would require overrides or additional taxes.
Dr. Marasco spoke about the memorandum from Jim Saben urging the board to look at
other matters and also offering his help and assistance regarding the John Simpkins
School.
Dr. Marasco said at some point he would like to have a discussion regarding long term
thoughts on recreation facilities in the Town of Yarmouth.
Mr. Groskopf said he has recommended to the Board of Health that the fluoride matter be
brought to a town vote. The town populace should decide. The Board of Selectmen
could put it on as a non binding referendum at the next election.
Mr. Groskopf referred to a letter to the editor by Priscilla Gregory who heads our Historic
Commission. She pointed out that one of the big values we miss in terms of tourism is
the value of our historic heritage and how valuable that is to tourism. People come here
to see the historic homes which create the ambiance that we call Cape Cod.

He said that was part of what Jim Saben’s letter to the selectmen was, make the John
Simpkins School part of your inventory.
Dr. Marasco said the State statute allows for fluoridation and the first step is a letter from
the State Commissioner, after a request from the Town, of what the appropriate levels of
fluoride ought to be. We did that and the Town of Yarmouth is below the State’s
recommendation. The next portion is that it is up to the Board of Health to say we accept
that or we don’t accept that. If they accept it, is a town vote and at the point there needs to
be a petition and once it is petitioned then we can have our town vote.
Being no further business, Mr. Groskopf moved to adjourn, seconded by Mr. Sullivan.
Vote 5-0.

Board of Selectmen Meeting, Regular Meeting, June 5, 2007
Present were: Selectmen, Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, William
Marasco and Jim Hoben and Town Administrator Robert Lawton
Chairman Suzanne McAuliffe opened the meeting with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Public
Selectman Jerry Sullivan introduced Ursula Fontneau and spoke about how she watches
out for the commercial fishermen at Packet Landing. Jerry Sullivan presented her with a
Key to the gate at Packets Landing. The Board of Selectmen presented Ursula Fontneau
with a certificate honoring her as the Honorary Dock Mother for Packet Landing.
Jim Saben and Marion Broidrick from the Cultural Center
Marion announced that last Thursday they were invited up to Boston to receive an award
for an Adaptive Re-Use from the Massachusetts Historical Commission at their 29th
Annual Award Event. She read the Award that was presented to the Yarmouth Cultural
Center. Marion spoke about their website which is updated weekly with every event that
is being posted. Thank you for showing off what Yarmouth efforts have done.
Jim Saben noted the website is cultural-center.org. the Walk for the Arts is June 16,
Celebration for the Arts is June 23, 24, Irish Music Night on the 27th………
Mr. Saben said this wouldn’t have happened without a group of corps people that helped
make this happen. Marion being one of them along with Bob Nash, Sally Churchill,
Suzanne Packard and Bud Groskopf, Bob Lindquist, Karen Lockhart, and Jim Saben.
He thanked the people of Yarmouth.
Mr. Saben announced the DY Sailing Team took second place in the Cape and Island
Sailing Regatta this last weekend.
Steven Kenney spoke about issues regarding a call he made to the Yarmouth Police
Department on May 27 regarding 1 or 2 pit bulls that were loose in his neighborhood.
Mr. Kenney stated that the dispatcher continually interfered with him while he was trying
to leave a vital report for the safety of his neighbors. This person didn’t take him
seriously. The YPD did absolutely nothing and he expressed his concerns for his
neighbors regarding the dogs. Mr. Lawton would look into this complaint and get back
to everyone.
Harwich Ecumenical Council for the Homeless (HECH) also known as Housing for
Every Household. The Council, the Friends of Chatham Affordable Housing and the
Lower Cape Club are partnering to have a telethon the raise money for affordable
housing. The telethon will be held on Sunday, June 10 from 2 to 6 on channel 17. they
are targeting Yarmouth the Provincetown. The Selectmen supported the Proclamation

that June 10 be declared affordable housing day in the Town of Yarmouth in conjunction
with the telethon. Mr. Sullivan moved to accept the Proclamation, seconded by Mr.
Hoben. Vote unanimous. Mr. Lawton would ask our technology department to post the
proclamation on the website.
Phil Morris, Liaison from the School Committee to the Board of Selectmen
He wanted to remind folks the opportunity to attend the DY High School Awards night
on Thursday at 7:00 p.m. and the high school graduation is at 11 on Saturday morning at
the field. He also mentioned the DY Sailing Team and the Art Work displayed at the
Cultural Center.

Hearing Rental Fee – Yarmouth Recreational Sailing Center, 24 New Hampshire
Avenue, West Yarmouth.
Suzanne McAuliffe read the legal ad which appeared in the Register on May 24.
Facility is the Yarmouth Recreation Sailing Center, 24 New Hampshire Avenue, West
Yarmouth, Occupancy Limit 75 and fee would be $55 to $90.
Pat Armstrong explained the sailing center was purchased with CPC funds and it is part
of the inventory and she is starting to receive requests by small groups to rent the sailing
center facility for corporate functions, small weddings, family picnics and events. She
has not been able to make official rentals available. The facility was used by Sturgis
Boat Works. There was no significant impact on the neighborhood. There was
approximately 100 to 130 people who went through the facility during the day. The
utilization of the beach made for a wonderful venue for them. This past week they hosted
the Cape and Islands Sailing Championship. There were eight teams. They had 75 to 90
people and again there were no significant problems for the neighborhood. She was
proposing $55 for non profit groups and $90 for private interests.
Jerry said he felt the upper limit was too low. The facility for $90 is a steal and felt it
should be higher for private interests. He suggested $150 for private. Next week the
board could approve the fees as written but ask Ms. Armstrong to come back in the
winter so we are prepared next season with a higher fee structure. Dr. Marasco agreed
with the $150 price. Mr. Sullivan moved to modify the fees to Free, $55 for non profit
and $150 for private groups. Seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote unanimous. This will be
discussed again next week.
No comments from the public
Mr. Sullivan noted he spent 6 or 7 hours on Saturday out there. The racing was amazing.
The teams loved the facility. The boats go in the water and it is a straight shot to the race.
He said we have impressed the other towns.
Pat Armstrong noted that the sailing team is run by two gentlemen who are volunteers,
Mike Lotti and Dick Marcel. They have volunteered hundreds of hours to this program.
This wouldn’t be happening without them.

John Simpkins School Building Re-Use Committee
This is before us because following the initial presentation of their report the Board
decided to have time to look at the report, to have a discussion and to see what we wanted
to do to go forward with the Simpkins Building Re-Use Committee Report.
Mr. Lawton noted that after the last meeting the Board asked him to start looking at an
RFP to have the building used for affordable housing or elderly housing. He has talked
with Art DeBonville about having a subcommittee made up of the people who were on
the committee before who might be helpful in devising those specifications. We will
have to go to town meeting to sell the building if that is what the board wishes to do or to
lease it for some period of time. Nothing has gone out and nothing is out to bid for the
moment.
There was significant discussion and the board felt they need more information in order
to make a decision and the following suggestions were made:
Send a note to Recreation, Library, Department of Natural Resources, and Community
Development asking them if cost was not the major factor what would be their interest
and use of all or a portion of the John Simpkins School. The selectmen also requested if
they could review their prior comments and revise them so that the Board could
determine the interest in the re-use of the school as some type of municipal building.
Send a note to Jim Brandolini and Peter Johnson-Staub expressing the board’s concern
about the ongoing condition of the school building and how we may be able to prevent it
from deteriorating further. The board asked if Jim and Peter could gather their
information in one set of documents so Mr. Lawton could review them and consolidate
the information. The information would include any review of the current condition of
the building, costs estimates which may have been made regarding insurance, energy,
structural condition of the current building. Also, information on any estimates of
ongoing costs and possible costs for minimal heat in the building or other air exchange in
order to prevent mold and deterioration of carpeting and other systems. This
information will be used as the basis to secure estimates of prices to have a more formal
review and cost estimate on the structure.
Send a note to the Affordable Housing Committee requesting their comments and ideas
on mixed use housing. This would include having one or two floors of housing and
commercial space in the lower level. Also a mixed use concept with space for artists and
possibly other combinations. Would your committee have any suggestions for the re-use
of the building which might include percentage of affordable units your committee was
thinking of, whether you would recommend the town retain the structure and land and
lease the interior for housing or sell the whole structure with the issue then being raised
of the amount of land to be sold, parking for other municipal activities in the area and
potential noise issues from the continued use of the ball fields by the school and other
groups as well as other events which take place on this field.

Mr. Sullivan moved to go forward with a broad reaching RFP, seconded by Mr. Hoben.
Vote unanimous. The Board will go forward with the RFP but also consider some other
options as they go on.
Fire Station III Study Audit
Mrs. McAuliffe stated that in April the town received the Emergency Response Services
Review Committee Report for Fire Station III. This was a blue ribbon subcommittee that
was put together to review emergency response services in the Town of Yarmouth with
both short and long term charges.
The Board discussed the report and asked that Mr. Lawton set a time for the Board of
Selectmen to meet with the Review Committee so they may provide a brief summary of
their report. Several questions were raised by the Board and asked Mr. Lawton to
forward them to the committee so they may be prepared to discuss them at the meeting.
The Board asked if the committee could explain the quickest time for the ALS engine to
get to the hospital, the quickest time for the ambulance to get to the hospital, and the
latest time in the engine and ambulance case. This would give the parameters for the best
and longest times and how do these times fit with standards for medical services. The
Board also requested that the committee comment on any trend they see in the statistics
on ambulance use vs Fire responses at Station 3 and could the committee comment on
any affect the new fire station #3 will have on these numbers.
Selectmen Items
Update on Cape Cod Commission. Jerry Sullivan said they have arranged to meet with
the Chairmen of our town committees. We are not asking them to approve anything but
we want them to liaise back to their committees and get word back to us so we have
communications on what they desire. We are moving forward.
Suzanne McAuliffe noted she was still getting a lot of noise complaints on the airport.
They are still working on the Airport Commissioners and are trying to get noise studies
done in the neighborhood. Bob Howard has worked out his safety concern issues at the
committee meetings. He is hopefully going to be participating when they do the noise
studies in the neighborhood.
Approval of Minutes
Dr. Marasco moved to approve the Selectmen minutes of December 19, 2006 and
January 9, 2007 as recorded, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote 4-0-1 with Jim Hoben
abstaining.
Appointments

Mr. Jim Hoben recommended that Mr.Joseph Sullivan be reappointed to the Board of
Assessors to run thru June 30, 2010. Dr. Marasco so moved and with a second from Mr.
Sullivan. Vote was unanimous.
Mr. Hoben recommended to reappoint Mr. Baldwin and Mr. Capabianco to the Golf
Enterprise Committee. These appointments to run thru April 30, 2010. Mr. Groskopf so
moved and with a second from Mr. Sullivan, vote was unanimous.
Selectmen Items
Mr. Sullivan said he volunteered to be a chase boat for the Sailing Regatta. It was 6
hours on the water. He had the pleasure of having a young college freshmen who had
grown up in a sailing program and he was assigned to me. He ended up being asked to
judge and Jerry said he learned a lot about sailing from him and some of the techniques.
What impressed him was he learned all this in our sailing program. He participates in the
college sailing program but likes our program much better. We have a lot of students in
town just like him. The facility is marvelous.
Mr. Hoben said he had the privilege of being invited to speak to the boy scouts about
citizenship in Yarmouth Port. He said he was asked very difficult questions by these 11
year olds. It is a credit to our town and its citizenship at that young level.
Mr. Hoben said he also had the chance to attend a fund raiser in Yarmouth Port for ALS
in memory of Mr. Griffin.
Jim Hoben also mentioned the Bray Farm Sheep Festival. It was great and the hayride
was excellent.
Bud Groskopf thanked the voters who voted for Jerry and for Jim. He said he will be at
the Senior Center at 11 and 7 on Thursday.
Dr. Marasco referred to a memo from the Director of the Town of Yarmouth Libraries. If
we look at her hour use of the library there are 33 possible time periods for that to occur.
Sunday hours are the 10th busiest. He thanked the board for supporting this and making
that available to our citizens.
Dr. Marasco referred to an article he put in the packets from a Yarmouth resident which
was a letter to the Cape Cod Times on May 29th ’07 “Newton’s former administrator of
dental services for the city of Newton” He reported the success in fluoridating the water.
Dr. Marasco said it would be beneficial for the selectmen to try to come together on some
priorities that we want to see in ATM articles. He suggested one is ambulance
appropriations. Those funds can only be used for fire equipment and fire services. We
are at a time we need to broaden the use of that budget to public safety. The other items
that he suggested be discussed for ATM is this medical overlay district, marina district
and look at annual town meeting articles to regenerate Route 28.

Suzanne noted on her list was to discuss goals. She suggested Dr. Marasco’s suggestions
could be included in the selectmen goals. She asked if the Selectmen could get any ideas
or thoughts to her within the next few weeks and then they can sit down and discuss their
priorities for the year.
Suzanne announced that on Thursday, Senator O’Leary is hosting a meeting in his office
with Anne Bowles and some people from the Alliance to Protect Cape Cod from the
Wind Farm. She was invited to go to that meeting and she will represent the Town of
Yarmouth in terms of just making sure Secretary Bowles understands our concern in
terms of oil spills, regulation, etc. at this point, the Board is liking the concept but not
liking the spot. The meeting is at 2:30 at the State House.
Mrs. McAuliffe noted the Cape Business came out with its May and June issue and
Senator O’Leary sent a copy of the KeySpan issue. The person who did the article used
the piece she wrote to the Cape Cod Times to formulate the questions without talking to
her or to find out if there were other sides to the story.
Consent Agenda

Mr. Lawton reviewed the consent agenda, Mr. Sullivan moved to approve the consent
agenda, seconded by Mr. Groskopf, vote unanimous.
Mr. Lawton announced as a reminder the Yarmouth Area Chamber of Commerce is
sponsoring the Cole Brothers Circus on June 22, 23, 24 at the former Drive Inn Site.
They have all of the various approvals, etc.
Being no further business, Mr. Sullivan moved to adjourn, seconded by Mr. Groskopf.
Vote unanimous.

Board of Selectmen Meeting, Regular Meeting, May 22, 2007
Present were: Selectmen, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, William Marasco and Jim
Hoben and Town Administrator Robert Lawton. Suzanne McAuliffe absent.
Vice Chairman Bud Groskopf opened the meeting with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Public
Chief Sherman welcomed Mr. Hoben to the Board and welcomed back Mr. Sullivan. He
introduced the newly appointed Deputy Chief of the Yarmouth Fire Department Robert
Kelleher. Chief Sherman gave his background in education and with the Yarmouth Fire
Department. He introduced Deputy Chief Robert Kelleher. Congratulations from the
Board.
The Chief gave a brief report on the construction of Fire Station #3.
Charles Kelleher, West Yarmouth, said following his last visit to the board, he received a
letter from Christina Lounsbury regarding one specific complaint. He said he wasn’t
complaining about the residential traffic, only the commercials. They start at 5 in the
morning and they go to 9, 10 o’clock at night. Island Airlines seem to focusing on taking
a short cut. Barnstable is getting landing fees and take off fees. Why don’t they take the
traffic and direct it over Centerville and then send it over the water.
He said on May 11 at 4:30 in the morning the street sweeper comes down my street,
lights flaring. It comes back at 4:55 and back a third time at 6:30 and at 7 they come
back a fourth time. The first two times they got the street spotless. He thought that was
too many times and too early in the morning.

Brian Carey, South Yarmouth, spoke about the proponent statement that came out just
before the election. The Act states this will be done at least ten days before election.
This arrived at his house 5 days before. He found some of the statements misleading.
Question 2 refers to question 1. He understood this was the first time Yarmouth did this
but felt we could do a better job.
Bud Groskopf said anyone was allowed to and encouraged to and next time we will run
an ad to come forth. The proponent was always there. The more neutral person would be
the town’s attorney. Anybody could have come forward. Next time we will run an add
looking for people to write the opposition side of the question. Bud said the explanations
use to be done by the League of Women Voters. They no longer do it. The reason why
is they feel they are out of touch with the local situations. We spend money to send it out
and we hoped it would encourage people to come to the polls and we try to do it in as
neutral of fashion as we can no matter what the issues are.

Dr. Marasco said this was a concern to him and he brought this very point up. The
proponents and opponents’ statements have to be blanked statements and have to be
accurate. He felt part of the proponent and opponent got emotional. We need to get
more rational views. We need to keep monitoring it and be willing not to slip into the
politics of emotion. It was the first time and hopefully in the future we can try again.
Licensing Hearing
Jerry Sullivan read the legal ad published on Thursday, May 17, 2007 in the Yarmouth
Register for the Dog Hearing: Jerry Marchietelli, 22 Lakeland Avenue, South
Yarmouth, being the owner and keeper of the dogs causing a nuisance by being vicious
and unrestrained.
Present: Karl vonHone, Director of Natural Resources and Penny Schiller, Animal
Control Officer. At this time Jerry read the recommendations submitted by the hearing
officer Mr. vonHone. (attached).
Mr. Marchietelli was present and agreed with the second part of the recommendations.
Mr. Sullivan asked that all those who may provide testimony this evening at the dog
hearing please stand to be sworn. Mr. Lawton swore them in.
Karl said on May 8 they held a preliminary hearing at Yarmouth Town Hall. The day
was mixed up and all parties were contacted via phone to make sure all parties were
available on that date. Two complainants Russell and Joan Caron and Eugene St. James.
Joan Caron was primary complainant. She gave testimony as well as others. There were
approximately 12 other area residents that were in attendance as well as Eugene St. James
on incidents that occurred in that neighborhood involving Mr. Marchietelli’s dogs. The
primary incident that occurred to Joan Caron occurred on April 13 at approximately 7
p.m. while she was walking down Lakewood Avenue. A Grey Tan pit bull residing at 22
Lakeland Avenue charged and confronted her several homes up from that residents in the
street. Ms. Caron had received vicious dog training at her place in Plymouth recently and
acted as she was trained and did deter the dog of proceeding any further. She contacted
her husband and he did come down to lend her assistance. As he approached the dog
turned and proceeded to go towards him while Ms. Caron conducted the same means of
posturing and yelling stop and the dog did stop at that point. She did notice Mr.
Marchietelli walking from his property calling his dog. When he got close to the dog and
after the dog stopped advancing on Mr. Caron, the dog did return back to the property,
however, Mr. Marchietelli could not take the dog by the collar. The dog went to the
property owner on his own accord. Mr. Marchietelli made a statement according to Ms.
Caron that the dog would not hurt her and proceeded to walk back to his residents. Mr.
St. Jeanne gave testimony to an incident that occurred a year or so prior to that when he
stopped to speak to Marchietelli on Mr. Marchietelli’s property where one of his other
dogs came out and attacked his small Yorkshire Terrier resulting in severe damage.
Because the incident occurred on his property Mr. St. Jeanne did not proceed with a
complaint at that time. Additional testimony was taken from others in attendance as well
as letters were submitted at that time which is attached to the recommendation. Officer

Rick Nelson also gave testimony and outlined five incidences that had been reported to
the animal control department pertaining to Mr. Marchietelli’s dogs. It was very obvious
that those who were in attendance were extremely agitated that Mr. Marchietelli was not
there as well as fear for their safety and wellbeing for not only themselves but their
children, their pets and the other residents elderly and young alike in that neighborhood.
Penny Schiller visited the property last Friday and the yard is not prepared as she would
like to have seen it and she doesn’t believe Mr. Marchietelli is finished. Most of the
fencing on one side is six foot fencing then it dips down to the 4 ½ feet fencing. Two of
the incidences we had was the dog broke its tie. One the dog chased the mail carrier and
the other incident was with Joan Caron. Mr. Marchietelli was told by her that the fencing
will not be acceptable when it comes to the hearing. He would need to put up a six foot
fence on all sides. He told her that he intended to put up a six foot fence from the back
door to the garage.
Denise Marchietelli said they did bring pictures of what they have done and also brought
pictures of the additional fencing they are going to do. As far as the recommendations
they do not have a problem. The dogs unfortunately are in the home when they are at
work. They both work off Cape and they are gone just about all day. For people who
have been afraid of the dog she is sorry, she is not there, she cannot tell the dog not to
bark. They are in the sunroom and the windows are shut because people were afraid they
would run thru the screens. They are shut all day long. There is also a Dutch door so
they cannot jump into the living room and go to our front window which everyone is
afraid of as well. They also made complaints we shouldn’t keep our front door open
because they were afraid the dogs would go thru the front door so their front door has
been shut for maybe one year to 1 ½ years. She said they are making concessions and
hope the additional fencing will help. Mrs. Marchietelli said the fence will be completed
a week from Saturday. Mr. Sullivan said we have to allow our neighbors live with a
sense of peace and safety. He said the problem at this point is that it has taken this far
and no one representing the Marchietellis was at the preliminary hearing.
Complainants
Russ Caron, 13 Lakeland Avenue was attacked by their dog as well as his wife. This has
been going on for two years. Yesterday the gate was open. It has put fear in at least 14
families in that neighborhood and we should not have to be held hostage. A lot of
grammas and grandpas walk along there and they don’t realize these people are keeping
these dogs and they are vicious dogs. He said he hopes someone here will do something.
If they are going to keep the dogs they better put a concrete slab and a 6 foot high chain
link fence.
Joan Caron, 13 Lakeland Avenue, she said she was grateful she had the training. When
she thinks of the consequences she was scared to death and she still shakes when she
thinks what could have happened. Mr. Marchietelli did come out and he kept calling the
dog but the dog was after her standing there growling and wanted to charge me. He saw
my husband with the golf club and he got scared. She asked for consideration from the
board.

Karen Mumford was present to represent her son 17 months old. She is terrified. She is
a dog owner. She said they don’t walk their son or dog in their neighborhood. She asked
the selectmen to put themselves in their shoes. (Mr. Sullivan asked someone to leave the
room.)
Bob Mumford was at the last meeting. He said these dogs are dangerous and he hopes
the Selectmen will take this into consideration.
Charlie Kelleher, former animal inspector, said he did a quarantine on their dogs several
years ago. They had to put the dog in a separate room, the dog was not a friendly dog.
When he went back to do the release the owner held on to him. He said he would request
a copy of their homeowners insurance and if there is another incident the person that gets
hurt should file a claim.
George Richards, 32 Lakeland Avenue, said he had no trouble with the dogs whatsoever,
however, he has trouble with his mail delivery the reason being they said there are
vicious dogs in the neighborhood. He respects the dog and the yard and when they bring
the dogs out they are on a leash.
Timothy Foster 33 Lakeland Road. He knows the dogs. They are very friendly.
Jim Hoben said is there some option that would make me feel comfortable. He said it is
sad that the neighbors can’t solve this among themselves. He said the Selectmen are
elected to protect all of the residents here. His feeling was there was only one option
which was the two first recommendations from the Natural Resource Officer.
Penny noted there have not been that many complaints on these dogs but each time they
got loose there has been very serious problems. She said she would like to give
Mr.Marchietelli a chance to control his dogs and the neighbors need to feel safe and she
would like them to have that reassurance that the dogs won’t be loose.
Bud Groskopf said the Marchietellis need to dog proof the yard and they will have to
demonstrate that with a fence that is clearly the dogs cannot get out from behind. If that
can’t be done by a date specific, then he will go with the recommendations.
Dr Marasco said he would like to see the rights both be balanced. And asked if there was
a reasonable way in the recommendation that that can be done.
Mr. vonHone said double fencing would prohibit the dogs from sneaking out a gate when
someone is walking out. One of the concerns is Mr. Marchietelli going to comply to
this point. Open dialog only began last Friday when Penny dropped off the
recommendations.
Jerry Marchietelli said they will do everything possible. They will double fence
everything. They will do everything they can to protect their dogs and their neighbors.

Jerry Sullivan closed the testimony portion of this hearing and entered into a discussion
regarding what action should be taken.
Dr. Marasco moved that Mr. & Mrs. Marchietelli shall comply with the Yarmouth
Leashing and Restraining By Law, Chapter 79-4-1.
Mr. & Mrs. Marchietelli’s dogs shall not be left outside of the home unsupervised or
when no one is at home.
If Mr. & Mrs. Marchietelli violates the leash and restraining bylaw again and such
violation is confirmed by two independent parties or by an animal control officer, natural
resource officer, or police officer, another hearing could be held by the Board of
Selectmen and the Board of Selectmen will be asked to consider additional options
including but not limited to euthanasia.
Mr. & Mrs. Marchietelli shall have the female dog spayed.
Mr. & Mrs. Marchietelli shall install by June 4, 2007, a six foot double gated enclosure at
22 Lakeland Avenue in order to contain the animals.
If the fencing has not been completed by June 4, 2007, and verified by the Department of
Natural Resources, Mr. & Mrs. Marchietelli shall then be prohibited from keeping dogs
within the Town of Yarmouth and shall produce proof to the animal control officer that
the dogs currently being kept at 22 Lakeland Avenue in South Yarmouth are no longer at
the residence and have been surrendered to a shelter or adopted by a responsible person
not residing within the Town of Yarmouth.
Mr. Hoben urged the board to vote on 1 and 2 and not the others.
Mr. Marchietelli said he can have the fencing in place by the 4th.
Dr. Marasco said we have to balance the rights of the neighbors and the individuals.
Dr. Marasco moved the recommendation, Mr. Groskopf amended by inserting the fence
must be done by June 4th or it will automatically put in force the recommendations. Dr.
Marasco withdrew the motion.
Mr. Marchietelli said he is home all the time now and doesn’t walk the dogs in the
neighborhood.
Dr. Marasco moved to accept the recommendations by the licensing chair and the dogs
must not be tied out unattended. Seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote 3-1 with Mr. Hoben
voting in the negative.

Packets Landing Boat Slip Waiver
Karl von Hone explained in January the Board of Selectmen voted on and put forth new
criteria for commercial fishermen as it pertains to the commercial fishing slips at Packet
Landing. It was deemed that they will be in effect immediately so the existing slips
needed to live up to that criteria. As an avenue, the Board of Selectmen could grant a
waiver. With this being a new criteria the Board of Selectmen at a meeting in April did
hear testimony and two requests for waivers. At that time Mr. Liatsis was having trouble
redocumenting his vessel from the existing status to a commercial fishing vessel due to
the age of his boat and the lack of documentation from the original manufacturer. If he
was unable to redocument it, he could not gain other permits that were required by that
criteria. The board voted to give him a 30 day extension at which time he would need to
secure the proper permits and deal with the registration documentation with his vessel.
Mr. Liatsis came before the Waterways Committee last night at a special meeting to
request an additional waiver for the entire boating season because he is unable to
determine when they may make a ruling on issuing the documentation change.
The waterways committee understood and voted to grant Mr. Liatsis an extension until he
able to get the proper documentation resolved or if he is unable to do that and they cannot
redocument the vessel, his attorney may be willing to pull out of Packet Landing at that
time.
Following a lengthy discussion, Mr. Hoben moved to deny the waiver, seconded by Dr.
Marasco.
Mr. vonHone noted there are 12 people on the waitlist with the proper documentation.
After some discussion, the vote was unanimous.
Five Minute Break
Discussion/Update on the Cape Cod Commission
Jerry Sullivan said he has a scheduled meeting tomorrow with Karen Greene to start a
draft and this will be forwarded. Pat Butler has granted us representation and assistance
as we go forward. This will give us a balance of the town and the commercial developer
interest and what makes sense. Once he has an outline he will bring it back to the board.
He has the points that were laid out before plus there was discussion earlier about total
discretion DRIs. He has an outline of that that everyone will be reviewing. If it meets
the board’s pleasure we will go forward with opening up talks on a formal nature with
representatives of the County.
Appointments
Mr. Hoben recommended that Morris Johnson be reappointed as the Town of Yarmouth’s
representative to the Barnstable County Dredge Advisory Committee for a one year term

thru 4/008. Dr. Marasco so moved and with a seconded from Mr. Sullivan vote was
unanimous.
Mr. Hoben recommended that Gloria Smith of the Affordable Housing Committee be
Yarmouth’s representative to the Community of Preservation. Dr. Marasco so moved,
seconded by Mr. Sullivan. Vote unanimous.
Selectmen Items
Dr. Marasco spoke about the Emergency Response Services Review Committee Report
that came to the board in April. There are some items he feels the board should discuss
formally. He said there are some very important issues.
Dr. Marasco spoke on the fluoride issues. He had hoped that the Board of Health would
focus on the facts and would be scientifically driven. We have all seen what happens
when emotion and politics drive public health or health care. It is unfortunate that the
discussion was not about experts. He was disappointed that that level of discussion
occurred. He said he hopes that science and objectivity will prevail.
Mr. Hoben had the opportunity to go to the Dennis Yarmouth High School in which they
honored their Veterans. The whole school was there and it was an excellent event.
Mr. Groskopf reminded everyone that the Memorial Day Parade will occur on Monday
the 28th. Assembly Point is at 10:00 a.m. at the Stop and Shop. Parade starts at 10:30
and town hall ceremony will be at 11:00. Chamber will be hosting at the Howard Lodge
following the ceremony.
Approval of Minutes
Mr. Sullivan moved the Selectmen meeting minutes of December 12, 2006, seconded by
Dr. Marasco. Vote 3-0-1 with Mr. Hoben abstaining.
Consent Agenda
Mr. Lawton reviewed the consent agenda – one is gift of two park benches and the other
is the approval of the MMA Association letter asking municipalities to join it in sending
letter inviting Verizon to enter into negotiations with cities and towns to bring Verizon
FIOS service to their residents. Mr. Sullivan moved to approve the consent agenda,
seconded by Mr. Hoben. Vote unanimous.
Being no further business, Mr. Sullivan moved to adjourn, seconded by Mr. Hoben. Vote
unanimous.

Board of Selectmen Meeting, Workshop Meeting, May 15, 2007
Present were: Selectmen Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, William
Marasco and Jim Hoben and Town Administrator Robert Lawton.
Chairman McAuliffe opened the meeting with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Mrs. McAuliffe noted this was a workshop meeting so there will be no public at the
beginning. It is a chance for the Selectmen to get some work done with local committees
and local committee chairs.
Affordable Housing Committee – Annual Meeting and Affordable Housing Plan
Chairman Alan Aarons, Chairman of Affordable Housing Committee, introduced the
members Kieran Healey, Barbara Beeler, Mary Ann Gray, Bob Palmer, Karen Greene
and Karen Sunnarborg, Housing and Planning Consultant.
Mr. Aarons said they will be having a power point presentation on the committee and
what they are doing etc. the committee is charged with assisting and implementation of
the affordable housing policy. Initiating, guiding, and coordinating the town’s affordable
housing projects and encouraging and assisting the town in meeting its affordable
housing goals including the 10% goals set forth under Chapter 40B while maintaining the
quality of life for all of the residents. The annual update is broken down into some
categories. He discussed the town owned properties, motel bylaw, education outreach,
CPA applications, motel redevelopment, housing on town owned land, affordable
housing trust fund and the action plan.
Mr. Aaron presented to the Board the Draft Affordable Housing Plan for the Town of
Yarmouth which was included in the Selectmen’s packet. The plan was developed with
the assistance of the staff from the Department of Community Development and Ms.
Karen Sunnarborg, a housing and planning consultant.
Karen Greene explained the affordable housing action plan is a tool to help plan for
affordable housing and to give them greater control under Chapter 40B. The plan will
demonstrate to the State how the town projects it will be able to meet the State goal of
10%. Today we have 362 units that are eligible for the State Housing inventory. If the
town is able to produce 5.75% or about 90 units per year and certify this with the State,
the town will be eligible for a one year reprieve from Chapter 40B development and will
give the town a lot more local control if we can demonstrate a two year goal of 1.5% or
about 180 units. The process is we create the plan, submit it to DHCD, Department of
Housing and Community at the State Level. They need to approve the plan and then the
town needs to produce the units over the course of the next year, prove to the State that
you have done so and they will certify the plan and that is when you become eligible for
the buy from 40B for the year. To maintain certification, the town must continue to meet
its goals every year and go thru the process of certifying annually. Inside the plan there is
three things needed to be accomplished. We needed to describe local housing needs,

describe the strategy that could potentially adopted by the town. Nothing is a
commitment. The plan is really a tool box of ideas that the town might opt to utilize to
help meet the affordable housing needs and the plan has to describe the use restrictions
that will be used to maintain affordability on the units that are created. In general we
have had some experience to date. The town has generally been able to leverage
affordable and perpetuity and to get folks hopefully to adopt the universal deed riders that
will help protect in re-sales and refinances. Karen said it is a tool for the State to help
describe how we are going to meet the 10% goal but also a very important planning tool
for the town to comprehensively look at its affordable housing needs and come up with
the ideas on how we are going to brooch the affordable housing issue.
Once the committee decides to go for the plan production plan, they will hire Karen
Sunnarborg to help us along to help us update our needs assessment and help us thru the
planning process. The affordable housing committee took a step back and looked at what
are the housing goals that we the committee has for the town.
Karen Sunnarborg reviewed the housing needs assessment which is the first part of the
affordable housing plan, planned production goals, housing assumptions, community
values and goals and the summary of the action plan.
Following a great deal of discussion, Selectmen Bud Groskopf moved to accept the
Affordable Housing Plan and to have the plan go forward to the State, seconded by Mr.
Jim Hoben. Vote was unanimous. Suzanne McAuliffe thanked everyone for all of their
hard work and this will truly be a benefit for the town in the long run.
David Reid – Role of Board of Appeals
Suzanne McAuliffe referred to David Reid’s letter in reference to the appointment’s
process for the Board of Appeals in which Mr. Reid offered to come in and talk to the
Board about any issues or concerns or ideas that some of the Board members had. The
Board of Selectmen elected not to bring the whole Board of Appeals in because there was
a discussion that it is not really the Selectmen’s purview to tell the Board of Appeals
what to do but the Selectmen do feel it is important to have a discussion so you have an
idea on what some of the policies and procedures or focus of some of the board members
are.
Bill Marasco said the authority the Board of Selectmen has are directly from the people.
The Board of Appeals is appointed by the Board of Selectmen and, therefore, their
authority is derived thru the Board of Selectmen to the people. In that process the Board
of Appeals is a political appointment. He said it is reasonable and expected that the
appointing authority has some input on what the boards are doing. He said it is
absolutely reasonable for the appointing authority to discuss policy and specifics with the
appointed board. He started with the overall impression of the Board of Appeals. He
spoke about the reaction of the people having to go to the Board of Appeals. He said he
does not see the Board of Appeals as an enforcement board, he sees it as a variance
granting special authority board but does not see the enforcement component.

David Reid thanked the Board for completing the appointment process and leaving this
discussion for another day. He said he was surprised at some of Dr. Marasco’s
comments. He said part of the problem or disagreement is the use of the term
enforcement. He said in one respect they are not the enforcement body because they
cannot go out to someone’s house and knock on the door and say are you doing
something you are not suppose to be doing. They are not the police force of zoning.
They are the ones responsible for enforcing zoning to the point of being responsible to
tell the building inspector what to do on occasions. Anyone who disagrees with his
actions he takes their recourse is to come before the Board of Appeals. They have the
absolute authority to tell the building inspector what to do when it comes to enforcement.
They can tell him to issue a permit, revoke a permit he has issued, encourage to proceed
with enforcement or tell him to stop enforcement. They have very significant statutory
enforcement authorities and obligations. They are in many respects an enforcement
body. The second part is the terminology of the use of enforcement as opposed to
imposing conditions on decisions. It is absolutely appropriate and necessary that the
Board be as specific as possible in granting decisions, seeing exactly what is and is not
being approved. We have had any number of occasions where the building commissioner
has come to them or to Mr. Reid after a decision, sometimes many years after a decision,
and asks is this what the board intended? He said the Board of Appeals has gotten more
and more specific over the years. While it may look like we beat up the applicant, far
more often than not those are exactly what they asked for and all we are doing is reciting
the specifics of what was approved.
The biggest problem we have with enforcement is not with the applicant who sits here
but with the guy who buys the house ten years later or with condominiums. Many do not
know the property is subject to certain conditions. He said sometimes they send people
home because what they asked for isn’t quite right.
There was much discussion on these comments. Suzanne thanked David for coming in.
Update on DY budget FY ’08 – Potential Special Town Meeting
Mr. Lawton gave an update - the school committee met last night and two members of
the board attended. While there has been no formal vote the additional money has been
applied by the school committee to the assessments of the two towns and it seems that the
amount of money that was appropriated at the annual town meeting $20,266,135 will
meet the assessment for FY ’08 for the Town of Yarmouth by the Dennis Yarmouth
Regional School District. They are meeting again on Monday evening where they will
take a formal vote based upon some recommendations that the superintendent is now
preparing. There was some discussion and Suzanne concluded by saying the good news
in terms of Yarmouth because of the way Bob Lawton has gotten our language approved
for the article even though the whole budget is put before town meeting, the difference of
what we had approved and what we felt we could fit into the budget and what the school
committee needed was put on an override but we still took the vote on the number,
thereby, putting Yarmouth in a position of not having to have another town meeting or

even another override because we did put forward to the voters, they did approve the
budget so the school committee from Yarmouth’s perspective does have a budget figure
in contrast to Dennis which deferred.
Library Board
Mrs. McAuliffe referred to the resignations from the Library Board. Mr. George Burr
and Mrs. Barbara Burr are moving at the end of the month and the Library Board is
losing two very fine members. Mr. Hoben moved to accept the resignations with regret,
seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote unanimous.
Consent Agenda
Mr. Lawton reviewed the consent agenda. He noted there was one change. He was
removing the request for extension of time within which to file slip renewal at Packet’s
Landing. There was more information being distributed and the Waterways Committee
need to have a formal meeting to take a vote. This will be placed on the agenda next
week.
Mr. Groskopf moved to approve the consent agenda with the exception of the Packet
Landing’s issue., seconded by Mr. Hoben. Vote unanimous.
Jim Hoben noted by that the talent bank form is now online and interested citizens can fill
out their talent bank application and submit it that way.
Bill Marasco requested that the fire audit study be looked at by the Selectmen and put on
a future agenda. Bill Marasco referred to the editorial in the Cape Cod Times discussing
their position on Fluoridation in Yarmouth. The Cape Cod Times came out saying that
fluoridation of water was one of the most important public health issues to come forward.
He said it was brought to his attention that one of the options that our board of health
agent is going to recommend to the Board of Health is that they recommend to the
Selectmen to put it on a referendum item. It is not the intention of the Board of Health to
turn this into the political arena. The process is the Board of Health needs to respond to
the State. Our Board of Health agent should not be requesting that it comes back to the
Selectmen. Mr. Lawton said the Board of Health members all have the procedure and
they clearly understand it and the health agent also understands it. The health agent said
one or two members of the Board of Health had talked about asking the Board of
Selectmen to put it on a non-binding question. The binding question is outlined in the
General Laws. To get to that point, the Board of Health would approve fluoridation, 10%
of the voters would petition to have a binding question on the ballot.
Suzanne McAuliffe said she attended the Selectmen’s and Councilors Meeting last Friday
and the MMA did an update. The news from the State is not great in terms there is not
much money. They are looking for new sources of revenue whether it is local option
taxes, etc.

Suzanne said at the Cape Cod Commission DRI discussion there were 39 people
yesterday, 8 of whom were from Yarmouth and unfortunately her perception is very
much the business as usual for the Cape Cod Commission. They are trying to do limited
DRI proposals but it is still very specific low numbers that will trigger. Jerry Sullivan
asked Karen Greene to run a couple of scenarios on a couple of projects we have done to
see if in fact they would now trigger when they didn’t trigger before. She said she is
hopeful that Jerry and this board will get something going with the policy makers that is a
much more topped down approach and hoping that we can get a revamp of how the Cape
Cod Commission does business and looks at projects. It seems to be a concerted effort to
ask minute questions at every level and at every aspect that aren’t appropriate for every
town in every case. She said she is going to the Cape Cod Commission meeting for the
wind farm at 1:30 on Thursday at Barnstable Town Hall to reiterate the board’s position
that the Commission should be involved in wind farm review because it is a regional
project that impacts everyone.
Being no further discussion, Mr. Groskopf moved to adjourn, seconded by Mr. Hoben.
Vote unanimous.

Board of Selectmen Regular Meeting May 8, 2007
Selectmen Present: Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, Bill Marasco, Jim
Hoben and Town Administrator Robert Lawton.
Suzanne McAuliffe opened the meeting at 7 p.m. with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Public
Jane Hastings, Town Clerk, sworn in the newly elected officials. Jerome Sullivan and
James Hoben as Selectmen and Mary Ann Walsh on the Housing Authority
Welcome to Selectman Jim Hoben to the Board.
Reorganize Board of Selectmen
First position would be for Chairman.
Dr. Marasco nominated Bud Groskopf for Chairman.
Mr. Sullivan nominated Suzanne McAuliffe as Chairman.
Jim Hoben seconded Bud Groskopf for discussion.
Jim Hoben seconded Suzanne McAuliffe for discussion.
Jerry said the Suzanne has been a strong leader to our board and this year there are a
number of issues she has worked on that are coming to a head and he felt we should let
her carry through. Suzanne is active in State and County organizations on behalf of the
Town of Yarmouth and he would like to see her serve as Chair for those reasons. He said
Bud would do a great job and he would be prepared to nominate Bud as Vice Chair.
Dr. Marasco said we are all equal Selectmen and being Chair is a growing experience and
thought the board should continue the rotation and that is why he supports Bud.
Jerry said the Chair is the face of the board for many other meetings that the rest of us are
not involved in. The Chair is also the person who runs the meeting so he thought you
select the Chair as the person who is going to make the presentation to the public with
respect and honor. He thinks Bud would make a good Chair but this year the Chair
should go to Suzanne
Vote – Bud Groskopf – 2
Vote Suzanne McAuliffe 3
Jerry Sullivan nominated Bud Groskopf as Vice Chair, seconded by Mr. Hoben. Vote
unanimous.

Jerry Sullivan nominated Dr. Marasco as Clerk, seconded by Mr. Hoben. Vote
unanimous.
Mr. Groskopf nominated Jerome Sullivan as Chair of Licensing, seconded by Mr. Hoben.
Vote unanimous.
Jerry Sullivan nominated Bud Groskopf as Ambulance Waiver Administrator, seconded
by Mr. Hoben. Vote unanimous.
Jerry Sullivan nominated Bud Groskopf as Rep Liaison to DY, seconded by Mr. Hoben.
Vote unanimous.
Bud Groskopf nominated Mr. Hoben as the alternate Rep Liaison to DY, seconded by
Mr. Sullivan. Vote unanimous.
Jerry Sullivan nominated Jim Hoben as appointments Chairman, seconded Bud Groskopf.
Dr. Marasco felt there should be two selectmen as co-chairs. Suzanne felt it would be
easier for a new selectman to get to know the town, the committees and all the people. If
the job gets overwhelming or too difficult they can come forward and ask for help. It is
very doable for one selectman. Jerry said that does not preclude any of the other
selectmen from attending the interviews that you are interested in. Vote unanimous.
Bud Groskopf nominated Mr. Sullivan to be the board’s representative on the Scholarship
Committee, seconded by Mr. Hoben. Vote unanimous.
Mr. Sullivan nominated Mr. Hoben to be the board’s alternate representative to the
Scholarship Committee, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote unanimous.
Change of Seats
Presentation by Yarmouth Rotary Club of Beach Wheelchair
DorcasMcGurrin, President of Yarmouth Rotary Club stated they got the monies together
along with a grant they received from District 7950 Rotary to present to the Selectmen
today a chair which will make it possible for anyone to go to the beach at South Middle
Beach. She said the 73 members of the Yarmouth Rotary Club are very happy to be of
service today.
Pat Armstrong, Recreation Director said the chair is designed to go over sand and to be
immersed in the ocean. She noted there are two of these in service, one at Bass River
Beach and one at Seagull Beach and this will be a new addition to our resident only
beach. The Recreation Department is very pleased and appreciative of the club for doing
this. Thank you very much. Suzanne the Rotary Club as well.

Mr. Groskopf moved to accept the chair as a gift, seconded by Mr. Sullivan. Vote
unanimous.
Presentation: Charlotte Striebel, Cape Light Compact
Charlotte reported very good news. The first 12 months of operation of the septage
treatment plant has passed since the completion of the Cape Light Compact Power
Efficiency Improvement Project which was installed by Rise Engineering. During 20052006, 18,386,875 gallons of septage were treated using 1,882,684 kw of power. This
year 2006-2007, 18,844,069 gallons were treated using 1,789,704 kw. In other words the
facility treated 457,194 more gallons of septage and consumed 92,980 less kwh since the
project was completed. This is a power savings of $14,365.55. Under the agreement
signed with the Aquarion operating company, 80% of these savings are $11,492.44 has
been returned to the town and credited to the plant repair and maintenance account. The
Cape Light Compact is pleased to have been able to assist Yarmouth in realizing these
savings. It will be interesting to watch this account as the Compact fully expects that
these savings will increase. The funds will be returned yearly by Aquarion for the term
of the contract and the Compact hopes that the Town will continue to credit these savings
thru the plant’s repair maintenance account. Suzanne thanked Charlotte and stated she is
looking forward to working with the energy committee on some very long range also
hard looks at municipal energy use so we can significantly tackle our energy bills this
year. She looks forward to working with Charlotte and the Compact on what you and the
energy committee can do in terms of saving the town energy and dollars.
Public
Hearings
Application for new Annual All Alcoholic Innholder License from Conkee Corporation,
KC’s Restaurant at Gull Wing Suites, 822 Route 28, South Yarmouth, John J. Hynes, Jr.
Manager.
Mr. Sullivan read the legal ad. Present was Mr. Jack Hynes, Manager and Attorney
Tardiff, Atty.
Paul Tardiff said the application is complete and has submitted the return receipts. He
reviewed Mr. Hynes’ resume. This is an Innholder License. The area that is to be the
pub has been the breakfast area in the past. It is a motel that we will continue to use as a
motel. He said the application speaks for itself and they are willing to answer any
questions the board may have. Mr. Sullivan said the application is complete. It includes
the proposed memo. Seating capacity 29 which is Ok with Board of Health. Tables
seating 20 people, bar seating 9 people. There are no patios or deck involved and will not
be in the future. The only restriction placed on innholders is if service is going outside or
if there is a function at either pool board of health requires all plastic and utensils. Fire
department supports the application and request plans for the renovation.

No comments from the public
Mr. Sullivan recommended the board grant the license as requested. Mr. Groskopf
moved the recommendation, seconded by Mrs. McAuliffe. Vote unanimous.
Presentation of Report from the John Simpkins School Re-Use Committee
Art DeBonville, Chair, introduced the committee members. Two members Barbara
Adams, Les Campbell and Linda Simon were not present. Present were Duncan Oliver,
Brian Carey, Bob Hapogian, Hugh March and Pearl Wolfson.
Mr. DeBonville said the purpose of this committee was to work with the Affordable
Housing, Recreation Commission, Library, Historical, neighborhood and other interested
citizens and committees to develop a recommendation for the re-use of the John
Simpkins School. He described the property and appraised value is a little over 3.4
million dollars.
Art reviewed their report. He reported given the diversity of contacts listed above and the
feedback received, the committee has determined that there are only two viable
approaches to the use and/or disposition of the property. Offer the property for rehab and
development by interested parties or groups for use as housing. Senior housing and/or
affordable housing by independent organizations are the only significant interests. The
town could retain the property and rehab and develop the property for single or mixed
uses with either a short or long term horizon. Several town departments would be
interested in using portions of the property if there were no charge or cost to them.
The committee’s recommendation was the Board of Selectmen issue an RFP for a
proposal to purchase, rehab and develop the property for senior housing as 40B project
with minimal if any deed restrictions. He gave the pros and cons.
Other possible options were to retain the property for possible future use by town
departments.
Sell the property
Workforce Housing
Bud Groskopf suggested their report go on the website.
There was much discussion on the re-use of John Simpkins
Jerry Sullivan moved to accept the report of the John Simpkins School Re-Use
Committee and go forward at a later date and have further discussion in June and
discharge the committee with thanks. Mr. Hoben seconded the motion. 5-0.

Suzanne thanked the committee for an outstanding job. The Board will be looking into
their recommendation with the highest priority but also look at other options to make sure
we have looked in every corner to make sure we have every option out there.
Selectmen Items
Airport Noise Issues – Suzanne was concerned about increased noise and increase
flights and had documentation from the noise officer at the airport that there were as
many as 80 flights in two hours in the morning. Bob Howard is our representative to the
airport and they are starting to reposition planes, bringing them in from other parts of the
world to have them hear for the summer so they have their fleet up to capacity for the
summer traffic to Nantucket. One of our airline owners has a business all over the world.
Suzanne said she has had a discussion with one of the members of the Airport
Commission and also discussed this with Bob Howard with the idea of sitting down
board to board in terms of Airport Commissioners and Board of Selectmen to have a
discussion about what they are working on now for noise issues. One of the
Commissioners said there are a couple of things they are working on in terms of trying to
figure out how to manage some of the noise issues and to also have a board to board
discussion about the noise complaints that our citizens have and to see if there is anything
further they can recommend, come up with, or due to resolve our citizens’ quality of life
problems in the summer. It was decided to send a letter to the Airport Commission and
invite the Commissioners to the Selectmen’s meeting or meet in Barnstable to discuss
these issues.
Develop Cape Cod Commission Priority List
Suzanne said she would like to get some planning done in eight months in terms of the
Commission.
After a discussion, the Selectmen came up with the following priorities.
1. The Selectmen will deal with the Assembly of Delegates, the County
Commissioners and Director and Chair of the Cape Cod Commission. The Board
would meet with representatives from each of the groups.
2. The Town should frame the debate. Selectman Sullivan would be the point
person.
3. The 17 items submitted to the Commission In January will become the basis for
further requests.
4. With regard to DRIs, a suggestion was made that there will be no preset limits and
that each town Board of Selectmen would determine the limit or threshold for
each project. There would be a 30 day time limit for abutting towns to review a
project and make recommendations or referrals.

Minutes
Mr. Sullivan moved to approve the minutes of their regular Meeting December 5, 2006,
seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote 4-0-1 abstention.
Selectmen Items
Bud Groskopf gave an update on the school committee meeting.
Dr. Marasco spoke on the Board of Health Meeting and the fluoride issues.
He was concerned the Board of Health was making decisions on incorrect information.
He asked Mr. Lawton to confirm that Mr. Murphy and the Board of Health members are
aware of and or have copies of the Massachusetts General Law which outlines the
procedure for adopting or rejecting fluoridation of water. The Selectmen were concerned
with statements regarding a referendum. Mr. Lawton’s understanding of the law is that a
referendum can be held after the Board of Health approves fluoridation and 10% of the
registered voters sign a petition to call such a referendum.
Mr. Hoben commented that Dr. Gordon did an excellent job holding order with that many
people in there. He gave a lot of people a chance to speak and said they have a hard job
ahead of them. He said they know a lot more about this and it is their charge and said
everyone got there say and he did a good job.
Bud Groskopf said the lady who brought the bag of trash to the Selectmen’s meeting that
started the ball rolling for Earth Day with the whole town participating and hopefully it
will continue. From now on Earth Day was named for Anne Gorin. He thanked Mrs.
Gorin. It shows what one person can do.
Dr. Marasco spoke on conflict of interest issues. Mr. Lawton noted that from time to
time the town holds seminars. Mr. Lawton will be sending a reminder to all committee
members.
Mr. Groskopf asked the board to familiarize themselves with the flush fund because
sometime in the future the board would be voting on this.
Mrs. McAuliffe announced that this Friday at 7:30 a.m. at Ardeos at Kings Way will be
the Cape Cod Councilor and Selectmen’s Meeting
Mr. Sullivan moved to accept and approve the consent agenda, seconded by Mr. Hoben.
Vote unanimous.
Mr. Lawton discussed with the Board of Selectmen the continuance of the Design
Review Advisory Board. Karen Greene recommended they continue.

The Board of Selectmen agreed that the advisory board would continue until the next
meeting when there will be a full board of selectmen, and input from the public, June 5,
at which time the board of selectmen will take a final vote on continuation of the
committee. Mr. Lawton would provide the selectmen with a revised charge.

Mr. Lawton announced that Kathleen Flanagan has been awarded the Unsung Hero
Award and she will be honored on May 16 at the State House.
Being no further business, Mr. Sullivan moved to adjourn, seconded by Mr. Groskopf.
Vote unanimous.

Board of Selectmen Regular Meeting April 24, 2007
Selectmen Present: James Saben, Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, Bill
Marasco, and Town Administrator Robert Lawton.
Chairman Jim Saben opened the meeting at 7 p.m. with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Public
Mr. Saben announced there was a group of children from the M.E. Small School to talk
to them about Destination Imagination. They will be going to the Global Finals at the
University of Tennessee from May 23 through May 26. Mr. Saben said they need
everyone’s’ support. Checks may be sent to the M.E. Small School, Destination
Imagination, and Odyssey of the Minds. This is a wonderful program. It demonstrates
the talents of our young people in our community.
Charlie Kelleher, West Yarmouth
Charlie spoke about the Pledge of Alliance at town meeting. He stated every night of
town meeting should open with the Pledge of Alliance to show unity.
Charlie spoke about the airport and the early flights. He said it is non stop and it is
always Island Airlines. He has called the airport recording many times and not once yet
did he get a call back. He did get a call from Bob Howard.
Charlie then spoke about nitrogen loading and occupancy of houses.
Charlie talked about the fire department ambulance fund. He said we should look at all
of the enterprise funds so one department doesn’t have a step up on the other.
Charlie gave Jim Saben a dozen of eggs because he has been an outstanding chairman.
Brown ones are on Monday, Tuesday, the green ones you eat on Wednesday and
Thursday and the White ones are on Friday.
Mrs. McAuliffe said she will be bringing the airport issue up again under Selectmen’s
items because there have been complaints to her.
Suzanne said the Board would like to formally thank Jim Saben for being an outstanding
Chairman. She said he came on three years ago after a couple of attempts to get his seat
on this board and now we are giving his seat to take with him.
Peter Kenney referred to a letter he sent to Mr. Lawton and a copy of a letter he directed
to the three members of the Cape Cod Commission who on April 4 caused to be
published in the Cape Cod Times an obvious attempt to influence Yarmouth Town
Meeting by intentionally misstating matters relevant to the Town of Yarmouth. Peter
said when he presented this letter to Brad Crowell he read it into the record and invited

him to speak and informed everyone in the room he takes this matter very seriously. His
purpose was to arrange a meeting among interested parties. He asked this board set up a
pro forma whereby the town is represented at this meeting. He asked that the board
figure out who in town should participate in these meetings and suggested the DPW
Director, the Town Planner and at least one member of the Board of Selectmen.
Harris Contos, spoke on the fluoridation issue. He said the Board of Health has
extended an invitation to Prof. Paul Connett, Chemistry Professor from St. Lawrence
University at their meeting on May 7. He spoke of Prof. Connett’s expertise or lack of
expertise. He reviewed some of the meetings the Board of Health held on fluoridation.
Dr. Marasco said the selectmen as a policy board have an obligation to look at how
different boards are functioning. He said we have requested names of experts from the
State. Mr. Lawton said he has sent a letter but has not received a reply. Dr. Marasco said
he wants to hear from our Board of Health Agent about what they feel the State
recommendations are on fluoride and what their recommendations are.
Hearings
Cape Cod Scenic Tours, 106 Center Street, South Dennis
Mr. Sullivan read the legal ad. Ms. Cindy Ladd was present and explained she has
purchased a 15 passenger van. She wanted to show visitors places on Cape Cod. She
would start in Harwich Port and pick up 15 people from Harwich Port to Hyannis. She
would bring them down 6A, to Provincetown, the National Seashore and Chatham. This
permit would allow her to travel the streets of Yarmouth doing her business.
No Public
It is one van. Suzanne was concerned with the van causing traffic back ups. Cindy said
she wouldn’t be going that slowly. They will stop and have picnic lunches. Cindy
explained how her business will conduct itself. She will be dropping off brochures at
hotels and chambers. Tours will be $70 per day per person and extra if the person wants
to go on a seal tour. Mr. Sullivan recommended granting the license as requested.
Mr. Groskopf moved the recommendation, seconded by Mrs. McAuliffe. Vote
unanimous.
A-1 Luxury Limousine
Mr. Sullivan read the legal ad. Mr. Michael Coffey, Proprietor, was present. He will be
headquartered in Hyannis and will be operating the business on his premise and basically
he will be using the phone and office space from home and that is why he needs the
license from the Town of Yarmouth. Mr. Coffey explained how he operates his business.
Mr. Saben was concerned that this is a home based business in a residential neighborhood
and he was concerned that the vehicle may be parked in a residential neighborhood. Mr.

Sullivan said dealing with licensing a home based business is a very difficult situation.
He said he operates a consulting style of business out of his house and equates this to his
business. He has no clientele coming to the house, he uses the phone and the internet
connection. There is a deficiency in our bylaw. Mr. Sullivan said the limousine should
never be parked for any extended period at his residence. All businesses in the town
register their business and if you look at the list, 90% are like businesses, one person
operating out of their house. Mr. Saben said he doesn’t object to this applicant’s request
he is simply bringing it to the board’s attention that this is something we need to address
as a community. Mr. Sullivan said the board will discuss this next year.
No Public
Mr. Sullivan recommended the board grant the license with the letter on the side
stipulating the use of the limousine and the fact that it will not be parked at the residential
address. Mrs. McAuliffe so moved, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote unanimous.
Growth Incentive Zone Presentation
Present were Karen Greene, Terry Sylvia, and Members of the Community Development
Committee as well as the Planning Board.
Karen referred to the copy of the application for the Route 28 Growth Incentive Zone and
they were at the Selectmen’s meeting to hopefully get the Board’s approval to go forward
with the application process. There was a power point presentation.
The application to the Cape Cod Commission is intended to facilitate the redevelopment
of Yarmouth’s Route 28 Corridor and its motel stock. Based on ongoing discussions
regarding Yarmouth’s short and long term planning goals, this application I intended to
represent Phase I of Yarmouth’s Route 28 Growth Incentive Zone and is targeted at
revitalizing motel properties. Additional phases are expected to address other areas on
and around Route 28 such as the South Yarmouth Village Center and Parkers River
Marina Village Activity Center.
Goals and Objectives are:
Develop a new hotel/motel zoning district which will allow for upgrades and
modernization of older buildings.
Encourage development agreements to shape and control activity center development.
Identify and designate areas where density bonuses may be appropriate.
Create incentives to encourage the reuse of buildings.
Create incentives such as a fast track permit system.

Upgrade substandard properties and make the area more attractive.
Enhance services for tourists and year round residents.
Consider binding design review for Route 28 Corridor.
Strengthen existing tourism related businesses and tourist accommodations through
upgrading facilities.
Better address the labor force needs of local employers.
Zoning that allows for conversion of existing facilities into permanent, year round
affordable housing should be adopted.
Develop innovative strategies designed to address the housing needs of Yarmouth’s
residents.
Affordable housing should be encouraged in all areas that are appropriate for residential
and mixed use development, with particular attention to highway transportation
convenience.
Promote fair, decent, safe and affordable housing that meets the needs of present and
future residents.
Following a lengthy discussion, Mr. Groskopf moved to adopt and instruct that the
Incentive Zone Application be submitted and have the Economic Development
Committee be pursuing that with the Commission. Seconded by Mrs. McAuliffe.
Vote 4-1 with Dr. Marasco voting in the negative.
Appointments
Mrs. McAuliffe recommended Mr. Rob Angell be appointed at the Town’s representative
to the Cape Cod Regional Solid Waste Contract Committee. Mr. Groskopf so moved,
seconded by Mr. Saben. Vote unanimous.
Mrs. McAuliffe reviewed the Board of Appeals appointments and recommended that Mr.
Sarnowsky be reappointed as a regular member for a five year term which will run thru
1/31/12 and to reappoint Doug Campbell, Debbie Martin, Dick Neitz, Tom Roche, Steve
deYoung as alternate members on the Board of Appeals for one year terms to run
1/31/08.
Mr. Sullivan moved the recommendation, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Dr. Marasco
wanted to hold these appointments. He wanted to wait until David Reid, Chairman
comes in before the board to discuss certain issues. Mrs. McAuliffe noted the terms for
the alternate members expired in January and felt we will be in difficulty if we do not
provide the alternates and sitting member for the Board of Appeals. The interviews were

done in early March. She felt the discussion with David Reid is something different and
the appointments are necessary because we have citizen volunteers sitting for 6 or 7
weeks not knowing if they are going to be reappointed or not. Mr. Reid did state in a
letter that he would appreciate the Board addressing the reappointments at our first
opportunity and in his opinion all the members are qualified for their positions and
dedicated for the important service that the Board provides to the Town of Yarmouth.
Dr. Marasco said there was an individual that was new to the Board of Appeals and was
appointed as an alternate. The discussions Dr. Marasco had is the Board of Appeals
feels that the Building Department since it does not have a Building Enforcement Officer
and since the Building Department in some individuals opinions has issued permits they
should not have. The role of the Board of Appeals given our current Building
Department is to be more of an enforcement board. Mr. Saben felt the issues concerning
the ZBA will be discussed at a later date. Dr. Marasco said he wants to meet with the
Board of Appeals before making these appointments. He wants to know how our Board
of Appeals sees itself. How our Building Department sees itself and how the other
Selectmen in that process see themselves. After this he would be willing to get back to
the appointments. He said he is not clear if we need a little change, no change or a lot of
change in the Board of Appeals. Jim Saben noted the alternate members are appointed on
an annual basis. He felt if these alternates have all expressed an interest in serving this
community and the appointments chairs have not found any suitable appointees to replace
them, then the board should consider these applicants and take a vote. Mr. Sullivan
agreed to move forward. He said he would like to ask the Planning Board and the Board
of Appeals to seek candidates for alternates for next year. Suzanne suggested that the
Board of Selectmen actively recruit so they can have the mechanism by which they could
choose. Dr. Marasco suggested if we can bring in David Reid in an open forum and talk
about our building department and enforcement. He said if we are willing to work to try
to broaden our base for alternates then we should just go ahead and make the
appointments. Vote unanimous.
Mrs. McAuliffe referred to an appointment to the Affordable Housing Committee and
recommended the Board appoint Mr. Blackman as an alternate member to the Town of
Yarmouth Affordable Housing Committee. The appointment is an unexpired term to run
to 10-31-07. Vote 5-0.
Mrs. McAuliffe spoke about term limits and maybe it is time to start enforcing these
limits because people who are involved in town will find other areas that interests them
and it will open up some sites that have been locked down. Mr. Sullivan suggested
moving the full member to the alternate position.
Mrs. McAuliffe referred to the resignation of George Burr, Library Board. He is moving
out of state. Mr. Saben moved to accept his resignation with regrets, seconded by Mr.
Groskopf. Vote unanimous.
Mrs. McAuliffe moved to approve the Selectmen’s’ meeting minutes for April 10, 2007,
and April 11, 2007. Seconded by Mr. Sullivan. Vote unanimous.

Annual Town Meeting Review Suggestions
Jim Saben said he was disappointed in the inability of citizens to come to town meeting.
There were less that 300 people there with a potential of 15,000.
Mr. Sullivan said he was disappointed we are making a change in town meeting date.
He said we had a difficult town meeting with three nights of work with a lot of big issues,
He blamed the low attendance to today’s society.
Mr. Groskopf felt the TV had something to do with the low attendance. He apologized
for the tech breakdown. Suzanne McAuliffe was pleased with town meeting and how we
took care of many articles.
Suzanne referred to a note from Bob Lawton requesting the department heads and other
employees will have to forego their vacations if town meeting is moved back a week.
Suzanne said the April vacation is the vacation time for people with kids and she felt we
would not necessarily gain people coming back from Florida. She said she would like the
board to take town meeting and the election and moving it to early April with town
meeting the first Tuesday and the election the second Tuesday.
Dr. Marasco felt special interests prevail at town meeting and we are in danger of our
government run by special interests. He also said the board needs to have a work shop to
discuss what is next with the Cape Cod Commission.
Mr. Saben requested that a note be sent to the Moderator requesting that the Pledge of
Allegiance be standard at all nights of town meeting. Jim Saben said a concern he had
was that elected officials are able to walk thru town meeting until he had the opportunity
to speak his mind and then walk out and not listen to us for the rest of that meeting.
These candidates should be required to sit in a designated area and not politic during
town meeting. Mr. Saben suggested that as part of the curriculum for a history,
government, and or civics course in the high school, that high school seniors be
encouraged or required to attend the annual town in their town so they may have a better
understanding of the workings of their government and local government in general.
This would also increase attendance because those seniors would attend and their parents
would attend.
Town Administrator
Mr. Lawton reviewed the consent agenda - gifts to DPW, Fire, Police and Recreation.
Mr. Sullivan moved to accept these donations, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote
unanimous.
Mr. Lawton referred to the commercial slip holder waivers. Mr. Sullivan moved to not
require hearings at the Board of Selectmen level seconded by Dr. Marasco. Dr. Marasco
said he would rather have the flexibility of the board and handle the requests on a case by
case basis. Following some discussion, Mr. Sullivan withdrew his motion as did Dr.

Marasco. Mr. Sullivan suggested dealing with each request individually and looking at
each application. Mr. Sullivan moved to grant the waiver to Mr. Leslie Starace,
seconded by Mrs. McAuliffe. Vote unanimous.
Mr. Sullivan said looking at the information they have on Mr. Liatsis he has some
concerns. Karl von Hone said he has a license for tuna fish. His boat was built in 1976
and no records found until 1983. In order to get the vessel documented they need to get
the proper paperwork and without this he cannot qualify. Karl said there are 11 people
on the commercial waitlist. After significant discussion, Mr. Groskopf moved to
authorize Karl vonHone to hold the slip for Mr. Liatsis for 30 days, as recommended by
the Waterways Shellfish Advisory Committee in order for Mr. Liatsis to provide the
necessary documentation as outlined in your memo of April 19. If Mr. Liatsis fails to
provide the information at the end of the 30 days, the vacant slip is to be assigned to the
next qualified person on the commercial slip waitlist. Vote 4-0-1 with Mr. Saben
abstaining.
Approval: Modification Reissuance of Beach Sticker to Family Member Outside of
Current Residency Policy
Mr. Lawton explained in this case, the person has a caregiver. The suggestion is to
remove the sticker on the personal car and transfer the sticker to this one person they
designate. Mr. Sullivan felt the town would need documentation. The resident must show
that he or she is disabled or is in need of regular assistance with transportation or
maintenance of their home. Mr. Sullivan so moved, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote
unanimous.
Mr. Lawton said he would like to reward good behavior. The new Treasurer informed
Mr. Lawton that the Cape Cod Technical High School had received some additional
funding for the State and changed their assessment to the Town of Yarmouth and all of
the towns and they lowered Yarmouth’s assessment by $25,000.
Selectmen Items
Dr. Marasco spoke about Gov. Duval Patrick’s visit to Yarmouth which was an honor.
He said we need to do things differently at a state level He said he hopes his rhetoric is
real and if this is his intention we should all get behind him because we certainly need
change.
Dr, Marasco said the Emergency Response Services Committee report is available. He
suggested we look at it and then if we need to bring in the committee to talk further about
it we do it.
Dr. Marasco said it just won’t be the same without you Jim.
Mrs. McAuliffe commented about the Governor’s visit. It was originally scheduled by a
non Yarmouth resident for the first night of town meeting and thru the efforts of Bob

Isadore, he was able to get the date changed and the venue changed to Mattacheese
School. The focus was the citizen. A lot of the credit on the way it was set up was due to
a Yarmouth resident and it went very well.
Suzanne said the Cape Cod Selectmen and Councilors’’ Association had a very
interesting presentation on Wastewater.
Suzanne said she got a call from a woman in West Yarmouth who had 32 planes over her
house between 6:13 and 8:00 a.m. She called the airport and has not gotten a response.
It is time for the selectmen to get active again and have the airport commission back to
the selectmen’s meeting. She thanked Jim for a great year.
Bud Groskopf commented the Governor’s visit was broadcast live on channel 18 only in
Yarmouth. We should get copies of this out to all the other towns so they can play it on
their station.
Tell it to Bud time – next Tuesday is Election Day. May 3 will be tell it to Bud time at
11 and 7 at the Senior Center.
Bud said the Cape Cod Cultural Center has been awarded the Massachusetts outstanding
achievement in Historical Restoration Award. The ceremony will be at the end of May.
Bob Nash is noted particularly for his efforts. I would like to have that letter read to the
Board at our next scheduled meeting.
Mr. Groskopf reported on the school board meeting. He recommended everyone watch
22 and see what happened last night. DOE made their report to the public. One
recommendation was the school should water down the curriculum in order to make the
instruction available to more students. No one asked questions except Julia Johnson.
She said she couldn’t believe what she was hearing. Everyone should watch her
discussion.
Mr. Sullivan gave kudos to Bud Groskopf. Bud spent two hours picking up trash before
his back started bothering. This was part of the Earth Day Program.
Jerry thanked Jim for his three years of service. He did a great job as Chairman this year.
Jim Saben noted the Police Relief Association had their annual awards dinner. He read
the list of awardees.
Jim Saben said last night he watched the candidates night and was pleased with the list of
candidates and was sure whoever will be elected will do a very fine job. He hoped
people would get out and vote.
Jim thanked his fellow board members, the town administrator Bob Lawton, town
employees, all boards and committees and the residents of Yarmouth for the support they
have given Jim these last three years which have gone rather quickly. He reviewed some

of his accomplishments during the past three years. He ended by stating there is no place
like home and no place like Yarmouth. Thank you very much.
Mr. Groskopf moved to adjourn, seconded by Mr. Sullivan. Vote unanimous.

Board of Selectmen Regular Meeting April 24, 2007
Selectmen Present: James Saben, Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, Bill
Marasco, and Town Administrator Robert Lawton.
Chairman Jim Saben opened the meeting at 7 p.m. with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Public
Mr. Saben announced there was a group of children from the M.E. Small School to talk
to them about Destination Imagination. They will be going to the Global Finals at the
University of Tennessee from May 23 through May 26. Mr. Saben said they need
everyone’s’ support. Checks may be sent to the M.E. Small School, Destination
Imagination, and Odyssey of the Minds. This is a wonderful program. It demonstrates
the talents of our young people in our community.
Charlie Kelleher, West Yarmouth
Charlie spoke about the Pledge of Alliance at town meeting. He stated every night of
town meeting should open with the Pledge of Alliance to show unity.
Charlie spoke about the airport and the early flights. He said it is non stop and it is
always Island Airlines. He has called the airport recording many times and not once yet
did he get a call back. He did get a call from Bob Howard.
Charlie then spoke about nitrogen loading and occupancy of houses.
Charlie talked about the fire department ambulance fund. He said we should look at all
of the enterprise funds so one department doesn’t have a step up on the other.
Charlie gave Jim Saben a dozen of eggs because he has been an outstanding chairman.
Brown ones are on Monday, Tuesday, the green ones you eat on Wednesday and
Thursday and the White ones are on Friday.
Mrs. McAuliffe said she will be bringing the airport issue up again under Selectmen’s
items because there have been complaints to her.
Suzanne said the Board would like to formally thank Jim Saben for being an outstanding
Chairman. She said he came on three years ago after a couple of attempts to get his seat
on this board and now we are giving his seat to take with him.
Peter Kenney referred to a letter he sent to Mr. Lawton and a copy of a letter he directed
to the three members of the Cape Cod Commission who on April 4 caused to be
published in the Cape Cod Times an obvious attempt to influence Yarmouth Town
Meeting by intentionally misstating matters relevant to the Town of Yarmouth. Peter
said when he presented this letter to Brad Crowell he read it into the record and invited

him to speak and informed everyone in the room he takes this matter very seriously. His
purpose was to arrange a meeting among interested parties. He asked this board set up a
pro forma whereby the town is represented at this meeting. He asked that the board
figure out who in town should participate in these meetings and suggested the DPW
Director, the Town Planner and at least one member of the Board of Selectmen.
Harris Contos, spoke on the fluoridation issue. He said the Board of Health has
extended an invitation to Prof. Paul Connett, Chemistry Professor from St. Lawrence
University at their meeting on May 7. He spoke of Prof. Connett’s expertise or lack of
expertise. He reviewed some of the meetings the Board of Health held on fluoridation.
Dr. Marasco said the selectmen as a policy board have an obligation to look at how
different boards are functioning. He said we have requested names of experts from the
State. Mr. Lawton said he has sent a letter but has not received a reply. Dr. Marasco said
he wants to hear from our Board of Health Agent about what they feel the State
recommendations are on fluoride and what their recommendations are.
Hearings
Cape Cod Scenic Tours, 106 Center Street, South Dennis
Mr. Sullivan read the legal ad. Ms. Cindy Ladd was present and explained she has
purchased a 15 passenger van. She wanted to show visitors places on Cape Cod. She
would start in Harwich Port and pick up 15 people from Harwich Port to Hyannis. She
would bring them down 6A, to Provincetown, the National Seashore and Chatham. This
permit would allow her to travel the streets of Yarmouth doing her business.
No Public
It is one van. Suzanne was concerned with the van causing traffic back ups. Cindy said
she wouldn’t be going that slowly. They will stop and have picnic lunches. Cindy
explained how her business will conduct itself. She will be dropping off brochures at
hotels and chambers. Tours will be $70 per day per person and extra if the person wants
to go on a seal tour. Mr. Sullivan recommended granting the license as requested.
Mr. Groskopf moved the recommendation, seconded by Mrs. McAuliffe. Vote
unanimous.
A-1 Luxury Limousine
Mr. Sullivan read the legal ad. Mr. Michael Coffey, Proprietor, was present. He will be
headquartered in Hyannis and will be operating the business on his premise and basically
he will be using the phone and office space from home and that is why he needs the
license from the Town of Yarmouth. Mr. Coffey explained how he operates his business.
Mr. Saben was concerned that this is a home based business in a residential neighborhood
and he was concerned that the vehicle may be parked in a residential neighborhood. Mr.

Sullivan said dealing with licensing a home based business is a very difficult situation.
He said he operates a consulting style of business out of his house and equates this to his
business. He has no clientele coming to the house, he uses the phone and the internet
connection. There is a deficiency in our bylaw. Mr. Sullivan said the limousine should
never be parked for any extended period at his residence. All businesses in the town
register their business and if you look at the list, 90% are like businesses, one person
operating out of their house. Mr. Saben said he doesn’t object to this applicant’s request
he is simply bringing it to the board’s attention that this is something we need to address
as a community. Mr. Sullivan said the board will discuss this next year.
No Public
Mr. Sullivan recommended the board grant the license with the letter on the side
stipulating the use of the limousine and the fact that it will not be parked at the residential
address. Mrs. McAuliffe so moved, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote unanimous.
Growth Incentive Zone Presentation
Present were Karen Greene, Terry Sylvia, and Members of the Community Development
Committee as well as the Planning Board.
Karen referred to the copy of the application for the Route 28 Growth Incentive Zone and
they were at the Selectmen’s meeting to hopefully get the Board’s approval to go forward
with the application process. There was a power point presentation.
The application to the Cape Cod Commission is intended to facilitate the redevelopment
of Yarmouth’s Route 28 Corridor and its motel stock. Based on ongoing discussions
regarding Yarmouth’s short and long term planning goals, this application I intended to
represent Phase I of Yarmouth’s Route 28 Growth Incentive Zone and is targeted at
revitalizing motel properties. Additional phases are expected to address other areas on
and around Route 28 such as the South Yarmouth Village Center and Parkers River
Marina Village Activity Center.
Goals and Objectives are:
Develop a new hotel/motel zoning district which will allow for upgrades and
modernization of older buildings.
Encourage development agreements to shape and control activity center development.
Identify and designate areas where density bonuses may be appropriate.
Create incentives to encourage the reuse of buildings.
Create incentives such as a fast track permit system.

Upgrade substandard properties and make the area more attractive.
Enhance services for tourists and year round residents.
Consider binding design review for Route 28 Corridor.
Strengthen existing tourism related businesses and tourist accommodations through
upgrading facilities.
Better address the labor force needs of local employers.
Zoning that allows for conversion of existing facilities into permanent, year round
affordable housing should be adopted.
Develop innovative strategies designed to address the housing needs of Yarmouth’s
residents.
Affordable housing should be encouraged in all areas that are appropriate for residential
and mixed use development, with particular attention to highway transportation
convenience.
Promote fair, decent, safe and affordable housing that meets the needs of present and
future residents.
Following a lengthy discussion, Mr. Groskopf moved to adopt and instruct that the
Incentive Zone Application be submitted and have the Economic Development
Committee be pursuing that with the Commission. Seconded by Mrs. McAuliffe.
Vote 4-1 with Dr. Marasco voting in the negative.
Appointments
Mrs. McAuliffe recommended Mr. Rob Angell be appointed at the Town’s representative
to the Cape Cod Regional Solid Waste Contract Committee. Mr. Groskopf so moved,
seconded by Mr. Saben. Vote unanimous.
Mrs. McAuliffe reviewed the Board of Appeals appointments and recommended that Mr.
Sarnowsky be reappointed as a regular member for a five year term which will run thru
1/31/12 and to reappoint Doug Campbell, Debbie Martin, Dick Neitz, Tom Roche, Steve
deYoung as alternate members on the Board of Appeals for one year terms to run
1/31/08.
Mr. Sullivan moved the recommendation, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Dr. Marasco
wanted to hold these appointments. He wanted to wait until David Reid, Chairman
comes in before the board to discuss certain issues. Mrs. McAuliffe noted the terms for
the alternate members expired in January and felt we will be in difficulty if we do not
provide the alternates and sitting member for the Board of Appeals. The interviews were

done in early March. She felt the discussion with David Reid is something different and
the appointments are necessary because we have citizen volunteers sitting for 6 or 7
weeks not knowing if they are going to be reappointed or not. Mr. Reid did state in a
letter that he would appreciate the Board addressing the reappointments at our first
opportunity and in his opinion all the members are qualified for their positions and
dedicated for the important service that the Board provides to the Town of Yarmouth.
Dr. Marasco said there was an individual that was new to the Board of Appeals and was
appointed as an alternate. The discussions Dr. Marasco had is the Board of Appeals
feels that the Building Department since it does not have a Building Enforcement Officer
and since the Building Department in some individuals opinions has issued permits they
should not have. The role of the Board of Appeals given our current Building
Department is to be more of an enforcement board. Mr. Saben felt the issues concerning
the ZBA will be discussed at a later date. Dr. Marasco said he wants to meet with the
Board of Appeals before making these appointments. He wants to know how our Board
of Appeals sees itself. How our Building Department sees itself and how the other
Selectmen in that process see themselves. After this he would be willing to get back to
the appointments. He said he is not clear if we need a little change, no change or a lot of
change in the Board of Appeals. Jim Saben noted the alternate members are appointed on
an annual basis. He felt if these alternates have all expressed an interest in serving this
community and the appointments chairs have not found any suitable appointees to replace
them, then the board should consider these applicants and take a vote. Mr. Sullivan
agreed to move forward. He said he would like to ask the Planning Board and the Board
of Appeals to seek candidates for alternates for next year. Suzanne suggested that the
Board of Selectmen actively recruit so they can have the mechanism by which they could
choose. Dr. Marasco suggested if we can bring in David Reid in an open forum and talk
about our building department and enforcement. He said if we are willing to work to try
to broaden our base for alternates then we should just go ahead and make the
appointments. Vote unanimous.
Mrs. McAuliffe referred to an appointment to the Affordable Housing Committee and
recommended the Board appoint Mr. Blackman as an alternate member to the Town of
Yarmouth Affordable Housing Committee. The appointment is an unexpired term to run
to 10-31-07. Vote 5-0.
Mrs. McAuliffe spoke about term limits and maybe it is time to start enforcing these
limits because people who are involved in town will find other areas that interests them
and it will open up some sites that have been locked down. Mr. Sullivan suggested
moving the full member to the alternate position.
Mrs. McAuliffe referred to the resignation of George Burr, Library Board. He is moving
out of state. Mr. Saben moved to accept his resignation with regrets, seconded by Mr.
Groskopf. Vote unanimous.
Mrs. McAuliffe moved to approve the Selectmen’s’ meeting minutes for April 10, 2007,
and April 11, 2007. Seconded by Mr. Sullivan. Vote unanimous.

Annual Town Meeting Review Suggestions
Jim Saben said he was disappointed in the inability of citizens to come to town meeting.
There were less that 300 people there with a potential of 15,000.
Mr. Sullivan said he was disappointed we are making a change in town meeting date.
He said we had a difficult town meeting with three nights of work with a lot of big issues,
He blamed the low attendance to today’s society.
Mr. Groskopf felt the TV had something to do with the low attendance. He apologized
for the tech breakdown. Suzanne McAuliffe was pleased with town meeting and how we
took care of many articles.
Suzanne referred to a note from Bob Lawton requesting the department heads and other
employees will have to forego their vacations if town meeting is moved back a week.
Suzanne said the April vacation is the vacation time for people with kids and she felt we
would not necessarily gain people coming back from Florida. She said she would like the
board to take town meeting and the election and moving it to early April with town
meeting the first Tuesday and the election the second Tuesday.
Dr. Marasco felt special interests prevail at town meeting and we are in danger of our
government run by special interests. He also said the board needs to have a work shop to
discuss what is next with the Cape Cod Commission.
Mr. Saben requested that a note be sent to the Moderator requesting that the Pledge of
Allegiance be standard at all nights of town meeting. Jim Saben said a concern he had
was that elected officials are able to walk thru town meeting until he had the opportunity
to speak his mind and then walk out and not listen to us for the rest of that meeting.
These candidates should be required to sit in a designated area and not politic during
town meeting. Mr. Saben suggested that as part of the curriculum for a history,
government, and or civics course in the high school, that high school seniors be
encouraged or required to attend the annual town in their town so they may have a better
understanding of the workings of their government and local government in general.
This would also increase attendance because those seniors would attend and their parents
would attend.
Town Administrator
Mr. Lawton reviewed the consent agenda - gifts to DPW, Fire, Police and Recreation.
Mr. Sullivan moved to accept these donations, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote
unanimous.
Mr. Lawton referred to the commercial slip holder waivers. Mr. Sullivan moved to not
require hearings at the Board of Selectmen level seconded by Dr. Marasco. Dr. Marasco
said he would rather have the flexibility of the board and handle the requests on a case by
case basis. Following some discussion, Mr. Sullivan withdrew his motion as did Dr.

Marasco. Mr. Sullivan suggested dealing with each request individually and looking at
each application. Mr. Sullivan moved to grant the waiver to Mr. Leslie Starace,
seconded by Mrs. McAuliffe. Vote unanimous.
Mr. Sullivan said looking at the information they have on Mr. Liatsis he has some
concerns. Karl von Hone said he has a license for tuna fish. His boat was built in 1976
and no records found until 1983. In order to get the vessel documented they need to get
the proper paperwork and without this he cannot qualify. Karl said there are 11 people
on the commercial waitlist. After significant discussion, Mr. Groskopf moved to
authorize Karl vonHone to hold the slip for Mr. Liatsis for 30 days, as recommended by
the Waterways Shellfish Advisory Committee in order for Mr. Liatsis to provide the
necessary documentation as outlined in your memo of April 19. If Mr. Liatsis fails to
provide the information at the end of the 30 days, the vacant slip is to be assigned to the
next qualified person on the commercial slip waitlist. Vote 4-0-1 with Mr. Saben
abstaining.
Approval: Modification Reissuance of Beach Sticker to Family Member Outside of
Current Residency Policy
Mr. Lawton explained in this case, the person has a caregiver. The suggestion is to
remove the sticker on the personal car and transfer the sticker to this one person they
designate. Mr. Sullivan felt the town would need documentation. The resident must show
that he or she is disabled or is in need of regular assistance with transportation or
maintenance of their home. Mr. Sullivan so moved, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote
unanimous.
Mr. Lawton said he would like to reward good behavior. The new Treasurer informed
Mr. Lawton that the Cape Cod Technical High School had received some additional
funding for the State and changed their assessment to the Town of Yarmouth and all of
the towns and they lowered Yarmouth’s assessment by $25,000.
Selectmen Items
Dr. Marasco spoke about Gov. Duval Patrick’s visit to Yarmouth which was an honor.
He said we need to do things differently at a state level He said he hopes his rhetoric is
real and if this is his intention we should all get behind him because we certainly need
change.
Dr, Marasco said the Emergency Response Services Committee report is available. He
suggested we look at it and then if we need to bring in the committee to talk further about
it we do it.
Dr. Marasco said it just won’t be the same without you Jim.
Mrs. McAuliffe commented about the Governor’s visit. It was originally scheduled by a
non Yarmouth resident for the first night of town meeting and thru the efforts of Bob

Isadore, he was able to get the date changed and the venue changed to Mattacheese
School. The focus was the citizen. A lot of the credit on the way it was set up was due to
a Yarmouth resident and it went very well.
Suzanne said the Cape Cod Selectmen and Councilors’’ Association had a very
interesting presentation on Wastewater.
Suzanne said she got a call from a woman in West Yarmouth who had 32 planes over her
house between 6:13 and 8:00 a.m. She called the airport and has not gotten a response.
It is time for the selectmen to get active again and have the airport commission back to
the selectmen’s meeting. She thanked Jim for a great year.
Bud Groskopf commented the Governor’s visit was broadcast live on channel 18 only in
Yarmouth. We should get copies of this out to all the other towns so they can play it on
their station.
Tell it to Bud time – next Tuesday is Election Day. May 3 will be tell it to Bud time at
11 and 7 at the Senior Center.
Bud said the Cape Cod Cultural Center has been awarded the Massachusetts outstanding
achievement in Historical Restoration Award. The ceremony will be at the end of May.
Bob Nash is noted particularly for his efforts. I would like to have that letter read to the
Board at our next scheduled meeting.
Mr. Groskopf reported on the school board meeting. He recommended everyone watch
22 and see what happened last night. DOE made their report to the public. One
recommendation was the school should water down the curriculum in order to make the
instruction available to more students. No one asked questions except Julia Johnson.
She said she couldn’t believe what she was hearing. Everyone should watch her
discussion.
Mr. Sullivan gave kudos to Bud Groskopf. Bud spent two hours picking up trash before
his back started bothering. This was part of the Earth Day Program.
Jerry thanked Jim for his three years of service. He did a great job as Chairman this year.
Jim Saben noted the Police Relief Association had their annual awards dinner. He read
the list of awardees.
Jim Saben said last night he watched the candidates night and was pleased with the list of
candidates and was sure whoever will be elected will do a very fine job. He hoped
people would get out and vote.
Jim thanked his fellow board members, the town administrator Bob Lawton, town
employees, all boards and committees and the residents of Yarmouth for the support they
have given Jim these last three years which have gone rather quickly. He reviewed some

of his accomplishments during the past three years. He ended by stating there is no place
like home and no place like Yarmouth. Thank you very much.
Mr. Groskopf moved to adjourn, seconded by Mr. Sullivan. Vote unanimous.

Board of Selectmen Regular Meeting April 3, 2007
Selectmen Present: Jim Saben, Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, Bill
Marasco and Town Administrator Robert Lawton.
Chairman Jim Saben opened the meeting at 7 p.m. with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Public
Moose Lodge Donation – Present Debbie Clark, Kim Cooney from Recreation
Commission. Tom Sullivan also present from the Moose Lodge. Mr. Sullivan presented
a check in the amount $16,000. This money is used for scholarships to send Yarmouth
Children to Camp. Mr. Sullivan moved to accept this generous gift, seconded by Mrs.
McAuliffe. Vote unanimous.
Ted Karras thanked Mr. Saben for the dedication he gave to the town and wished him
good luck in his future plans. He spoke about the Moose Lodge and what they have done
for this town. He talked about the DY School Destination Imagination Team and we
have two teams going to Knoxville, Tennessee. He was looking for support. He said we
should be very proud of our kids. They will need a lot of money to go to Tennessee. If
anyone wants to contribute they can send their donation to ME Small School for the DI
Team.
Mr. Karras also said he hopes this board at town meeting will support the school
committee.
Jerry McMahon, Cable TV License Update – He was speaking to alert the board and
anyone watching we are in the process of renewing the cable franchise license with
Comcast. In order to negotiate the best renewal contract to service the future needs of
Yarmouth we need to determine the past experiences, uses, and needs of Yarmouth
households under the terms of our present cable company. To obtain such knowledge the
committee has prepared a Yarmouth Cable Television Survey for all Yarmouth
households to fill out. We need the people of Yarmouth to let us know what those past
experiences, uses and needs have been so we can better negotiate for the right future
experiences, uses and needs under the renewal licenses. The questions in the survey
cover your households’ cable subscription goals or lack, thereof, Comcast service,
Comcast TV product, public educational and government access TV, internet service,
digital phone service and your uses of and satisfaction of those elements of the Comcast
Cable subscriptions. If the household does not subscribe to Comcast services just circle
no and answer the other question concerning satellite TV, internet and phone services.
We need to know the penetration levels of Comcast and their competitors in Yarmouth.
The survey is anonymous. All information is confidential. No individual information
will be passed onto Comcast and you can be assured that the voice of Yarmouth as it
speaks in the survey will be an important part of our negotiations with Comcast. The first
distribution of the survey will be at the Annual Town Meeting on April 10. People can

fill it out at town meeting or take it home and fill it out later and return it to the address
on the survey. The surveys will also be available at town hall.
Jerry also spoke about a consent agenda item requesting the Selectmen send another
communication to the appropriate State authorities in regard to the contemplated Verizon
sponsored House and Senate bills granting Verizon and eventually any cable system in
Massachusetts a single statewide cable license thereby eliminating local control of our
own right of ways and the cable services we receive in our town. The town’s previous
messages have had great effect. The letter he was referring to tonight refutes the Verizon
claims and he urged the Selectmen to approve the sending of this letter.
Hearings
Change in Description of Premises for Annual All-Alcoholic Innholders License held by
The Pointe, Inc. dba The Cape Pointe, 476 Route 28, West Yarmouth, Paul Swartz,
Manager.
Jerry Sullivan, Chair of Licensing read the legal ad.
The Cape Point currently holds an innkeepers innholders license, all alcoholic.
Representing the Cape Pointe was Mr. Swartz along with Steven Haskell.
Mr. Swartz said they were requesting to change the premise to include the outdoor pool.
They will also request to serve food at the pool. The pool is at the very rear of the
property. Mr. Sullivan referred to comments from the Health Division specifically the
restriction on no glass or bottles allowed in either of the two pool areas which we have on
other licenses who have pools or outdoor areas. Mr. Sullivan said when the license was
originally issued the bar was called a service bar and in reality it is a small indoor bar.
The license will be corrected to read just bar instead of service bar. Mr. Swartz said we
don’t advertise to the public. The bar is really a service to the customers at the hotel.
Mrs. McAuliffe said the key lock access is a great idea. Dr. Marasco complimented Mr.
Swartz on his business and said the town should help and assist him and he supports the
application. No comment from the public. Mr. Sullivan recommended to the board that
the selectmen approve the application as requested with the one change and the
clarification of the bar. Mr. Groskopf moved the recommendation, seconded by Mrs.
McAuliffe. Vote unanimous.
Dog Hearing – Madeline Manchuk, 86 Keel Cape Drive, South Yarmouth, being the
owner and keeper of dogs causing a nuisance by being vicious and unrestrained.
Jerry Sullivan read the legal ad.
Present: Karl vonHone, Director of Natural Resources, Penny Schiller, Animal Control
Officer. Mr. Sullivan requested that anyone who is interested and may be testifying at
this hearing would they please stand and be sworn in. Mr. Lawton swore in all interested
parties.

Karl vonHone stated on February 26, 2007 the Natural Resources Department held a
preliminary hearing. The complaint was filed by Peter Cafano, Sr. and Peter Cafano, Jr.
against Madeleine Manchuck of Keel Cape Drive. The complaint was that she being the
owner and keeper of two dogs being off their premises acting vicious and being loose.
They took testimony from all parties present including Animal Control Officer Penny
Schiller. The Cafanos stated their concerns with the dogs being loose as well as Peter
Cafano Jr. expressed his concerns for the well being of his father and mother. He was
concerned they would not be able to offend these dogs off if they did approach them or
may stumble and fall trying to elude these dogs. Mrs. Madeleine Manchuk also gave
testimony at that hearing that her dogs have gotten loose from time to time because of the
grandson living with her. He believes he can control the dogs by voice command,
however, they are not controllable by that method. At a previous ACO hearing back in
2004, these same parties got together to discuss these same issues. At that time, all
parties agreed that they would try to resolve the issue before going before the Board of
Selectmen. Mrs. Manchuk bought an electric fence and associated collars to control the
dogs at that time. Since then the dogs have been loose and most recently the incident that
occurred on the 7th of January were two of the dogs charged Mr. Cafano, Jr. and acted
viciously requiring a call to the animal control office and a natural resource officer did
respond and was able to confine the dogs back to the owners property. Mrs. Manchuk
feels her dogs are good natured and gentle and does not believe they are vicious. Animal
Control Officer Penny Schiller also gave testimony of past history recent and past on the
household at Keel Cape Drive and past dogs and instances there have been issues there.
Recently we have had a handful of responses to that location which is outlined in the
information provided to the Selectmen. Mr. vonHone said his recommendations were
that Ms. Manchuk must comply with the Town of Yarmouth leash law. He also
recommends that Ms. Manchuk be limited to keeping only one dog on that premises as
well as the standard condition or recommendation that any future violations of these
orders that may be set forth today that we return directly to the Board of Selectmen for a
follow up hearing and take a look at other options for addressing this issue which may
include prohibiting dogs at this residence.
Mr. Sullivan read the whole statement on the recommendation as outlined in Karl’s
memo of March 13, 2007 (attached).
Mr. Sullivan asked the parties present if they agree with the orders.
Mr. Cafano, Jr. – said he and his family agree with the recommendations
Mrs. Manchuk did not agree with the recommendations.
Mr. Sullivan asked Mrs. Manchuk what she thought would be a fair measure.
Mrs. Manchuk said she thought it would be wrong to make a decision from the request of
a neighbor to the animal control people and then bring it to the board and have this
membership say if the dog gets loose then the owner of the dog we will determine what
dog you will have and what breed. It sounds so ridiculous. She said what she should be
doing is – she tried to do what is best for the neighborhood in 2004. she tried to put in
the underground system. There is nothing wrong with the system with the exception the
battery wears out which she was not aware of so she signed a contract with the company
where they will give her a new battery once a year. she should restrain the dog to build a

better barrier in addition to what she has. That would be the proposal that she would
recommend to the board and her neighbor. She has already sent out for bids for fencing.
Her neighbor has this fear that the dog will leave the property so with a physical barrier
she will alleviate that fear and she will have a fenced in yard. She recommended give her
this position first. Her character is not to break the laws. She felt it was wrong for
anybody to say this is the kind of dog you can have and if it gets loose again you can’t
ever have dogs.
There was must discussion from Mrs. Manchuk, the Cafanos and the selectmen.
Mr. Sullivan closed the testimony portion.
The Board discussed. Mr. Sullivan spoke on the recommendations of the hearing officer.
He felt we need to look at the whole record, although, they are strong and reasonable
recommendations in totality of the circumstances. One of the dogs Ice was previously
before this board with a son and moved to this other residence. Ice is the smaller of the
two dogs at four pounds and a very strong breed. There have been problems with Taz in
the past. These dogs while Am Stafford Terriers and pit bulls and others of their type can
be very loving dogs. They can also have a side if they are allowed to go unrestrained
they can put fear into people. He said we have people who are in fear tonight and it is not
appropriate for this board to allow it to continue. He stated as Ms. Schiller said under
these circumstances given the whole totality of the years of problems, he didn’t think a
fence is going to be the answer. There is a lack of control and concern for neighbors
welfare. Jerry Sullivan said his recommendation, with regret, follow the
recommendations of the hearing officer. The only thing that did not appear is a time limit
to comply. It would be his recommendation 30 days to comply and the dogs out of the
Town of Yarmouth. Mrs. McAuliffe moved the recommendation, seconded by Mr.
Saben for discussion. Following a discussion, Mr. Sullivan modified his
recommendation to the board that it not be a requirement but a recommendation that the
dogs be surrendered to a breed specific rescue group. Mrs. McAuliffe seconded the
modification. Vote was 4-1 with Mr. Saben voting in the negative. Mrs. Manchuk will
be receiving formal notice of the disposition.
5 Minute Break
Shellfish Lease to culture and grow out quahogs by using nets secured by rebar poles on
north side of Pine Island in Lewis Bay – Mary, William and James DiMaio, 28 Captain
Bacon Road, South Yarmouth dba King Quahog Shellfish.
Mr. Sullivan read the legal ad.
Present was Conrad Caia, Shellfish Constable in the Town of Yarmouth. He said this
hearing was called to fill a vacancy. There is a vacated shellfish license in Lewis Bay.
He said there is a list and once there was a vacancy he called everyone on the list to see if
they were still interested. The first person on the list was interested but at this time could
not because of medical reasons. The second person was Mary DiMaio. The regulations

requires residency, knowledge of shellfish. Both William and James are in the process of
taking a propagation course. They are here to present their proposal.
Applicants William and James DiMaio were present. James said they are very interested
in raising quahogs at this point in time. Both James and William reviewed their
background. The family has resided at 28 Captain Bacon Road since 1976. They
currently have lease agreements with their mom at that property. It is an enterprise they
would like to get into and use it as their retirement and it would also be something they
could pass onto their sons and it would also improve the shellfish population of the Town
of Yarmouth.
Mr. Sullivan noted this is a commercial operation. One of the board’s long term goals is
to have a stable operation in their grants. He asked if they were aware of the conditions
they will be working under in this grant and are they confident they could maintain the
grant so we are not back here in two years trying to find another operator. James said
they are confident they can work the grant. His brother and he are both responsible
people and have all of the skills to make this work.
Conrad felt confident the applicants meet the requirement for the grant.
The Board members had several questions and Mr. Saben noted their business address is
a residential address and would encourage them to consider them finding a business
location in our business districts vs. the residential districts. Mr. Sullivan asked if they
were all residing at 28 Captain Bacon Road or are they residents of other towns. They
said they were both residents of the town. James said his intention is to relocate to 28
Captain Bacon Road. Mr. Sullivan noted that residence is a requirement. James and
William were registered to vote in towns other than Yarmouth. Their mother is a resident
of South Yarmouth since 1976 and is registered to vote here.
The Board discussed the residency issue.
Public –
Michael Sullivan, commercial permit holder said in the bylaws it is a requirement that
shellfish grant holders reside in the town. He said he was told by Mr. Caia for the past
three years that he was next on the list and was curious as to what was going on. He said
residency is a requirement and if it is not met he didn’t know how this grant could be
turned over.
George Lucier, shell fisherman, suggested a provision that any time anyone has a grant if
they abandon the grant they should be subject to clearing the bottom to its original
condition.
Mr. Sullivan said it appears we have a problem with residency and he was also concerned
about qualifications. His recommendation to the Board is they take no action or to deny
the application. Mr. vonHone recommended no action at this point until they can resolve

the residency issue. Dr. Marasco agreed to no action. He noted the regulations have to
be followed and if they were voting residents in the Town of Yarmouth it would be easier
to see them as residents. Hopefully in time the applicant will not be dissuaded and come
to terms to benefit the town and the applicant. Mr. Sullivan also noted that the
regulations have to make sure that these grants go forward as a business and to make sure
the leases are productive for the residents of the Town of Yarmouth. Mr. Saben said this
is a mere technicality. Mary DiMaio is the applicant as a resident, however, the
individuals who are going to do the farming are not residents. Mr. Sullivan said until the
board can be sure that the regulations also address the proven ability to maintain a grant
because in all the hearings we have had in the past we have had experienced shell
fishermen come forward. Mr. Saben moved to take no action at this time, seconded by
Mrs. McAuliffe. Vote unanimous.
Second Reading: Bass River Boat Ramp Daily & Seasonal Fee Increase
First hearing was held on Tuesday, March 27, 2007 at 7:15 in the Yarmouth Town Hall
Hearing Room concerning proposed Bass River Boat Ramp Daily and Seasonal Fees.
Daily Boat Ramp Fees go from $6.00 to $7.00
Seasonal Boat Ramp Fees from $60 to $70
The Board had no written comments.
No public
Mr. Saben moved to approve the recommended fees, seconded by Mrs. McAuliffe. Vote
unanimous.
Peter Kenney – Cape Cod Commission Issues
Peter Kenney spoke on different issues regarding the Cape Cod Commission.
He spoke on the article to withdraw from the Commission.
He talked about water quality and how the town needs to sewer and how the Commission
hasn’t helped. He asked are we better off now than 17 years ago when the Commission
came into being. Do we have less traffic. Do we have healthier year round economy.
Do we have planned capital facilities and infrastructure. Have we prevented sprawl
development. He explained he has no trust in the Commission because there is no
oversight by the Commissioners. In the past few weeks he has heard factually wrong
statements made by the Executive Director. He referred to the Regional Policy Plan
2002. He said he hopes that this Board of Selectmen unanimously supports, vigorously
supports at town meeting the warrant article to withdraw. If we get to the referendum
and the county has done what it should do and we have a better Cape Cod Commission
and balanced economic growth and many even a new executive director they will stand a

good chance the referendum will succeed them. He said it is time for the citizens to tell
them what to do.
Appointments
Mrs. McAuliffe recommended to appoint Mr. Harris Contos as a regular member of the
Town of Yarmouth Library Board. Appointment for three years to run through 2-28-10.
Mr. Sullivan moved the recommendation, seconded by Mr. Saben. Vote unanimous.
Annual Town Meeting Preparation
Mr. Saben referred to the list of articles for town meeting that the board needed to give
their recommendations.
Mr. Lawton reviewed the articles.
Article 7 – DY Budget – there has been no change – the article would be for the basic
amount within 2 ½ and the balance being $499,000 subject to an override. Mr. Sullivan
excused himself from the room due to a conflict of interest in regards to the budget in the
school district. There was much discussion. Mr. Lawton noted the Finance Committee
has recommended a 21/2% increase in the budget. Mrs. McAuliffe moved to recommend
the school committee proposed figure $20,765,229. Seconded by Mr. Groskopf. There
was more discussion. Mrs. McAuliffe withdrew the motion. Second has been withdrawn.
Dr. Marasco moved to defer to school committee, seconded by Mrs. McAuliffe. Vote 31.
Jerry Sullivan returned
Article 15 – Cape Cod Commission Withdrawal - There was much discussion.
Mrs. McAuliffe moved to recommend article 15 to withdraw from the Cape Cod
Commission, seconded by Mr. Sullivan. Vote 3-1-1 with Mr. Saben in opposition and
Bud Groskopf abstained.
Article 16 – Taking of Brush Hill - Mr. Lawton explained a road hearing was not held so
this will have to be postponed. Voted to indefinitely postpone.
Articles 28, 27, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 49.
Mr. Sullivan moved to defer these articles to the planning board. Seconded by Mrs.
McAuliffe. Vote unanimous.
Mr. Sullivan moved to defer article 39 to the planning board, seconded by Mrs.
McAuliffe. Vote 4-1 with Mr. Saben opposing.
Selectmen Items

Dr. Marasco said the expert the Board of Health wants to bring in has a website. Their
site has information about fluoride on it. The individual is not a caretaker, not a dentist,
not a physician, not a chemist. He read an excerpt from the site.
Dr. Marasco spoke about the industrialization of Nantucket Sound by wind facilities. He
said the State has accepted the draft proposal without input. Suzanne moved that the
Board of Selectmen send a letter to the Governor restating the Board’s concerns at the
State’s rush to put thru a complete environmental project. Seconded Mr. Sullivan. Vote
unanimous.
Mr. Groskopf – Tell It to Bud Time is day after tomorrow at 11:00 a.m. In addition to the
11:00 a.m. there will be a 7 p.m. as requested at the Senior Center.
Mr. Sullivan moved the approval of the Minutes of the Regular Meeting of November 28,
2006 and the meeting at Dennis Town Hall on March 20, 2007, seconded by Mr.
Groskopf. Vote unanimous.
Mr. Saben said last night the Board of Selectmen had the privilege of attending the 2007
annual awards dinner program for employees of the Town of Yarmouth. The
commitment that the employees of this town have to their job and the citizens is second
to none. He read the list of people who received awards.
Mr. Saben said the town report is in – they are available in town hall and at town
meeting.
Mrs. McAuliffe moved to accept the gift of the bench on the consent agenda, seconded
by Mr. Sullivan. Vote unanimous.
Being no further business, Mrs. McAuliffe moved to adjourn, seconded by Mr. Sullivan.
Vote unanimous.

Board of Selectmen Regular Meeting February27, 2007
Selectmen Present: Jim Saben, Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, Bill
Marasco and Town Administrator Robert Lawton.
Chairman Jim Saben opened the meeting at 7 p.m. with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Public
Mr. Peter Kenney spoke about the DRI process at the Cape Cod Commission and the
Site Plan review process in the Town of Barnstable. He said it is about time everybody
knows what the regulations are.
Daniel Ford, National Honor Society, Dennis Yarmouth Regional High School was
present to address the issue of Operation Into the Streets, a Collaboration of
Organizations working Cape Cod for homelessness. The organization’s goal is to
permanently remove those people from the streets and put them in a stable lifestyle. It
works in corporation with existing organizations such as the NOAH shelter in Hyannis.
He said he believes there are 102 homeless kids in the DY School District. They are
asking a relatively small amount of $2,500 in a donation to Operation Industries and
Homelessness. This is a very urgent and very real need.
7:15 Fee Hearing – Public Hearing – Bass River Boat Ramp – Daily and Seasonal
Fee Increase
Mr. Saben read the legal ad which appeared in the Yarmouth Register.
Chris Myland Park Supervisor – the Boating Facility at Bass River Beach was built by
the Public Access Board in 1968 on town owned land with the authorization of a town
meeting vote in March of 1967. At that time it was agreed there would be no fee charged
for use as the facility was constructed with State Funds. Any repairs and upkeep would
be undertaken by the Public Access Board. The town would be solely responsible for
policing of the area and the facility was to be open to the general public on equal terms.
The fees were instituted in 1995 after the Public Access Board requested that we charge a
fee. The fee was intended to help the town recover costs associated with the use in
operation of the parking facility. With state budget cuts the town was left to fend for
themselves. Chris was proposing the following fees:
Items to have rates increased:

Present

Proposed

Daily Boat Ramp Fees

$6.00

$7.00

Seasonal Boat Ramp Fees

$60.00

$70.00

The Public Access Board has already approved these fees and Chris was requesting that
the Board of Selectmen approve them also.
No comments from the public – next week the selectmen take additional comments and
act on this increase in fees.
Growth Incentive Zone Discussion - Mr. Saben said there is a memo on the desk from
Karen Greene. She will continue to work on the application and she will be prepared to
present it the Board in the upcoming weeks. There will be no discussion this evening on
that issue.
Appointments
Suzanne McAuliffe recommended to appoint Mr. John Smith and Mr. Ken Ford as
alternate members to the Energy Committee, terms for one year to December 31, 2007.
Mr. Sullivan moved the recommendation, seconded by Mr. Saben. Vote unanimous.
Suzanne recommended to reappoint Charlotte Striebel and Jack Howard as regular
members to the Energy Committee. These appointments are for three year terms to run
12/31/09 and to reappoint Mr. Ed Bullock from an alternate member to a regular member.
His appointment is also for a three year term which will run thru December 31, 2009.
Mr. Sullivan moved the recommendation, seconded by Mr. Saben. Vote unanimous.
Mrs. McAuliffe moved the reappointment of Charlotte Striebel as the regular
representative to the Cape Light Compact. Appointment is for three year term to run thru
December 31, 2009 and to reappoint Mr. Jack Howard as the alternate representative for
a three year term to run thru 12/31/2009. Mr. Saben moved the recommendation,
seconded by Mr. Sullivan. Vote unanimous.
Suzanne said when the energy committee was working on the zoning bylaw for the
municipal energy bylaw, it was very difficult challenging task for them. It took them 18
months. There was a recommendation to have an ad hoc committee appointed
specifically to work on the wind energy bylaw. It could include representatives from the
energy committee as well as the planning board and we have at least one citizen who has
experience and is very interested in working on this ad hoc committee, Bill Snowden.
Suzanne thought if this board would consider this she felt it would be an effective more
efficient way to work on the residential wind energy bylaw than just leaving it with the
Planning Board which would need the energy expertise or with the energy committee
which would need the planning and zoning expertise.
Bud Groskopf moved that Selectman McAuliffe be asked to draft a charge and the
composition of an ad hoc committee to be drawn from Community Development,
Planning Board and the Energy Committee and other committees as deemed necessary.
Seconded by Mr. Sullivan. Vote unanimous.

Mrs. McAuliffe said they have conducted interviews for the Board of Appeals but the
reappointments are on hold because Dr. Marasco has an issue that he wanted to bring
before the board. Dr. Marasco noted years ago there was some concern from the public
the way the Board of Appeals was deciding decisions most focused on pre-existing nonconforming structures. He spoke about enforcement vs. relief. Dr. Marasco said it is his
opinion when you look at the decisions of the board of appeals its concept of enforcement
is not necessarily representing what the spirit and the policy of the board of selectmen is
to allow individuals to do things Dr. Marasco felt it would be important for the board of
selectmen, members of the board of appeals and even the building inspector to have this
discussion about what the issues are, where Yarmouth wants to be and what the thoughts
are before we went ahead and reappoint the individuals. It is his hope to schedule a
workshop and have the board of appeals in and the building inspector in and talk about
the issues.
Following a discussion, Mr. Sullivan explained that the Board of Appeals is unique.
They are there for the unique exceptions to the law of zoning. If someone is not happy
with an individual or a group of individuals on the Board of Appeals, each one comes up
for reappointment and that is when a member of the board has an opportunity to make a
change.

Annual Town Meeting Items
Article 51 – change in town meeting date, Government Oversight Committee.
Jesse Mazur introduced the members of the committee, Charlotte Striebel, Jack Howard,
Jack Grebe, Rico Poliseno.
Jack Grebe said they did a survey of the other towns on the Cape to improve their
attendance. They got some very good feedback on the dates and the turnouts. Most of
the towns have their meetings in May. Provincetown, Wellfleet, and Truro and
Yarmouth have their town meeting in April. The Government Oversight Committee’s
recommendation is to move the date up to the last Tuesday of April. They feel that will
increase attendance because people will be back from the sunbelt.
Suzanne said if we have the town meeting the last Tuesday in April would it then be
followed the next week by the election? Suzanne supported their recommendation. Dr.
Marasco noted the attendance at town meeting is a problem. He said we have to try
something and it is worth a try. Mr. Sullivan had one concern with town meeting and
elections being back to back. He said the only caution he had was perhaps we want to
move it to May or late April but put the election before town meeting for these reasons.
To move town meeting to meet the convenience of today’s citizens is certainly a positive
effect. Mrs. Striebel asked if the banner that was at the landfill announcing town
meeting could be put on the fence across from town hall as the town meeting gets closer.
Mr. Saben suggested the seniors at the high school should be encouraged to attend and
participate along with their parents.

Selectmen Items
Mr. Sullivan moved to approve the minutes of the Selectmen’s regular meeting of
November 14, 2006 and the Executive Session of March 13, 2007 and hold the executive
session minutes. Seconded by Mrs. McAuliffe. Vote unanimous
Mr. Sullivan said he was at the retirement party for Wally Lundstrom on Friday, it was a
lot of fun and a lot of good memories and wish Wally well in his retirement.
Dr. Marasco welcomed Bud back and thanked him for his gifts from his trip to Africa.
Dr. Marasco referred to a note from the Chief of Police concerning the Round Table
Discussion on Crime in early June. He said this is an item we should endorse and also
offer any assistance.
Dr. Marasco said recently we had the Recreation Commission come in and talk to us
about an administrative issue. He said he would like to focus on the idea of a community
center, recreation center type and with the idea of decreasing funds, it was the hope we
could try and attract partners to this. One partner would be the YMCA. He referred to a
note from Joan Sutherland, Chief Executive Officer. He suggested asking the Recreation
Committee to look into. This is only one possibility. If we can work with them and give
them some type of property or some type of capital maybe we could get some type of
facility in our town.
Dr. Marasco spoke about the Board of Health’s plan for fluoride. He said he was very
disappointed that the Board of Health has not acted on this. We discussed this at the
original meeting months ago where we had discussed it and at that meeting the Board of
Health said the primary reasons prior to the State coming to us that we did not order
fluoridation because we needed Barnstable and Dennis to agree with us and they also
wanted to go onto some educational campaign. Since that time it was a false argument to
have Dennis and Barnstable order fluoridation. Dr. Marasco said it is his understanding
that there has been no public meeting held with the discussion of fluoride. They plan to
hold some in May and possibly June. He was concerned that the Board of Health is
politicizing this issue. The Commissioner of the State has weighed in and analyzed the
fluoride content of our water and made a recommendation to the water department for a
certain amount of fluoridation. He asked that the Selectmen bring the Board of Health in
at sometime that is convenient and talk about the issues and have them tell us why it is
they had taken so long on this and what it is they are concerned with. They also want to
bring in a specialist that is opposed to fluoridation. Dr. Marasco said he has a problem
with that because it is his understanding that science is not a pro or con thing. He was
concerned they may bring in an individual who is not concerned with the science but has
a specific viewpoint and he was concerned that information is going to be representative
to our town. He said what next? Are we going to invite anti-immunization individuals in
or are we just going to focus on science. So he wanted to ask the Board of Health some
of these questions.

Mr. Saben noted the Board of Health has in a memo May 7, and May 21st are public
hearings and June 4 as a vote by the Board of Health. He suggested letting them move
forward with their plan and then see what happens after June 4.
Dr. Marasco said the Board of Health is inviting an individual who has a specific agenda
as anti fluoridation and he was concerned instead of seeking scientific advice, they are
inviting someone who is clearly anti fluoride.
Mr. Sullivan felt the Board of Health as intelligent adults have the right to ask for a
different viewpoint. He felt we would be crossing the line if we asked the Board of
Health don’t let that person speak in public. He said the Board of Health is moving at a
pace they feel comfortable with and he doesn’t want to push them beyond that. Dr.
Marasco said he is disappointed that it has taken so long to even get to these dates. He
was concerned that he doesn’t want a town that he represents to anyway endorse or
recognize an individual as an expert.
Suzanne McAuliffe spoke about the Energy Committee. She said she would like to have
this board go forward in terms of being very aggressive in the coming year in whatever
we can do town wide municipally town wide to save energy, conserve energy, educate
our citizens and our employees. Personally she felt we could do better in our own homes
and hoped this could be one of our top priorities because we have a very important article
on the warrant for solar panels. She said it is going to be incumbent on the Selectmen to
look for alternative energies and to find ways to make energy affordable and also
environmentally friendly.
Bud Groskopf spoke about a letter from Representative Turner regarding the bills that are
coming forward in the State level regarding cable and Verizon’s attempt to short-circuit
the method by which their licenses are granted so the towns do not have much to say
about it if anything at all. Representative Turner is asking the selectmen to get on record
as support being against any such bills and we should in fact encourage the legislature at
the State level to stay at the current method by which towns are licensing cable. He
proposed that we do so because this is an issue where people are going to find out they
don’t have a say at all.
Mr. Saben noted that the John Simpkins School Re-Use Committee is seeking individuals
in regards to the re-use of the building. They are looking for ideas, concepts.
Town Administrator
Mr. Lawton reviewed the consent agenda.
One was Global Warming Awareness Rally at Taylor Bray Farm
Gift by Mr. & Mrs. Glivinski – donation to the recreation sailing program of laser
sailboats and all of the sails, approximate value.$800

Mrs. McAuliffe felt it was important to support the rally but imperative to have adults
present.
Mrs. McAuliffe moved to approve consent agenda, seconded by Mr. Sullivan vote
unanimous.
Mr. Lawton had a list of seven articles that the board did not take a position on.
Service Connection Receipts Article – no impact on tax rate – we now have a final
number $170,000. Recommend
Bills of Prior Years – there are none – Recommend to postpone
Police and Fire Wages Issue is to transfer funds that we receive from insurance claims
and transfer them back to the wages. Recommend
Cape Cod Commission Article – Dr. Marasco suggested deferring to a date certain which
would be the next ATM which would give the Commission a year to answer their
concerns. Mr. Groskopf agreed. Mr. Sullivan felt the Commission is going to have any
substantive answers within the next year. They are talking about a mapping project that
will go on forever and if they are going to take the recommendation of the 21st Century
Group and hang their hat on that we will be wasting a year. He wasn’t ready to make his
recommendation just yet. He said there is a lot of concern in the community about the
process. Mrs. McAuliffe said she would like a little more time as well. There are times
when the Commission has been helpful in terms of large projects but the point we made
is Yarmouth may have a great deal of difficulty with its redevelopment and economic
base. She would like to wait on this and she wasn’t sure she would be willing to give the
Cape Cod Commission a year.
Mr. Lawton said if this passes at town meeting, this would have to go to a ballot. Mr.
Sullivan said looking at the process we are asking town meeting for the permission to put
it on the ballot so the whole town can vote in. this board or town meeting has the final
authority on it. Dr. Marasco pointed out that there are interests in Yarmouth that are
currently being supported by the Cape Commission. The interests of Yarmouth
concerning the KeySpan, a pipeline that will jeopardize the citizens’ safety. Another
project is the airport. Another interest is the industrialization of Nantucket Sound. He
said the town could lose on many fronts and then no one wins.
Mrs. McAuliffe said the Commission is now in court with Keyspan because Keyspan is
not recognizing their jurisdiction. Keyspan may just ignore everyone and they are trying
to overturn all permitting processes. She said there is no cleanup at the airport. They are
leaving the ponds in tact. There is no traffic mitigation for the Town of Yarmouth. They
are going to have to build an entrance but that is not for the Town of Yarmouth. We may
lose ground in terms of the Cape Wind project. While the Commission has regional
issues and regional impact she was concerned they are not going to address individual
town things and hopefully we can go forward such as the Commission could make a

gesture of good faith in the next month and say we are going to do away with thresholds
or we are going to give DRIs to towns. It should take a year.
Mr. Saben said it is important this goes to town meeting. He liked the idea of deferring to
a date certain. It is important to hold the Commission’s feet to the fire. We need to
recognize it is not the staff that these issues are with. It is with the elected officials at the
County level, the Assembly of Delegates and the County Commissioners. They are
responsible for running the stats and we need to continue to send a message to those two
groups that Yarmouth needs to be heard and they need to take action and the way to do
that is thru a discussion at town meeting and to have the voice of the community be
heard. It is important to have the opportunity to discuss it. He doesn’t have a
recommendation one way or another.
Hold recommendation until town meeting.
Mr. Lawton gave an update of the owners of the 1750s. the 21E study has not been
completed. Hopefully, by the end of this week we may have something completed.
Installation of the solar panel. We have a number and it would be borrowed.
Recommend.
The Change in Town Meeting date until the end of April. Recommend.
There are no new numbers on the school budget. Next week is the last chance to have a
discussion. There may be some new numbers or some other information.
Mr. Lawton said there was a notice in the newspaper on Monday that Governor Patrick
was going to be coming on the 11th of April to meet with citizens on the Mid Cape. Mr.
Lawton had several conversations with Mr. Isadore, and he did inform Mr. Lawton that
the date had changed and it will be on the 17th either at the Mattacheese School or the
Senior Center at 6:00.
Mr. Lawton said a week ago a lady came in with a bag of trash and raised some issues
about cleanup. Mr. Lawton had a conversation with Rob Angell and he reminded Mr.
Lawton that Earth Day is April 22. Mr. Lawton asked if there is a way that we could
expand that to incorporate some of the issues that were raised. Rob said one option is the
Board of Selectmen could issue a challenge to Yarmouth residents that on Earth Day
everyone go outside of their house and pick up the litter in front of there house and bring
it to the disposal area. There would not be any cost. If any civic groups wanted to be
involved, he could make arrangements to do some type of a pick up for that specific
group. He said free disposal day does not work. There are always people with problems.
We had to give extensions for one month, two months. This method ties into Earth Day
and if there is a group that wanted to do something at beaches Rob could help and maybe
do a pickup. Earth Day is April 22. The Selectmen agreed with this proposal and urged
neighborhood associations could also get outside and do some cleaning.

Rico Poliseno said the Chairman of Board of Appeals David Reid does a great job.
He spoke about his condominiums and the problems he has had in the past with going to
the Board of Appeals.
Being no further business, Mrs. McAuliffe moved to adjourn the meeting, seconded by
Mr. Sullivan, vote was unanimous.
Jd

Board of Selectmen Regular Meeting February 6, 2007
Selectmen Present: Jim Saben, Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, Bill
Marasco and Town Administrator Robert Lawton.
Chairman Jim Saben opened the meeting at 7 p.m. with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Public
Mr. Peter Kenney spoke about the success of the development of Shaw’s. He spoke
about how the town was able to regulate the plan and execute on its own. He asked the
Board of Selectmen to contact the County formally and ask how we go about proposing
to the Cape Cod Commission that everything within the four corners of this article be
hereby and forever exempted from the Commission review. He suggested this could be
inserted into the regional policy plan. All we are going to do is save a lot of people a lot
of money and encourage people who are otherwise timid to go ahead with their plans.
Jane Hibbert, Town Clerk, spoke about the town’s population and how it has
decreased since 2000 by over 10%. She was asking to see if there is a way to get more
people to respond to the census. They don’t have to be voters but have to be residents.
We need the correct population especially with the Federal Census coming up in 2010.
She said if anyone has any suggestions on what we can do . She urged everyone to fill
the forms out and return to the Town Clerk’s office.
Nancy Anastasia, Dennis Yarmouth Regional School Committee, She also noted
how the census numbers are very important to the schools. She passed out some of the
newsletters the school produces to the selectmen. They have been discussing adding new
staff one of which is called a Dean and she gave the selectmen a copy of a job
description. She reported they are in the process of hiring a new director of fiscal affairs
and hope to have him on board by May 1st, Joseph Cuccinato. Mr. Finnell is retiring on
May 15. Nancy said last night they did approve a varsity sailing program and there are
now 45 plus students in this program. This is at no expense to the school district. The
students do some fund raising. She wanted to thank the Recreation Department in
helping and supporting this group and also noted the improvements at Englewood Beach
have been fantastic for boating. Nancy said their next meeting is Monday the 12th. It is
their kickoff for their budget and the school committee is looking forward to meeting
with the board on March 6.
Charlotte Striebel, Assembly of Delegates, was present representing the County
Department of Human Services along with Reverend Tom Murphy who is pastor of the
West Yarmouth Congregational Church and the representative of the Yarmouth Clergy
Association who are supporting the programs that Charlotte will be speaking about.
Charlotte thanked the board for this opportunity to speak about the summer good service
program. The mission of the program is to provide as many meals as possible to as many
children as possible on as many days as possible in a welcoming community setting. On
the Cape the summer program was started in Hyannis and over the past several years has

progressed to the Towns of Mashpee and Sandwich and she hopes this year to Yarmouth.
There are 3 locations in Hyannis where each one serves over 200 meals a day to children
and youth from ages 1 thru 18 can get free healthy meals when school is out thru the
federally funded program of the United States Department of Agriculture which is
administered by the Mass Department of Education. Grant money is also available from
Project Bread for capital expenses including food preparation and distribution equipment
as well as books, games, arts and craft material, sports equipment and other recreation
supplies to help new sponsors and sites to get off the ground and attract children to this
program. Project Bread is the State’s leading anti hunger organization. Its mission is to
alleviate, prevent and ultimately end hunger in Massachusetts. Charlotte said they were
not at the meeting to ask for funds but were here to provide education to the selectmen
and to the residents of the Town of Yarmouth. There are many ways to get involved.
You can become a sponsor or vendor and provide food to meal sites. Sponsors get
reimbursed by the Department of Education. You can help start a new meal site, you can
volunteer at a site and leave recreational activities with the children and you can help get
out the word about the meal location to parents and children. The Health and Human
Services Department is actively seeking a site in Yarmouth. Through this presentation it
is our hope it will be possible for them to establish a summer food service program this
year. She noted that Steve Brown, Director of Summer Program, Sue Robach, Aide to
Senator Rob O’Leary and she have personally spoken with Chief Peter Carnes who is
very enthusiastic about the program and hope that it can be establish. There is a definite
need. Charlotte said for more information please get in touch with Steve Brown at the
Barnstable County Department of Health and Human Services.
Mr. Saben mentioned the burial of a young who died in Iraq, Sergeant Alexander Fuller
and asked everyone to take a moment and reflect to the service to his country.
Hearings
Licensing Chair read the legal ad for the Change of Location, Jeffrey David Pear, Inc.
dba Bass River Motors from 1253 Route 28, South Yarmouth to 433 Station Avenue
South Yarmouth. Present was Mr. Pear. Mr. Sullivan said he has done business with Mr.
Pear and no him well and if anyone has any objections he will step aside, seeing none he
continued. Mr. Sullivan referred to a plan that was in the selectmen’s packet along with a
Board of Appeals decision filed on the 9th of January.
Mr. Pear explained his move and explained they have done a lot of work on the inside of
the building and are planning on refurbishing the outside when whether permits. Mr.
Sullivan recommended the Board grant the transfer of the license. Mrs. McAuliffe
moved the recommendation, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote unanimous.
Mr. Sullivan read the legal ad for the Transfer of Stock from Blue Rock Club, Inc., to
Kingsbury Management, Inc. DeWitt Davenport, President. Mr. Sullivan noted the
board has all of the paperwork. The request is transfer of ownership of the stock only
from individuals to the Kingbury Management Inc. where Mr. Davenport is President.

Dewitt Davenport said there will be no change in management, no change in directors, no
change in officers. It is a transfer of stock internally for family purposes. No questions.
Mr. Sullivan recommended the board grant the transfer. Mrs. McAuliffe so moved,
seconded by Mr. Groskopf, vote unanimous.
Assessor’s Records Copy Fees, Second Reading
Mr. Lawton said there was a copy of a letter in the packet from Mr. Neitz indicating he
was not in favor of the increase. Mr. Saben noted the copy fee will remain the same
throughout town hall but the $1.00 fee is directly related to the work required to pull a
deed and make a copy for an individual. Mr. Lawton explained this will bring us in line
with other communities cape wide. No comments from the public. Mrs. McAuliffe
moved to accept the fees as presented, seconded by Mr. Sullivan. Vote unanimous.
Capital Budget Committee Discussion: Debt Exemption Proposed
Peter Johnson-Staub, Assistant Town Administrator noted Art deBonville and Ted
Weissberger, Chair and Vice Chair of the Capital Budget Committee were out of town on
long term vacations. He introduced Steve Davis, Lou Matrasia, Carol Wall, Rob Granger
and Brad Goodwin. Peter presented a brief overview of the debt exclusion proposal. The
Capital Budget Committee has refined its recommendation. The recommendation the
selectmen received in their packets was for $490,000. Peter explained the original staff
proposal was to address items that covered five years worth of requests for infrastructure
and facility repair projects of the type typically included in Article 6. the total cost of this
staff proposal was $1,087,000. If approved the debt exclusion would enable the town to
keep pace with some of the most pressing needs for the next two years.
Peter gave some examples of the most recent changes. The removal of playground
equipment which is included in a Community Preservation Act warrant article and the
addition of a sound system replacement at Mattacheese Middle School which is used for
town meeting. Peter then reviewed the list with the board.
Appointments
Suzanne McAuliffe noted a letter of resignation from the Affordable Housing Committee,
Kathy Valenti. Mr. Sullivan moved to accept the resignation with regret and appreciation
for her services, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote unanimous.
Approval of Minutes
Mrs. McAuliffe moved to accept the Selectmen Minutes of September 26, 2006, Mr.
Sullivan seconded. Vote unanimous.
Selectmen Items

Mr. Groskopf commended the Affordable Housing Committee who held a meeting at the
Senior Center last night with dinner and a meeting.
Mrs. McAuliffe felt the town should be sending letters to the Barnstable County
Commissioners as well as the Assembly of Delegates requesting that they seriously take a
look at the Cape Cod Commission threshold and the Cape Cod Commission Act and that
we recommend the reports of the 21st Century Task Force to the Commissioners and to
the Assembly to look at. Mrs. McAuliffe said the report encompasses a lot of the things
the board has said and it has infinite detail on how to fix things with the Cape Cod
Commission. She said right now the Act is open for change.
Mrs. McAuliffe referred to a letter from Brad Hall to the railroad about cleaning up along
the railroad and she was very happy to say that in one short week the railroad responded
and has gone all the way down into the Boy scout property and cleaned up all along the
railroad trucks. She suggested a letter of appreciation on behalf of the Board of
Selectmen is in order. Mr. Lawton noted that Mr. Jeffrey Smith from Yarmouth Port
brought the issue to his attention and we sent a letter before thru Rob Angell to the
railroad and it was ignored. When Mr. Lawton received some pictures from Mr. Smith
showing where some of this junk had been placed in ponds, in wetland areas, he asked
Brad Hall to take a look at it, toured the area, sent a letter and then there was not a great
response and then got the State involved and went to DEP and this kicked it up a notch.
Mr. Lawton said Mr. Hall did a great job on this and the railroad did a decent job
cleaning this up.
Mr. Saben noted North Dennis Road is closed due to the building of Crab Creek Culvert.
Mr. Saben congratulated the conservation group that was responsible for getting the
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs Wetland Restoration Grant for the Shore
Road Culvert in West Yarmouth. Mr. Lawton said the Engineering Division, Brad Hall
and Karl vonHone were responsible for getting this grant.
Mr. Saben read a proclamation written in regards to the Cultural Center of Cape Cod’s
grand opening Saturday, February 10. He asked the Board approve and sign this
proclamation. Mr. Lawton said we are also sending a letter to the Historic Commission
in Boston because the Cultural Center has been nominated for an award for the
renovation of the building. The Yarmouth Historic Commission has also sent a letter.
Mr. Groskopf said many, many hands went into this but Marion Brodrick, President and
Bob Nash need special mention.
Mr. Saben announced that nominations papers are available at the town clerk’s office,
Yarmouth Town Hall. Deadline to obtain papers is Friday, March 9 at 5:00 p.m.
Deadline to file papers is Tuesday, March 27 at 5:00. this year’s ballot includes two seats
on the Board of Selectmen currently held by Mr. Saben and Mr. Sullivan, one seat on DY
School Committee currently held by Gerry Bastian and one seat on the Yarmouth
Housing Authority currently held by Marianne Walsh.

Mr. Saben announced he will not be a candidate for re-election to the Board of
Selectmen. It has been an absolute pleasure to serve but he has some other things he
needs to do in life and he will pursuing those in the near future.
Town Administrator
Mr. Lawton said we are starting the annual town meeting review and chose a couple of
articles to go over this evening. People will be coming in in the near future to give
details of other articles.
1. potential land acquisition for a parcel of property on Route 28 in West Yarmouth
which is slightly run down. The purpose of the acquisition is to open up some
space on 28 to remove the building itself and to possibly use the back of the
property for some septage or sewerage work.
2. regulatory board voting – this is an adoption of a section of the General Law
which will allow municipal boards to avoid quorum problems when members are
missing. This would allow a board member missing one hearing to catch up and
rejoin the voting quorum by reading and listening to the record of the meeting.
The problem comes on regulatory boards when you need a specific number of
people to either sit or if you have a hearing which lasts more than one evening, if
someone on the second evening is not available, the hearing starts to fall apart.
This is an opportunity to adopt this section of the General Laws that would allow
the Board of Appeals, Planning Board, Board of Health and Conservation
Commission to use the tool.
3. Marina Legislation - Mr. Lawton noted the town has been working on this for a
number of years. It is a request to the State Legislature to provide us with some
special legislation to allow us to use a build and operate option for the
construction of the Parkers River Marina. We need to have town meeting approve
a request to go from the Board of Selectmen to the legislature to affect the change.
Mr. Lawton reviewed the consent agenda and with a motion from Mrs. McAuliffe and a
second from Mr. Sullivan, vote was unanimous.
Mr. Lawton referred to a note from Jacqueline Adams, Library Director, asking the board
if they would like to consider an idea, Meet Your Selectmen Day sometime in March,
possibly a Sunday.
Being no further business, Mrs. McAuliffe moved to adjourn, seconded by Mr. Sullivan.
Vote unanimous.

Board of Selectmen Regular Meeting January 30, 2007
Selectmen Present: Jim Saben, Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, Bill
Marasco and Town Administrator Robert Lawton.
Chairman Jim Saben opened the meeting at 7 p.m. with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Public
Mr. Peter Kenney spoke about the proposed article for the town meeting warrant
regarding the town withdrawing from the Cape Cod Commission. He said he can only
urge the Selectmen that we do this. He said the Cape Cod Commission has utterly failed
in many of the key areas where it is commanded to act i.e. balance economic
development, DRI reviews, mitigation funds. We have paid over 50 million dollars not
to have what the law says they shall do. Please put this article on the warrant.
Mr. William Bastian, Chair of Yarmouth Finance Committee, addressed the board
regarding the motion the Finance Committee moved and approved last night. It wasn’t
unanimous 5-2 vote. They approved the following – it has come to their attention that
many of the Cape towns have supported the proposed Charter bill legislation, docket
#3968, an act relative to room occupancy excise tax as described in the Cape Cod Times,
January 29, 2007. The Turner Bill would give the town the ability to extend the hotel and
motel room tax to include private rentals and timeshares that are rented for 90
consecutive days or less. Providing Yarmouth annual town meeting budget stays within
the constraints of proposition 2 ½, it has become increasing difficult and has lead to a
reduction in services in recent years. Bill said they feel any potential source of revenue
should be fully explored. The Finance Committee would like to ask the Board of
Selectmen to undertake a serious discussion on the current bill legislation and they would
also be happy to deliberate the topic with the Board as well.
Bill Bastian stated when he was at the MMA Conference in Boston, he attended a
conference where they had established a budget committee in the town. It consisted of
representatives from the Board of Selectmen, the Town Administrator’s Office, the
Finance Committee, School Superintendent and a member from the School Committee.
He would also add a representative from the Capital Budget Committee. He has
discussed this idea with several people to establish a forum for various major departments
to share ideas and understand the constsraints and opportunities that we all face in terms
of crafting our budgets. He thought he would bring this to the board’s attention so they
could think about it and will ask the school committee if they would like to participate.
Mr. Francis Robinson addressed the policy on unpaved roads. He handed out some info
to the Selectmen. He said it is a good idea to have policies but the construction of policy
is not a one way street and functions best in the give and take of public discussion. He
asked the board to postpone the implementation of this policy for the coming year until
those affected learn of its existence and having chance during the summer to attend
public hearings. He spoke about Crowell Road. He said the adoption of the policy may

compromise a well established past practice. A past practice of unpaved road
maintenance is detailed in the material he gave the board. He requested that the town
continue the long established past practice that is developed and initiated by this town in
the 1950s or sooner. He asked about plowing and sanding. He continued his requesting
to continue to maintain Crowell Road, a dirt road, as the town has done in the past. The
board asked that Mr. Lefter review the handouts and respond to some of the issues Mr.
Robinson raised regarding the ability to place catch basins on sandy roads, the condition
of upper Crowell Road regarding pot holes, the issue of Florence Lane drainage, the
drainage at the intersection of South Sea Avenue and Crowell Road and the intersection
of Crowell Road and Barnes Lane.
The Board took no action on revising their unpaved road policy. The Board may revisit
the issue and the policy by the summer months.
League of Women Voters
Harriet Wilson, member of League of Women Voters and resident announced a meeting
the League was sponsoring on February 16 at the Dennis Senior Center at 7:00 p.m. it is
entitled “Don’t Just Stand There, Run”.
Hearing
Assessors Records –Mr. Lawton stated this hearing was published in the Yarmouth
Register. The hearing is held to raise the fees that currently apply to assessors records,
current they are $.20 cents a piece and we are proposing $1.00 and customer generated
copies would go from $20 to >$50. these proposed amounts are well in line with other
towns.
No comments from the board or the public.
Action will be taken on this next week.
Division of Natural Resources – Mooring and Slip Fees, (Second Reading)
Mr. Saben excused himself from this hearing. Mrs. McAuliffe chaired the hearing.
Public – a citizen asked that the payment be spread out.
There was some discussion and Mr. Sullivan moved the fees as presented with the
following amendments: the mooring fees at $100 shall be effective immediately and the
total new fees is due and payable upon renewal for the 2007 season. The slip fees are
adopted as proposed with the 100% of the prior fees: Packet Landing $75 per foot and
Colonial Acres/Englewood Beach $30 per foot. And will be due and payable upon
renewal.

The additional $25 per foot at Packet Landing and $20 per foot at Colonial
Acres/Englewood Beach is due and payable no later than July 15, 2007. This split in the
collection of fees is only valid for 2007. Seconded by Mr. Groskopf vote 4-1. Mr.
Sullivan moved the mooring fees as presented under a separate vote due to the fact Dr.
Marasco has a mooring, seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote 3-0-1 with Dr. Marasco
abstaining.
Mr. Saben returned
Application for Change in Description of Premises for Seasonal All-Alcoholic Innholders
License held by Red Jacket Beach Limited Partnership, the Red Jacket Beach Motor
Inn, Thomas A. Moore, Manager.
Mr. Sullivan read the legal ad which appeared in the Yarmouth Register.
Mr. Thomas Moore said they wanted to change the description of premise to include
desired areas of outside service. Currently they don’t have outside service. Mr. Sullivan
said on those licenses we have no glass on the outside. Mrs. McAuliffe asked how they
were going to keep control of the liquor service outside in terms of guests, non guest and
under aged drinkers. Mr. Moore said all of the servers are TIPS trained and all of the
guests wear wrist bands. Dr. Marasco said the hotel industry is very important and in
allowing our hotels to upgrade, allowing them to keep up with the trends is very
important and the town should help with that. Mr. Saben suggested no drinking near the
docks, no service at the docks. No comments from the public. Mrs. McAuliffe moved
the application as requested, seconded by Mr. Saben. Vote unanimous.
Planning Board – Presentation of Town Meeting Articles
The Planning Board members and Terry Sylvia reviewed the proposed articles for the
annual town meeting as they were given to the selectmen in their packets.
Housekeeping Article – eliminate reference to the now sign committee.
Further define duties of Design Committee at Site Plan Review
Eliminate reduced frontage lots
Define term “Caliper”
Create Hotel/Motel Overlay District
Parking -1 add parking requirement for day care centers and add stacking lane
requirement for drive through windows.
Remove a lot from the motel district

Define Units-Per Acre (housekeeping)
Revise Zoning map – rezone Route 28, lot from part B1 & B2 (Cavalier Motel Lodge)
Revise the Motel bylaw to increase minimum dwelling size and make corrections to
references.
Revise the Affordable Housing bylaw to make corrections to the text
Revise the definition of Qualified Household
Also submitted by other than the planning board were articles relating to:
Municipal wind energy bylaw
Revise zoning map – rezone Berry Ave lot from part B2 & part R25 to all B2
(petitioned).
(see attached) for details on articles)
The Board thanked the Planning Board their commitment to the town and all of their hard
work in preparing for town meeting.
Police Chief Peter Carnes – Traffic Accident Update and Long Pond Drive Update
Chief Carnes referred to their annual report for 2006. there was a large increase in
accidents and an increase in fatal accidents. In reviewing the data, there are a variety of
causes for the fatal crashes. Three of them involved motorcycles, one was when a tree
fell on a car on 6A. they had an unfortunate fatality where a gentleman attempted to
control traffic on Route 28 and stepped in front of a passing car, and a number of
accidents were caused by excessive speed greater than 80 mph. A majority of accidents
were due to driver error, alcohol involved, excessive speed, lack of seat belts. The police
department issued approximately 1882 traffic violations. They take their traffic
enforcement seriously. They have accident reconstruction officers which helps them
determine many factors in the cause of accidents. He noted that side air bags are very
helpful in preventing serious injury. Chief Carnes said they have developed vehicle
enforcement goals. They will be doing whatever they can with the community to
provide specialized programs. They have been using grant money for youth programs,
enforcement exercise, training which results in speed reduction, reduction of drunk
driving and also seatbelt enforcement. He is expecting to get similar grants in 2007 to be
proactive again. There was a discussion on the speed trailer and Chief Carnes said at
this time there are no grants available to purchase more of these. He said presently there
are 71 streets waiting for that trailer. Bud Groskopf suggested getting the Moose Lodge,
Rotary, Chamber etc. involved in perhaps purchasing some of these trailers.

There was also a short discussion on the Long Pond Drive Speed issue. The Chief said
he wasn’t prepared to speak on this because the town engineer is not present. There has
been a study and review done by the town engineering division. He is making some
recommendations and they are working with him. The police department is still working
on some of his recommendations and he would prefer to meet with him before coming
back to the board.
Mr. Saben said he had one thing to add. If you have a small pet put it in the appropriate
place and not in your lap when you are driving down the streets. Mr. Sullivan said dogs
should be in the back seat and they make harnesses and that is the safest place for your
pet.
Mr. Saben thanked the Chief for his attendance.
Finalize Annual Town Meeting Warrant
Mr. Lawton said there were 57 potential articles. There was one added today – transfer
monies for police and fire overtime wages.
The first 9 are the same as other years and the other items are fairly self explanatory.
There are acceptance of gifts of land.
Mr. Lawton said he needs to final wording by the 9th of February and if the board wanted
to take anything out they would need to by the 19th.
Mr. Sullivan moved to close the warrant for April 2007, seconded by Mrs. McAuliffe.
Vote unanimous.
Selectmen Items
Mrs. McAuliffe said she attended the Airport DRI last Thursday at the Cape Cod
Commission. They were able to get every single one of our requests that SEA
Consultants had put together as recommendations into the actual DRI. They were voted
by the full Commission so we will be kept informed on everything from water quality
studies to operation management, to design, all the issues concerning water quality and
traffic information.
Mrs. McAuliffe said she felt the Commission was still not in tune with Yarmouth’s needs
to determine its future. She felt we are not being heard and we need to keep trying to be
heard.

Mr. Groskopf said the best thing we did was handing them a full page of suggestions that
they need to take under advisement. We left them with some positive in writing
suggestions and these are the things they are going to have to change.
Dr. Marasco said he thinks they are hearing us but don’t think it is important of what we
have to say. He said the board needs to have a discussion whether or not we want to be
involved with a group that does not feel our concerns. Or maybe the interests of
Yarmouth are so divergent from the other people on the Cape Cod Commission that we
just don’t benefit from the commonality. It is up to the Board to decide if we want to try
and do something different.
Mr. Sullivan said he was hopeful that they heard the message last week. He said it is not
Yarmouth only, it is the towns the size of Yarmouth. The larger towns have the same
issues and some of expressed last week. He said he doesn’t think we were heard or there
is an intention to change the Commission to the point that they will act to requests.
Mr. Lawton reviewed the consent agenda – Mrs. McAuliffe moved to approve the
consent agenda, seconded by Mr. Sullivan. Vote unanimous.
Being no further business, Mrs. McAuliffe moved to adjourn, seconded by Mr. Sullivan –
vote unanimous.

Board of Selectmen Workshop Meeting January 23, 2007
Selectmen Present: Jim Saben, Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, Bill
Marasco and Town Administrator Robert Lawton.
Chairman Jim Saben opened the meeting at 7 p.m. with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Mr. Saben stated the Board had an informational meeting last week with the State and the
Board of Health regarding fluoridation. This board voted unanimously to support the
findings of the State with regards to fluoridation. That does not mean that fluoridation is
about to take place in the Town of Yarmouth. There is a process and it will move
forward and a decision will be made by the Board of Health. At that time, there are
additional options available should they decide to act one way or another. This is not an
issue in which the Board of Selectmen is directing to fluoridate the water. We do not
have the authority to do so. He wanted people to understand that the Yarmouth Board of
Selectmen has not directed anyone to fluoridate the water in the Town of Yarmouth. This
is a subject that has been ongoing for two years and no action has been taken and felt it
was important to bring it to the front, have the discussions and make the decisions rather
than keep this issue in limbo. Suzanne noted this was not the forum to make comments
and if they wish to make comments they should be making them to the Board of Health
because the Selectmen do not have the authority. The Board of Health will continue to
discuss this issue and they will inform the public when they additional discussions and
when they will actually make their final vote on the issue. There will be plenty
opportunity for the community to express their concerns to the appropriate authority the
Board of Health.
Public
Mr. Saben introduced Sarah, from DY– she spoke about the “No Prom for Darfur”.
She asked the community for their support.
Mrs. McAuliffe asked if a notice could be placed on Channel 18.
Cape Cod Commission – Mr. Greg Smith – Discussion Waste Disposal Contracts
Greg wanted to talk about how the Town of Yarmouth’s Municipal Solid Waste is
managed once it leaves the transfer station. He presented a power point slide show. He
talked about the current waste disposal contract that the Town of Yarmouth has with
SEMASS in Rochester. He talked about what was going on locally and in the State with
regard to the transformation of solid waste. He talked about the formation of a contract.
He spoke about forming a disposal contract committee. He said the TIP fee does not
include transportation costs. He said Massachusetts generated 14 million tons of solid
waste in 2004 and of that amount 7.7 million tons was recycled leaving 6.3 million tons
to be disposed of. 1.7 million tons were put into landfills here in Massachusetts, 3
million tons were burned, 1.6 million were sent out of the state. In that year, Yarmouth
disposed of 16,660 tons and 9800 tons came from the transfer station.

Greg spoke of the SEMASS facility which provides disposal capacity to 16 communities
under contract and its operation. The State has a moratorium on the construction of new
waste to energy facilities in the Commonwealth. Recycling does pay a role. In the
future, pay as you go may assist the communities.
He spoke of options – sending our waste to SEMASS. Yarmouth has 7 years left on a
very low cost contract. Yarmouth can do nothing or the Town of Yarmouth can begin to
evaluate viable options independently. We have the Bourne integrated solid waste
management facility. Sending the waste out of state is another viable option. There are
also alternative technologies – coal composting, refuse derived fuels, or evaluating these
options collectively with sister communities. From a negotiating point of view this
would be beneficial.
Greg’s recommendation to the board was to consider signing on to the establishment of a
regional contract agreement. The committee would be made up of a town manager or
someone from the Board of Selectmen to negotiate in good faith with some of the viable
options he pointed out. That committee would begin to review some of the viable
options. He was here to facilitate a planning process with the desired outcome that the
cape communities would be able to negotiate a beneficial, long term contract for waste
disposal in the Town of Yarmouth.
Rob Angell said he talked to Greg at length and George Allaire, DPW Director and Mr.
Lawton and he said they all feel the end of the contract will get here before we know it.
He thought Greg was a little early with it but considering sometimes how long it takes the
towns to work together he felt five years out of the contract somewhere in 2010 would be
a good time to start doing some hard negotiating with SEMASS and two years of trying
to get that done doesn’t put us that far out. Rob said he feels for the town BFI is the way
to go. He doesn’t see the Town of Bourne an option. He felt SEMASS is the first place
to go and environmentally it is sounder than trucking to an open landfill out of state. It
may be a little early but we may want to start to see where we want to go. Rob said he
sees a regional committee of 5 or 6 people which means the towns would have to agree
on one person to represent them. He did say one representative from each town wouldn’t
work.
Greg said his capacity or the Cape Cod Commission’s capacity will be to facilitate the
planning process and the appointees will come back to their respective towns and the
towns will make their own decisions.
Mr. Saben thanked Greg Smith for coming in and will look forward to updates.
Hearing

Department of natural Resources – Mooring and Slip Fees – First Reading

Mr. Saben excused himself from this section of the meeting because he is a mooring
holder.
Vice Chair Suzanne McAuliffe chaired this portion of the meeting.
Suzanne read the legal ad which appeared in the Register Newspaper and asked Karl
vonHone, Natural Resource Director, to explain the proposed fees and why and they the
board will make a decision at a following meeting to allow the public to provide some
input in the interim between the first reading and the second reading.
Karl reviewed the fee comparison he prepared with other towns. He reviewed the
proposed fees (see attached). Karl said he will be using the increase in revenues to
hopefully fund personnel that were unable to be hired. This will improve the public
safety out on the waters. It will cover some additional increases for general costs that
have gone up. He figured it would be approximately $25,000 in increased fees.
Public
Tom Conrad said Packet’s Landing is a great operation but he said this is the second
increase in a row. He suggested implementing the increases a little at a time and would
appreciate some consideration on this. He said he has no problem with the services
provided.
Don Foster he understands the cost of services is going up. He said this will be an over
$600 increase in one year. He also suggested spreading it out over a couple of years.

Following a brief discussion, this hearing was continued until next week, January 30 for
the second reading.
Jim Saben returned to the Board

CPC Annual Town Meeting Articles
Mr. Lawton said the Community Preservation Committee will be reviewing their list of
proposed articles which they provided to the selectmen in a memo dated January 19,
2007.
Present were: Jim Hoben, Chairman, Jim Carroll, Gary Ellis, Priscilla Gregory (absent),
Jack Mulkeen, Tom Roche, Curt Sears, John Viega and Maryanne Lawson and Jen
Coutinho, Staff Assistant.
Jim Hoben said they were present to bring forward their articles for town meeting. He
said they received 17 applications for CPC funding and recommend 9 of those articles
and two standard housekeeping articles.

At the beginning of the year they have had roughly 3.3 million dollars in CPC funds
which represents 100% match from the state and out of those funds they were allocated
as follows: $930,000 for housing, $1.2 million for open space, $1,050,000 for historic
resources, $100,000 for recreation, $109,250 for operating and leaves us with 1.8 million
dollars. We left approximately 55 percent of the money in the bank.
Mr. Hoben reviewed the proposed articles.
Yarmouth Housing Authority – Affordable Housing purposes $230,000
Housing Assistance Corporation – Affordable Housing purposes $500,000
Department of Community Development $200,000 – Affordable Housing Purposes
Carol McManus - $20,000 – Open Space
Open Space Committee $513,000 – Open Space
Department of Community Development -$675,000 – Open Space
DPW and Planning Division - $528,000 – Historic Resource
Department of Community Development - $531,000 – Historic Resource
DPW - $100,000 Recreation
John Simpkins Re-Use Committee Multi purpose
Housekeeping Articles
(see attached)
There was discussion on each item and the board thanked the CPC for their work and
urged the committee to get this information out to the public.
Mr. Lawton stated next week the Board per the Charter will need to take their final vote
on what will appear on the annual town meeting warrant. He provided the board with a
list of 55 articles plus a few that came in today.
Mr. Lawton said we have to have all of the articles written by February 9 and shortly
thereafter we would be submitting it to the printer. The last date to remove any articles
would be February 13. Mr. Lawton reviewed the list. Mr. Saben reminded the board the
deadline is January 30 for them to review the articles. Next week this will be on the
agenda, final vote, anything to add or subtract please bring it to Bob so we can have a
clean list next week.

Mr. Lawton brought the Board up to date on the work the Finance Committee has been
doing. Adjustments have been made in budgets. A couple of double entries were found
and this shows the value of the Finance Committee. There are some minor additional
monies. We are not counting on any new State aid. We are making the adjustments and
at the moment barring any problems we are about $10,000 to $12,000 out. There are
some other things in the warrant that we may want to fund. As an example, the tourism
preservation we may not be able to put all of it in. another problem is the motel taxes are
going down. Mr. Lawton said there will be more to come on the budget. The Finance
Committee and he hope to finish next week with the total run thru of all of the budgets
and on the 31st we will do a summary and make some presentations to this board.
Mr. Saben noted that Yarmouth has the third lowest average annual tax bill impact on
Cape Cod. Dennis is the lowest. He said it is a credit to our department heads and our
town administration that we continue to provide the quality services that we are all
custom to and still keep our tax base as it is.
Consent Agenda
Mr. Lawton reviewed the consent agenda which included gifts and the approval of the
change of date for the expiration of the disposal area stickers from April 30. that was a
request by the town clerk and by Rob Angell. She is trying to make things happen at the
same time also she is in the middle of town meeting preparations.
Mr. Sullivan moved the date for the expiration of the disposal sticker and to accept the
gifts as listed. Seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote unanimous. Mr. Lawton explained
there will be a transition time for the first year.
Mr. Saben excused himself from the following discussion and vote.
Another item on the consent agenda is the approval of the one day license for the Cultural
Center. It is authorized under the general law and they meet all of the criteria. Mrs.
McAuliffe moved to approve, seconded by Mr. Sullivan. Vote 3-0-1 with one abstention
Mr. Groskopf.
Mr. Lawton said Jane Hastings provided the board with a listing of town elections and the
dates to register to vote along with the vacancies and the last day to register to vote for
the annual town meeting is March 21, nomination papers are available now and need to
be submitted by March 13.
Mr. Lawton referred to a note he sent to Karen Greene concerning the Comprehensive
Plan. He said we need to have the plan completed. Karen is pulled in so many directions
and after a discussion Karen will be telling Bob what the workload is and under the
Charter Mr. Lawton could decide here is the task she needs to put on top and making this
a priority to finish the piece of business.

Selectmen Items
Mr. Groskopf spoke about the 12 people who died on the streets of Barnstable County
last year during the winter. He said thanks to Alan Byrd of Centerville who wrote a piece
in yesterday’s Cape Cod Times, it is called Operations in from the streets. They are
$10,000 behind where they were last year trying to get people off the streets and save
their lives. He was appealing to make a donation to this operation because just as
affordable housing and everything else in our society, I think we owe a duty to try to
support this operation. Send it to Operation In From the Streets, mailed to the Cape Cod
Council of Churches, PO Box 758, Hyannis, Ma. 02601.
Mrs. McAuliffe said Thursday, January 25 at 3:00, First District Court House, Assembly
of Delegates 3 pm. They will be hearing the Barnstable Airport DRI.
Alan Hamerol from Yarmouth Port asked to speak on fluoride. He said it was
demonstrated by the citizens of this community are not in favor at all. We thought this
issue was concluded and settled but apparently it is not, it is now being put forward to the
Board of Health. He spoke about the Board of Health hearing. Mr. Saben said this board
does not have jurisdiction on this issue. Their meeting was to bring this information
forward to the public and that will be a decision made by the Board of Health. Mr.
Hamerol continued his discussion on fluoride. Mr. Saben said again these issues are not
going to be addressed by this board. Dr. Marasco said it is important to listen to the
professionals.
Mrs. McAuliffe moved to adjourn this meeting, seconded by Mr. Sullivan, vote
unanimous.

Board of Selectmen Regular Meeting January 9, 2007

Selectmen Present: Jim Saben, Suzanne McAuliffe, Jerry Sullivan, Bud Groskopf, Bill
Marasco and Town Administrator Robert Lawton.
Chairman Jim Saben opened the meeting at 7 p.m. with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Public
Nancy Anastasia, DY School Committee, said she will be bringing news items or small
tidbits to the board from time to time. She reminded everyone that the school committee
meetings are broadcast on channel 22 and shortly they will be able to be reached thru the
internet. She thanked everyone for their attendance at the meeting last night and thanked
the board for their support for education in Yarmouth and we truly appreciate it.
She spoke of the Voice of Democracy – this year’s topic was Freedom’s Challenge. One
of their DY students, Nicole Blagett is this year’s State winner in this district level. She
will go on to compete at the National level. This is the second time in four years that we
have had state winners. She also announced the return of the DY Regional High
Assistant Principal Tony Morrison. He recently returned after serving our country in Iraq
and everyone is happy that he has returned safe and sound and to his family. Last night
he presented the district with two flags that were flown with him on combat missions
aboard his black hawk helicopter which will be displayed at the high school and central
office.
Mr. Peter Kenney – he wanted to solicit from the board a position on a future docket to
discuss having this board bring forward to this next town meeting a warrant article
presented to the citizens of Yarmouth that the citizens of the town of Yarmouth desire to
hold a binding referendum the issue which is filing a home rule petition with the
Massachusetts legislature to withdraw the town of Yarmouth from Chapter 716 of the
Acts of 1989 to withdraw the Cape Cod Commission Act. He asked what we are getting
in the Town of Yarmouth from the Commission. The answer is always dead silence. The
commission is having series difficulties in town after town. They have been in business
for 17 years and spent over 50 million dollars. He suggested the median salary at the
Cape Cod Commission is more than double the median income for working people. It is
time to have a discussion and time to bring it back to the voters. He suggested putting it
before the voters do you want to stay in or not?
Mr. Saben said on January 25 this board and members of our department head staff along
with our town administrator are having a meeting with representatives from the
commission on the 21st Century Task Force. We will take this subject up again often in
the near future.
Hearings

Jerry Sullivan, Licensing Chair, read the legal ad which appeared in the Register on
December 7 for the dog hearing, Carrie Carter, 42 North Main Street, South Yarmouth.
Carrie Carter stated she has read the recommendations of the hearing officer and agrees
with the recommendations and will comply with them. Mr. Sullivan said this will for
go having to swear in and having extensive testimony this evening.
Mr. Karl vonHone stated on October 25 they held a preliminary animal control hearing as
a result of a complaint being filed by Allen and Janet Rounsville as well as Margaret
Eastman against Carrie Carter the owner of two pitbulls residing at 58 North Main St.
On a number of occasions those pitbulls were loose and causing a nuisance in that area of
town. The Animal Control Division has documented 9 complaints with 7 citations issued
to Ms. Carter for the activities of those dogs. On numerous occasions the dogs left the
property and imposed a nuisance by being vicious to people going by the home as well as
a neighbor. Several bites occurred from these dogs and in turn these dogs were placed
under quarantine. Since the last offense on September 9 those dogs have not been loose
and Ms. Carter has been abiding by the preliminary agreement set forth by the
preliminary hearing. Karl and Rick Nelson the animal control officer visited the Carter
residence yesterday to take a look at the fence that has been erected to confine these dogs
to see if they have complied with the request. There were several items that we felt
needed to be upgraded and Ms. Carter has agreed to do that within the week. Karl said
their recommendation is:
Ms. Carter shall erect a fence and pen area and upgrade the existing fence so to contain
the dogs and shall meet the approval of the animal control officer and the animal control
hearing officer as to being adequate to prevent the dogs from getting loose.
Ms. Carter shall comply with the Yarmouth leashing and restraint laws. Ms. Carter shall
be required to keep all dogs inside or with her or with a responsible adult whenever she
leaves the residence. If Ms. Carter violates the leashing and restraining laws again and
such violations are confirmed by two independent parties or by an animal control officer,
natural resource officer, or police officer, then another selectmen’s hearing will be held
and the Board of Selectmen will be asked to consider additional options to include but
not limited to euthanizing the animals.
Mr. Sullivan noted in the last paragraph it states that it should be understood by all parties
that violations of the Board of Selectmen order pertaining to dogs will result in a fine of
$100 for the first offense and not more than $300 in the second in addition to the
measures described.
Mr. Sullivan asked if any of the interested parties are not happy with the
recommendations of the animal control officer and hearing officer at this time.
Ms. Crowley, 17 Highland Avenue asked about the pen. Is this the fence inside the fence?
The answer was yes.

Mr. Rounsville has been running Yankee Crafters for 35 years and he explained four
times these pitbulls came after him. Mr. Sullivan said the question was are you happy
with the recommendations? Mr. Rounsville said he wanted to make it perfectly clear that
he does not want these dogs loose for the neighbors, my self, my grandchildren or
anybody else in the neighborhood. They had customer who were bit. He wanted to
clarify that he doesn’t want those dogs loose for any reason in the future.
There was a brief discussion with the board members. Mr. Sullivan stated his
recommendation to the board is to follow the recommendation of the hearing officer and
put Ms. Carter on notice as the potential of future action. Mr. Saben moved the
recommendation, seconded by Mrs. McAuliffe. Vote unanimous. Mr. Sullivan stated the
reason his recommendation included and followed the recommendations warranted in this
case was because Ms. Carter is cooperating and it will take some time for everybody to
feel more comfortable. If there is a problem, both the natural resources officers, the
police, and this board will take fast action.
Hearing Longellow’s Pub
Mr. Sullivan read the legal ad which appeared in the Yarmouth Register – Longfellow’s
Pub, 1A Old Town House Plaza, South Yarmouth, Change of Sunday Brunch Hours from
12 p.m. opening to 11:00 a.m. and a new automatic amusement license.
Mr. Rick MacInerney, Manager was present. Certified Mail receipts were sent and
returned. Rick said basically what they would like to do is bring their brunch hours down
to 11 a.m. from 12 noon. This will enhance the business in the winter hours. They also
plan on adding a new automatic amusement license. Perhaps a golf machine. No change
in operation of the establishment. No comments from the public. Mr. Sullivan said past
practice allows the board to extend the hours to 11 a.m. Sunday morning and his
recommendation would be that we grant this request. Mr. Groskopf moved the
recommendation subject to the note by the fire department, seconded by Mrs. McAuliffe.
Vote unanimous.
Waterways Regulation Definition Change
Mr. Lawton stated this was also legally advertised. Present Mr. Karl vonHone, Natural
Resources Director, and the members of the waterways committee – Joe Tierney, Al
Keller and George Lucier. Mr. vonHone reviewed the information that was included in
the Selectmen’s packet. Karl stated that the Waterways/Shellfish Advisory Committee
and he believe the attached definition, verification procedure and regulation change will
clarify the intent and provide a clear and verifiable definition and standard. Following
much discussion, Mr. Sullivan moved to adopt the marina rules and regulations which
were attached to a memo dated January 4, 2007 (see attached) with the following
changes:
1. in section 214-9, subsection 4.1, last paragraph, last sentence – delete the words
“a vote of” and add the words “to the Board of Selectmen or a Designated

Waiver Administrator”. The sentence would read “Waivers shall only be granted
on the recommendation of the Harbormaster and the Waterways Shellfish
Advisory Committee to the Board of Selectmen or a Designated Waiver
Administrator.”
2. In the Packet Landing Commercial Loading/Off Loading Permits Regulations,
sections 5.a and 5.b) eliminate the words “at no charge” in both sentences. These
regulations become effective immediately and there is no actual or implied
grandfathering for any slip holder under these regulations.
Motion was seconded by Mrs. McAuliffe, vote was unanimous.
Massachusetts Department of Public Health Information – Fluoridation
Bruce Murphy, Health Director, began by stating the State Department of Public
Health provided KI Potassium Pills to Cape towns for the protection should their be
an incident at the Plymouth nuclear plant. The state and the towns have been working
on this for approximately 4 years. We had been working on a distribution plan and
putting into effect in December to get the pills out to the town citizens. He has
worked with the staff and the press to get the information out to the people. It has
been steady in the health department in distributing the pills, approximately 550
households have already been in. Bruce will also be working with the nursing homes
and the camps along with the fire department. We have the citizens sign a release and
they give them information. This will be ongoing throughout the year.
Lynn Bethel, Interim Director, of the Mass Department of Public Health was present
and was invited by Dr. Marasco to speak about fluoridation. Along with her also
present was Dr. Myer, expert on fluoridation who is a consultant to the Office of Oral
Health. She reviewed to the packets presented to the Selectmen. Following their
presentation and discussion, they provided information and answers to questions
regarding fluoridation of water. During the presentation answers were provided on
the sole source aquifer issue, fluoridated waters used to mix baby formula, and a
series of others questions which were raised. Mass Dept of Public Health also
provided information on the General Laws concerning fluoridation, fluoridation facts
and web sites which can be used to provide additional information for residents who
have concerns or questions. At the conclusion of the information meeting, the Board
of Selectmen unanimously voted to agree to support the Massachusetts Department of
Public Health recommendation to fluoridate town water supplies. The next step
would be for the Board of Health to vote on fluoridation of the Yarmouth Water
supply as authorized under Chapter 111, Section 8C.
Appointments Chairman Suzanne McAuliffe recommended appointing Ms.
Charlotte Ellis as a regular member to the disability commission. Appointment is for
three year term which will run thru September 30, 2009. Mr. Sullivan moved the
recommendation and with a second from Mr. Groskopf, the vote was unanimous.

Suzanne said they will be starting interviews for the recreation commission and the
board of appeals alternates in the next week or two. We are in need for people for the
personnel board and cable advisory. Talent Bank forms are available at the town
administrator’s office.
Suzanne moved the minutes of the executive session of December 11, 2006 and hold.
Workshop meeting August 8, 2006 and Regular meetings August 22 and September
12, 2006. Seconded by Mr. Groskopf. Vote unanimous.
Robert Lawton, Town Administrator, reviewed the consent agenda and with a motion
from Mrs. McAuliffe to approve the consent agenda and a second from Mr. Sullivan,
vote was unanimous.
Mr. Lawton reviewed a note from the DY School District regarding the bargaining
process as required under Mass General Laws. The Yarmouth Board of Selectmen
agreed to have a Dennis Selectman be the town representative in the DY Regional
School Collective Bargaining Process.
Mr. Lawton said as required by the Charter he needed to inform the board that the
petitioned articles were submitted for the town meeting within the time limits set
forth in the bylaws. One is from Mr. Peter White to see if the town would appropriate
$50,000 for the installation of a solar energy system for town hall. This will go to the
energy committee for review. The second is a petitioned article which is a zoning
article to rezone a portion of a lot on Route 28 that is partially in B2 and B5.
Mr. Lawton also noted the list of possible articles for the annual town meeting. The
selectmen will be given the complete list in the near future
Selectmen Items
Mr. Sullivan noted that one of the banks in town has instituted a fee on savings
accounts of $60 a year if the account doesn’t have a $500 balance. People should be
aware that there are accounts available and to pay attention to what comes in the mail
from their banks. He felt this was atrocious and urged people to read their fee
notices. There are local banks who charge no fees for savings account.
Mr. Groskopf asked about a beach sticker rule regarding a trust. The language
requires the entire trust agreement. This was felt as an invasion of privacy. In
checking with the clerk’s office, they do not need the entire agreement. You have to
be a named trustee in the trust. You have to bring that portion of the trust which so
names you. There are four trust persons allowed per property, beneficiaries are not

eligible but if you bring that portion of the trust that names you for the beach sticker,
the clerk will give you one.
Mrs. McAuliffe stated she attended the DRI subcommittee hearing at the airport. She
was able to take the letter from Peter Kopf and SEA which will be in the next packet
which was a list of things the Town of Yarmouth was requesting as part of the
Commission review.
Mr. Saben spoke about the new business certificates filed in the Town of Yarmouth.
He said there are a great deal of 'for lease properties' on Route 28. he said month
after month he looks at the list and sees businesses operating out of their homes. The
board needs to make a decision to enforce their bylaws or to change them. The
continuing operation of businesses within residential neighborhoods needs to be
something we address. The board needs to address this issue or bring it back to town
meeting with a discussion on home based businesses.
Being no further business, Mr. Sullivan moved to adjourn, seconded by Mrs.
McAuliffe, vote unanimous.

